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HIGH & VMDEZ, L.L P. 
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P.O. Box 366 
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Telephone: (208) 733-5463 
Attorneys for Defendant Ericsson, he.,  As Successor In 
hiterest To The Anaconda Wire & Gable Company 
F:\flle\1474OMNSMiEn OF ERLCSSON.doe 
STATE OF IDAHO, LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B M O C I C  
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his ) Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of JOHN W. ADANSON, 1 
1 ANSWER OF DEFENDmTT 
Plaintiff, ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR 
IN INTEREST TO THE 
v. 1 ANAC0NDAWIREdi:CBLE 
1 COMPANY 
FMC Corporation individually and on behalf of ) 
its fomer Coffin Turbo Pump Operation and ) 
fomer Peerless Pump, Chicago Punip aiid 
Link-Belt Business; MKK0 Materials USA, ) 
hc. ,  diibla Gould Electric, hie., individually and ) 
as successor in interest to Goulds, Iiic., 
Iii~perial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, ) 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit ) 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf ) 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 1 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Iiic., as 
Successor in Iiiterest to the Anaconda Wire & ) 
Cable Company; Gardner Denver, IIIC.; Henry ) 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Iiidustiies, Iiic.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine ) 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 1. 
(13740iANSWER OF ERICSSON) ?fa 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron j 
Works; Parlcer Hmi f in  Corlporation stlccessor j 
in interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Iilc.; Steel West, j 
Inc.; Bechtel, hc , ;  Crane Go.; Owens Illinois, j 
Iilc.; h e r i c a n  Optical Corporation; Eaton 1 
Electrical Coqoratiori W a  Cutler Hammer; ) 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 1 
successor to The Duriron Company, h c .  F l u  j 
D ~ c o  International; Fairba~lcs Morse Pump 1 
Corporation Honewell, bic. (Specifically j 
excludi~ig liability for NARCO) individually ) 
and as successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 1 
Wlleelal3rator, Rust Engineering, and Allied ) 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 1 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps) 
te * 1 
Defendants. 1 
COMES NOW The Defendant, Ericsson, Iilc., as Successor in Interest to the Anacolida 
Vb'ire & Cable Company, (hereinafter "Ericsson"), by and through its atmomey of record. Thomas B. 
High of the fimm of Berioit, Alexander, Hamood, High 8i: Valdez, L.L.P., and ans-cvers Plain~lff's 
complaint as follows: 
Plaintiffs Complaint, and each and every Count therein fails to state a cause of action 
against Ericsson. 
Ericsson denies each and every allegation of Plaintiff's Complaiiit not hereinafter 
specifically admitted. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, LNC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 2. 
(l47dOU1NSWE.K OF ERICSSON) 
XI. 
In ansnrer to paragaphs 1 though 3 and 5 through 28 of Plai~itifPs Coml~laint, Ericsson is 
withotit specific lcnowledge to admit or deny as to the tmth of the allegations thercii~, and, thereibre, 
denies the same. 
rrr. 
In answer to pal-agaph 4 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Ericsson admits that it is the successor in 
interest to Anaconda Wire & Cable Gonlpany and admits at all times it was a foreig co~oralior! 
doing business under the laws of the State of Idaho. The remaining allegations of paragaph 4 ;ire 
1 g  h 
@% 
\" 
expressly denied. 
IV. 
Iil answer to paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Ericsson is without krio~vledge as to the 
allegations concerning N.R.C.P. and therefore denies the same. 
Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the applicable statute of limitation, including, wi tho~~t  
lirnitation, Idaho Code $5 5-21 8, 5-219, 5-224 [6-14031 andlor 28-2-725 
This Court lacks subject matter j urisdiction. 
- 
This Cour-t lacks personal jurisdiction with respect to Ericsson. 
Venue is improper. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 3. 
(14740WNSWER OF ERICSSON) 
Plaintiff has -Failed to join necessary of indispensable party Defendants. 
E~cs son  is uril-hout knowledge or sufficient infomation to form a belief as to  he ti-uth of 
the averments tliat Plaintiff used or was exposed to asbestos-containing products masiufactured. 
sold, distributed, andor marketed by Anaconda Wire & Cable, hic. Furtbemore, if it is detemined 
$3 
that the Plaintiff was exposed to any asbestos-containing products manufactured, sold, distrlbutcd 
\ 
and/or marketed by Anaconda Wire & Cable, hic., it is specifically denied that the Plaintiff was 
exposed to any asbestos direct and/or asbestos fibers from any ordinary and foreseeable use of any 
products of Anaconda Wire & Cable, Inc, 
- 
Plaintiff fails, as to Defendant Ericsson, to aver or allege that ally injuries sustained by 
Plaiiitiff were as a direct and proximate result of any action or inaction of Ericsson, and, therefore 
tliis Complaint, as to Defendant Ericsson, niust be dismissed. 
-
Ericsson alleges that any claim by Plaintiff based upon warranty is barred because of the 
lack of privity between Ericsson and Plaintiff 
- 
Ericsson alleges that any warranty claim by Plaintiff is barred by Plaintiff's failure to give 
timely notice. 
AVS'WER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO TKE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 4. 
(14740UNSWER Oh' ERICSSON) / ?Bay 
Ericsson assez-ls the ""Sate of the Art" defense with rcspect to products n~~u~ufacturcd an  
sold by Ericsson. 
Ericsson did not act individually or engage in concert of action with m y  oni: or niore of 
the Defendants herein, or any other persons, for the purpose of accomplisl-irng an unlawfii! 
purpose or to accomplish some purpose, not in and of itself unlarvful, by ui~latt.ii?i means, 110s cl:d 
Plaintiff suffer any injury as a result of the actions or inaction of Ericsson. Accordingly, Plaint~ff 
cannot recover against Ericsson under a theory of civil conspiracy. 
Any product allegedly containing asbestos and allegedly supplied by Ericssoi~ \xias 
manufactured in accordance with the specifications established and pro~-i:i,iigated by -the 
Plaintiffs employer, agencies and departnzents of the United Stales of h e r i e a ,  other persons 
andior entities. 
Ericsson asserts sovereign i m u n i t y  if it is determined that Plaintiff used any asbestos 
containing products, which products, or components thereof, were sold by or on behalf of t i ~c  
United States of America. 
Ericsson asserts that Plaintiffs injuries and damages alleged are as a direct and proximate 
result of the action, or inaction of third parties. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO TEIE ANACONDA \.%'IRE & CABLE COMPANY: 5. 
(1474O\ANSWEN OF EBICSSON) r 7 $,& 
PIaintifrs use of Ericsson products, if any, was minimal and not on a regular basis over 
an extended time period, and, therefore, such use was not a substantial factor in the causation of 
Plaintifr s injuries and damages. 
Esicsson alleges that it is entitled to an offset for any compensation or beliefits from ally 
4 source recovered by Plaintiffs in relation to Plaintiffs injuries or damages. 
Ericsson reserves the right to seek contribution and/or indemnity from those parties not 
joined in this action as a result of barilmptcy. 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by laches. 
NTY-FmST D B  
PlaintifPs claims are barred by estoppel. 
Plaintiffs claims at-e bmed  by waiver. 
NSF, 
Ericsson specifically denies that any products manufactured and sold by it were defective 
and specifically denies that any products manufactured and sold by Ericsson were the sole and 
proximate cause, or any contributing cause, to Plaintiffs injuries and damages and specifically 
avers to the contrary. Ericsson avers that it has not manufactured, produced, sold, distributed, 
supplied, and/or marketed asbestos products, and that it did not act in a negligei~t nialmer in the 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 6. 
(1474OUNSWER OF ERICSSON) /78,3 
manufacture and sale of its products or otherwise, and that it has not failed to properly test and 
analyze its products, and that it has laclien all reasonable steps, care and cautiori under tlne 
circumstances with regard to the manufacture and sale of its products, and that tlne ordinary and 
foreseeable use of its products did not create any irhererit dangers or da~igerous propelisities, and 
that no labels, warnings, or instmctions were necessary because its products did not constitute a 
hazard to the health of any individual, and that Plaintiff is not entitled to recover solely against 
q Ericsson. 
* 2 
# a* 
* 
\ \  
I, 
Plaintiff was negligent, which negligence, was a direct and proximate cause of his own 
injuries and damages. 
TwENTY-FTFTw DEFENSE: 
Plaintiff failed to mitigate liis damages. 
TWENTY-STXTH TIGFENSE: 
PlaintifPs claims are barred by the misuse, abuse, or failure to follow the recommended 
or manufacturer's instruction of the product in question by Plaintiff or third parties, over whom 
Ericsson had no control or right of control. 
TWENTY-SEVENTH T)F,FENSF: 
Plaintifrs claims for pain and suffering, physical impaimlent, partial disability, likelihood 
of cancer development, loss of earning capacity, and loss of enjoyment of life are barred by Idaho 
law. 
AVSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, ING. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO TEE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 7. 
(137401ANSWER OF ERICSSON) BP'BYb 
Ericsson rcsemes the right to assert additional affirmative defenses detcnnined d~iring l:he 
course of discovery. 
W H E W F O E ,  Defendant Ericsson, prays judgment as follows: 
I .  That Plaintiff's Complaint. dnd each and every Count therein ;LS to Delzndant 
Ericsson, be dismissed with prejudice; 
3. That Ericsson be awarded its costs and attorney fees; and 
'3 . For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and PI-OPIST 6\; 
\ \ 
DATED this 16 '~  day of January, 2007. 
BENOIT, qLEXwDER,  HARWOOD, 
Interest to the Anaconda W& & Cable Company 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, UVC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRX & CABLE COMPANY: 8. 
(14740L4NSWER OF ERICSSON) 
The undersimed, a resident attorney of the State of Iddho, with offices at I26 Second 
Avenue N o d ,  Twin Falls, Idnho, certifies that. on the 16'" day of Janriaq, 2007, he caused a trllc 
and correct copy of the 
to be forwarded with all 
required chasges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following: 
James C, Arnold 
PETERSEN, P SON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, D 83403-1 645 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
1; q 
u\b G. Patterson Keahey 
\ G. Patterson Keahey, P.C. 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 61 2 
Birmingham, AL 35209 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Fed. Express 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Fed. Express 
C. Timothy Hopkins 
Steven IC. Brown Hand Delivered 
HOPKINS RODEN GROCKETT U.S. Mail 
HANSEN & WOOPES, PLLG Fax 
P.O. Box Box 51219 Fed. Express 
Idaho Falls, JD 83405- 1219 
Attorneys for Defendant Square D. Company 
(incorrectly named as "Schneider Electric") and 
Alaskan Cooper WorkslAlco Investment 
Company 
Kelly A. Cameron 
Randall L. Schrnitz 
PERKINS COLE, LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, JD 83702-73 10 
Attorneys for Defendant Crane Co. 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
Fax 
Fed. Express 
Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & LARSEN Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 4229 U.S. Mail 
Pocatello, JD 83205-4229 Fax 
Attorneys for Defendant Paramount Supply Co. Fed. Express 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 9. 
(14740\ANSWER OF ERICSSOR) 
W. Marcus W. Nye 
Casol Tippi Volyn Hand Delivered 
RACZNE, OLSON, W E ,  BUDGE, U.S. Mail 
& BALEY, CI-IARTEmD Fax 
P.O. Box 1391 Fed. Express 
Pocatello, JD 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendant Advanced Industrial 
Supply, Inc., fIWa Pocatello Supply, Inc. 
Alan Goodman 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE Hand Delivered 
Attorneys at Law U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box D Fax 
Rupert, TC) 83350 Fed. Express 
Attorney for Defendant Rupert Iron Works, Inc. 
Murray J. Sorensen 
BLASER, SORENSEN & OLESEN Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 1047 U.S. Mail 
Blackfoot, JD 83221-1047 Fax 
Attorneys for Defendant Steel West, Inc. Fed. Express 
Thomas J. Lyons 
M E W L  & MEMILL Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 991 U.S. Mail 
Pocatello, JD 83204-0991 Fax 
Attorneys for Defendant Owens Illinois, inc. Fed. Express 
Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williams Hand Delivered 
Q U A M  SMITH, LLP U.S. Mail 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B Fax 
Idaho Falls, JD 83402-2913 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendants American Optical 
Corporation and Reliance Electric Motors 
Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williams Hand Delivered 
Q U N  SMITH, LLP U.S. Mail 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B Fax 
Idaho Falls, JD 83402-2913 Fed. Express 
Attorneys for Defendants American Optical 
Corporation and Reliance Electric Motors 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT ERICSSON, INC. AS SUCCESSOR IN 
INTEREST TO THE ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY: 10. 
(14740iANSWER OF ERICSSON) 
ChAstian W. Nelson 
RICI-llaRDS, B Dl', NIZLER & NELSON Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 2465 U.S. Mail 
Salt Lake City, CTT 84 1 10-2465 Fax 
Attorneys for Defendant Flowserve Corporation Fed. Express 
ff/Ma Durco International, Inc.) 
A. Bruce Larson 
Attorney at Law Hand Delivered 
.J P.O. Box 6369 U.S. Mail 
", 
#, w Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 Fax 
\ Attorney for Defendant P&H Mining Equipment, Fed. Express 
Lnc,, f/Ma Harnischfeger Corporation (incorrectly 
named as P&H Crane) 
Lee Radford 
Renajmin C. Ritchie Halid Delivered 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK U.S. Mail 
& FIELDS, CHARTERED Fax 
P.O. Box 51505 Fed. Express 
Idaho Falls, JD 83405 
Attorneys for Defendant Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC (improperly sued as Sterling Fluid 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)) 
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Donald F. Carey, ISB #4392 
QUANE SM1Tl-f LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Edabo 83402-291 3 
Telephone: (208) 529-0000 
1 
Attorneys for Defendant Bechtel, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH SUDICIAL DISTMCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, Individually and in ) 
his capacity as Personal Representative of ) 
6- the Estate of JION[N H. ADAMSON, 1 
i 
r., 
1 
Zp., Plaintiff, 1 
1 
vs. 
FMC Corporation, et al., 
Defendants 
1 Case No.: CV-06-3 166-OC 
1 
) 
1 
1 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT BECHTEL, INC. 
COMES NOW, Defendant Bechtel, Inc. ("Bechtel"), by and through its counsel, 
Quane Smith LLP, filing its Answer to Plaintiff's Complaint. Except as expressly set 
forth herein, Bechtel generally denies each and every allegation asserted in PlaintifPs 
Complaint, and fbrther objects that Plaintiff's Complaint fails to describe any conduct on 
the part of Bechtel with sufficient specificity and clarity to pemit a full response thereto. 
Reserving said objection, Bechtel pleads as follows with respect to the said Complaint: 
Unnumbered Introductory Paragraph 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to adinit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as to the residency and citizenship of (or this Court's jurisdiction over) any 
Answer of Defendant Bechtel, Inc. 
other Defendant to this civil action. Bechtel similarly lacks sufficient information and/or 
knowledge to admit or deny PlaintifPs allegations as to the purported asbestos-related 
activities of any other Defendant. 
Bechtel admits that it is a now-dissolved foreign corporation which was 
authorized to do business in Idabo from approximately April 1969 until approximately 
August 1989. Bechtel specifically denies that it "mined, manufactured, processed, 
imported, converted, compounded and/or retained substantial amounts of asbestos 
containing nlaterials which were sold, distributed and used in Idaho" at any time relevant 
to this civil action. 
1-13. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny the 
allegations set forth in 11 1 through 13 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
14. 
Bechtel admits that it was authorized to do business in Idaho from approximately 
April 1969 until approximately August 1989. As reflected in the publicly-available 
records of the Idaho Secretary of State, Bechtel's registered agent for the service of 
process in Idaho is C.T. Corporation System, 300 North Sixth Street, Boise, ID 83701. 
Given its designation of a registered agent for service of process in Idaho, Bechtel denies 
that effective service of process may be made upon it in any matter pending in this State 
via certified mail. 
15-28. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny the 
allegations set forth in 11 15 through 28 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
Answer of Defendant Bechtel, Inc. 
29. 
PlainllfPs conclusory assefiion as to the propriety of venue in Bmnock County, 
Idaho is a conclusion of law as to which no response is required of Beehtel. Bechtel 
lacks sufficient information andlor howledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs allegations as 
to the rcsideczy of the registered agent of any other Defendant to this civil action. As to 
its own resident registered agent for the service of process, Bechtel states that said agent 
resides in Ada County, Idaho. Bechtel denies that it was or is a joint tortfeasor in relation 
to any other Defendant to this civil action. Tlius, and based solely on its own infomation 
and knowledge, Bechtel denies that venue is proper in Bannock County, Idaho. 
30. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient infomation and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as to the purported asbestos-related activities of any other Defendmt to this 
civil action. Bechtel denies that it engaged in any of the asbestos-related activities 
described in 7 30 of Plaintiff's Complaint at any time and place relevant to this civil 
action. 
31.  
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as to his decedent's alleged occupational exposure to asbestos-containing 
products or machinery attributable either to any other Defendant in this civil action or to 
any other unnamed persons. Bechtel denies that Plaintiff's decedent was ever exposed to 
asbestos which was or is attributable to Bechtel, and further denies that any purported 
exposure to asbestos attributable to Bechtel was a proximate cause of PlaintifPs 
decedent's death or of any injury to Plaintiff or his decedent. Bechtel further specifically 
Answer of Defendant Bechtel, Inc. 
denies that it designed, manufactured or sold m y  asbestos-containing pmduct to w1ziet1 
Plaintifcs decedent was allegedly exposed. 
32. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as to his decedent's alleged occupational exposure to asbestos-containing 
products or machinery amibutable either to any other Defendant in this civil action or to 
any other unnamed persons. Bechtel denies that Plaintiff's decedent was ever exposed to 
asbestos which was or is attributable to Bechtel, and further denies that any purported 
exposure to asbestos attributable to Bechtel was a proximate cause of Plaintiff's 
decedent's death or of any injury to Plaintiff or his decedent. Bechtel further denies that 
each and every alleged exposure to asbestos on the part of Plaintiff's decedent during his 
lifetime caused or contributed to any injury on his part. Finally, while Plaintiff's request, 
that each Defendant's liability in this case be joint and several rather than proportional to 
that Defendant's own proven fault presents an issue of law as to which no response is 
required of Bechtel, Bechtel st3tes that said request is inherently inconsistent with well- 
established Idaho law as embodied by the provisions of I.C. § 6-803. 
33. 
Bechtel denies that the Defendants named in Plaintiffs' Complaint were 
collectively responsible for "a substantial share of the relevant market of asbestos- 
containing prsducts and/or machinery requiring or calling for the use of asbestos and/or 
asbestos-containing products" at any time relevant to this civil action. Bechtel further 
denies that it designed, manufactured or sold any asbestos-containing product to which 
Plaintiff's decedent was allegedly exposed. Finally, while Plaintiff's request that this 
Answer of Defendant Bechtel, Inc. 
/ ?  7s 
Court fashion and apply some novel theory of recovery in this civil action such as 
'"enterprise liability," "market-share liability," 'koncerl-of-action liability" or 'hlternati.ire 
liability" presents an issue of law as to which no response is required of Bechtel, Bechtel 
states that said request is inherently imonsistent with wll-established Idaho law to the 
extent that it seeks any form of remedy or relief other than as permitted under 1.C. $ 6- 
803. 
34. 
 plaintiff?^ declaration that lie "'makes no claim" against certain unnamed 
"barikrupt defendants" neither requires nor permits a response by Bechtel. However, to 
the extent Plaintiff contends that he and/or his decedent are or were "prohibited by law" 
from bringing any claim against various entities who manufactured, sold and/or 
distributed asbestos-containing products but who have since filed for bankruptcy, said 
contention is denied as many such entities have established trusts for the purpose of the 
payment of asbestos-related personal injury and wrongful death claims. 
Similarly, Plaintiffs declaration that he "makes no claim for exposure to asbestos 
against [his decedent'sJ employers occurring during the course and scope of [his 
decedent's] employment with said employers" neither requires nor permits a response by 
Bechtel. Bechtel states, however, that, based on this explicit waiver, Plaintiff should be 
adjudged now and forever judicially estopped from stating any claim against Bechtel in 
relation to any period of time during which it was acting as either the regular or statutory 
employer of his decedent. 
Similarly, Plaintiffs declaration that he waives and/or releases any claim or 
potential claim which he might have as against Asbestos Corp., Ltd.; Atlas Turner, Inc.; 
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Lac DXArnim.1.e du Quebec; Les Mines D'Ainiante Bell, Ltd.; and/or Soeiete Miniere 
Mazxin, Inc. neither requires nor pesmits a response by Bechtel. However, to the extei~t 
Plaintiff claims to disavow any liability, responsibility or fault on the part of said entities, 
Bechtel states that - despite PlzlntifFs purported waiver in this regard - it intends to fully 
and vigorously enforce any rights of apportioment or contsibution which it bas (or may 
in the futwe have) as to such entities under I.C. fj 6-803 or as otherwise permitted by law. 
Similarly, PlaintifPs dedaration that he waives andor releases maritime and or 
admiralty claims as well as any claim or potential claim which he might have "arising 
under the Colistitution, treaties, or laws of the United States . . . including any claim 
arising from an act or omission on a federal enclave, or of any officer of the U.S. or any 
agency or person acting under him occurring under color of such office" neither requires 
nor permits a response by Bechtel. Bechtel states, however, that, based on this explicit 
waiver, Plaintiff should be adjudged to be now and forever estopped from stating any 
claim against Bechtel in relation to any asbestos exposure which purportedly occurred 
either: 1) within the confines of a federal enclave; or 2) as a result of any purported act or 
omission of Bechtel while it was acting under the direction or control of my officer of 
the United States government. 
35. 
Bechtel admits and acknowledges that, at all times relevant to this civil action. 
numerous parties who have not been specifically named and identified as Defendants by 
PlaintifPs Complaint "designed, tested, evaluated, manufactwed, mined, packaged, 
furnished, supplied and/or sold asbestos-containing products." However, and despite 
PlaintifPs invocation of an unknown provision referred to as "Rule 9(h) M.R.G.P. 
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(Fictitious Padies),'ho "John Doe" Defendmts have been n m e d  b3f Plaintiff in the 
caption of his Complaint. 
Plaintifrs conclusory assertio~i of a lack of removal, federal question, diversity 
and/or other federal subject matter jurisdiction in relation to this civil action are bare 
conclusions of law as to which no response is required of Bechtel. Bechtel lacks 
sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs allegation that one 
or more Defendants in this civil action are Idaho residents for purposes of diversity 
jurisdiction. Bechtel denies that it is an Idaho resident for pusposes of 28 U.S.C. 
fj 1332(c)(l). 
Plaintiffs declarations that he "sues no foreign state or agency" and that he 
"expressly disclaims" maritime and or admiralty claims as well as any claim or potential 
claim which he might have "arising under the Constitution, treaties, or laws ofthe United 
States . . . including any claim arising fiom [an] act or omission on a federal enclave, or 
of any officer of the U.S. or any agency or person acting under him occurring under color 
of such office" neither requires nor permits a response by Bechtel. Beclitel states, 
however, that, based on this disclaimer, Plaintiff should be adjudged to be now and 
forever estopped from stating any claim against Bechtel in relation to any asbestos 
exposure which purportedly occurred either: 1) within the confines of a federal enclave; 
or 2) as a resv!t of any purported act or omission of Bechtel while it was acting under the 
direction or control of any officer of the United States government. 
Plaintiffs conclusory assertion of the propriety of venue in Bannock County, 
Idaho is a ccnclusion of law as to which no response is required of Bechtel. Bechtei 
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otherwise in~vrporates its response to 11 29 of PlaintifFs Complaint as if restated in full 
herein. 
36. 
Plaintiff's mere incovoration of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits 
a response by Bechtel. 
37. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andfor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations either as to the purported asbestos-related activities of any other Defendant to 
this civil action or as to Plainti-ffs decedent's alleged asbestos exposure attributable to 
any other Defendant. Bechtel denies that it "mined, manufactured, processed, imported, 
converted, compounded, sold or distributed" any asbestos-containing product to which 
Plaintiffs decedent was allegedly exposed. Bechtel further denies that PlaintifPs 
decedent ever "inhaled and absorbed asbestos fibers" which are or were attributable to 
Bechtel. Bechtel further denies that any act or omission on its part was a cause of 
mesothelioma or of any other purportedly asbestos-related injury on the part of Plaintiffs 
decedent. 
38. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 38 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured or sold any asbestos-containing product to which Plaintiffs 
decedent was allegedly exposed. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations 
set forth in 7 38 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
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39. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 39 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
admits and achowlcdges that, at some times relevant to this civil action, it was a general 
engineering and construction contractor whose constmction-related work may have 
(consistent with the existing law and construction-related state-of-the-arl at that time) 
involved the purchase and use of asbestos-containing materials mmufactured. marketed 
and sold by other parties. Bechtel denies that it manufactured or sold any asbestos- 
containing product as to which Plaintiff's decedent allegedly "[came] into contact" or 
was otherwise exposed. Bechtel further denies that, at any time relevant to this civil 
action, it knew or believed that any of its activities posed an unreasonable risk of harm to 
Plaintifl's decedent or any other similarly-situated person. Bechtel further denies both 
that it was negligent in any respect and that any act or omission on its part was a 
proximate cause of any injury on the part of Plaintiff or his decedent. Bechtel furtl~er 
denies that asbestosis is a form of cancer. Except as set forth specifically herein, the 
allegations set forth in 7 39 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
40. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in 7 40 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured or sold any asbestos-containing product to which Plaintiffs 
decedent was allegedly exposed. Bechtel further denies that it breached any actionable 
duty of care to warn Plaintiff's decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the 
allegations set forth in 7 40 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
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40(a). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifr s 
allegations as set forth in 7 40(a) of his Complaint as to any other Defendmt. Bechtel 
denies that it breached any actionable duty of care to inform Plaintiffs decedent as to 
"reasonably safe and sufficient wearing apparel" or "'proper protective equipment and 
appliances." Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegztlions set forth in 7 40(a) of 
PlaintifPs Complaint are hereby denied. 
Beehtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
\ 
allegations as set forth in 7 40(b) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it breached any actioilable duty of care to "take reasonable precautions" or to 
"publish, adopt and enforce a safety plan and a safe method of handling and installing 
asbestos materials." Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 
7 40(b) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
40(c). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 40(c) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. 
Bechtel denic; that it manufactured or sold any asbestos-containing product to which 
Plaintiffs decedent was allegedly exposed. Bechtel further denies that it failed to take 
reasonable care in the performance of its construction-related work once it had 
knowledge ol' any health risks associated with asbestos exposure. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 40(c) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
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40(d). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs 
allegations as set forth in $40(d) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. 
Bechtel denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product 
at any time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further denies that it 
made any representations or misrepresentations regarding the safety of asbestos- 
containing products to either the Plaintiff's decedent or the general public at any time 
relevant to this civil action. Bechtel hrther denies that Plaintiffs decedent reasonabiy 
relied to his detriment on any representation made by Bechtel involving asbestos. Except 
as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 40(d) of Plaintiffs Complaint 
are hereby denied. 
40(e). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 40(e) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product at any 
time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further denies tliat it breached 
any actionable duty of care to test any such products. Except as set forth specifically 
herein, the allegations set forth in 7 40(e) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
40(f). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 40(f) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product at any 
time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further denies that it breached 
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any actionable duty of care to "remove and recall" any asbestos-containing produce. 
Except as set forth specificall;. herein, the allegations set forth in 21 40(Q of Plaintifps 
Complaint are hereby denied. 
40(g). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs 
allegations as set fbrth in 7 40(g) of his Complaint as to any other Dekndmt. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product at any 
time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further denies that it breached 
any actionable duty of care to warn or advise Plaintifrs decedent or similarly-situated 
individuals ill any regard. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth 
in 7 40(g) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
40(h). 
Plaintiff fails to identify or otherwise name which of the Defendants in this civil 
action are referred to in 7 40(h) of his Complaint as "Contractor and Premises 
Defendants." To the extent said reference was intended to include Bechtel, the 
allegations set forth in 7 40(h) of Plaintiff's Complaint are hereby denied. 
41. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 41 of his Complaint as to the intent of any other Defendant. 
Bechtel denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product 
to which Plaintiffs decedent was exposed. 
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42. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient inhmation andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 42 of his Complaint: either as to the nature of any products 
manufactwed andor sold by of my other Dcfendmt or as to Plaintiffs decedent's 
subjective expectations, if any, with regard to the use of such products. Bechtel denies 
that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbcstos-containing prodtrct to which 
IJlaintifFs decedent was exposed. Bechtel further denies that PlaintifPs decedent was 
ever exposed to asbestos which was or is attributable to Bechtel. Bechtel further denies 
that any purported exposure to asbestos attributable to Bechtel was a proximate cause of 
Plaintiff" decedent's death or of any injusy to Plaintiff or his decedent. Except as set 
forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 42 of Plaintiffs Complaint arc 
hereby denied. 
43. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in 7 43 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product at any 
time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further denies that it breached 
any actionable duty to warn or any other actionable duty of care owed to Plaintiffs 
decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in $/ 43 of 
Plaintiff's Complaint are hereby denied. 
44. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 44 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
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denies that any aspect of its own conduct at any time and place relevant to this civil 
action was negligent, grossly negligent, willful, wanton and/or reckless, and -further 
denies that any act or omission by it was a direct and proximate cause of Plaintiffs 
decedent's death or of any injury to Plaintiff or his decedent. Bechtel Eurther denies that 
any of the purported damages described in 7 44 of Plaintiffs Complaint (i.e., Plaintiff's 
decedent's sumported pre-death medical expenses, pre-death pain and suffering and/or 
pre-death "extreme emotional distress") are recoverable in this civil action as any claim 
to compensation for such purported damages abated at the instant of Plaintiff's 
decedent's death as a matter of Idaho law. Except as set forth specifically herein, the 
allegations set forth in 7 44 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
45. 
Plaintiffs prayer for relief as set forth in 7 45 of his Complaint neither requires 
nor permits a response by Bechtel. However, and to the extent that the relief sought 
thereby relates to the purported damages described in t/ 44 of Plaintiff's Complaint, 
Bechtel hereby incorporates its response to 7 44 of Plaintiff's Complaint as if restated in 
full herein. 
45. 
Plaintiffs mere incorporation of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits 
a response by Bechtel. 
47. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in 7 47 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that either it or any purported "predecessors-in-interest" to it manufactured, sold 
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or distributed any asbestos-containing product (or 'bachinery requiring or calling for the 
use of asbestos andlor asbestos-containing products") to which PlaintifPs decedent was 
exposed. Bechtel further denies that PlaintifPs decedent was ever exposed to asbestos 
which was or is attributable to Bechtel andlor that any purported exposure to asbestos 
attributable to Bechtel was a proximate cause of Plaintiffs decedent" death or of ally 
injury to Plaintiff or his decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations 
set fosth in 1/ 47 of PlaintifPs Complaint are hereby denied. 
48. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 48 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechlel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product or 
machinery to which PlaintifPs decedent was exposed. Bechtel further denies that 
Plaintiffs decedent was ever exposed to asbestos which was or is attributable to Bechtcl 
and/or that any purported exposure to asbestos attributable to Bechtel was a proximate 
cause of PlaintifPs decedent's death or of any injury to Plaintiff or his decedent. Except 
as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 48 of Plaintiff's Complaint 
are hereby denied. 
49. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient infomation and/or knowledge to admit or deny PlaintifPs 
allegations as set forth in 7 48 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product or 
machinery at zny time and place relevant to this civil action. Bechtel fusther denies that 
it "placed such products or machinery on the market" or made any representations as to 
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the safety or "afe use of any such products or machinery. Except as set forth specifically 
herein, the allegations set forth in '1/ 49 of PlaintifPs Complaint are hereby denied. 
50. 
Bechfel denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing 
product or machinery at any time and place relevant to this civil action. Except as set 
forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 50 of Plaintifts Complaint are 
hereby denied. 
5 1. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 5 1 of his Complaint as to his decedent's subjective knowledge 
or understanding of the quality and nature of any products or machinery to which he was 
purportedly exposed. Bechtel denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any 
asbestos-containing product or machinery at any time and place relevalit to this civil 
action or to which PlaintifPs decedent was allegedly exposed. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 5 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 52 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product or 
machinery to which Plaintiffs decedent was allegedly exposed. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 52 of Plaintifts Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
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53. 
Plaintiff fails to identifjr or otherwise name which of the Defendants in this civil 
action are referred to in 7 53 of his Complaint as ""Conspiracy Deflendants, their co- 
conspirators, the Trade Association Conspiracy Dekndants, and their trade association 
co-conspirators." To the extent said reference was intended to include Becl~tel, the 
allegations set forth in '1/ 53 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. Bechtel denies 
that it commissioned the publishing of any report regarding asbestos at any time and 
place relevant to this civil action, and further denies that it breached any actio~iable duty 
of care owed to Plaintiffs decedent in relation to any purported '"bsence of published 
medical and scientific data regarding the hazards of asbestos and asbestos-containing 
products." 
54. 
Plaintiff fails to identifjr or otherwise name which of the Defendants in this civil 
action are referred to in 7 54 of his Complaint as "Conspiracy Defendants" and/or "Trade 
Association Conspiracy Defendants." To the extent said reference was intended to 
include Bechtel, Bechtel specifically denies that it manufactured, sold, distributed or 
marketed any asbestos-containing product or "defective product" at any time and place 
relevant to this civil action. Bechtel further denies that - to the extent tliat m y  of its 
construction-related activities may have required it to purchase andlor use asbestos- 
containing materials manufactured, sold and marketed by other persons - it breached anjr 
actionable duty of care (as to warnings or otherwise) in its use of such materials. Bechtei 
further denies that Plaintiffs decedent was ever exposed to asbestos which was or is 
attributable to Bechtel and/or that any purported exposure to asbestos attributable to 
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Bechtel was a proximate cause of P1aintifi7s decedent's death or of any injury to Plaintiff 
or his decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set kbrth in 1 54 of 
PlaintifPs Complaint are hereby denied. 
55. 
Plaintiffs mere incorporation of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits 
a response by Bechtel. 
56. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny PIaintiff s 
allegations as set forth in 7 56 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product or 
machinery at any time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further 
denies that it made any representations regarding the safety of asbestos or of asbestos- 
containing products to either the Plaintiffs decedent or the general public at any time 
relevant to this civil action. Bechtel further denies that Plaintiffs decedent reasonably 
relied to his detriment on any representation made by Bechtel involving asbestos. Except 
as set forth specifically herein the allegations set forth in 7 56 of Plaintiff's Complaint 
are hereby denied. 
57. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs 
allegations as set forth in 7 57 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it aanufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos, asbestos-containing product 
or machinery at any time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further 
denies that it made any representations regarding the safety of asbestos or of asbestos- 
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containing products or machinery to either the PlaintifPs decedent or the general public 
at any time relevant to this civil action. Bechtel hrther denies that Plaintifps decedent 
reasonably relied to his detriment on any representation made by Bechtel involving 
asbestos. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 757 of 
Plaintiff's Complaint are hereby denied. 
58. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny PlaintifPs 
allegations as set forth in 7 58 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos, asbestos-containing product 
or machinery at any time and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel m h e r  
denies that it made any representations regarding the safety of asbestos or of asbestos- 
containing products or machinery to either the Plaintifl's decedent or the general public 
at any time relevant to this civil action. Bechtel further denies that Plaintiffs decedent 
(or any other party) reasonably relied to Plaintiffs decedent's detriment on any 
representation made by Bechtel involving asbestos. Bechtel further denies that any act or 
omission by it was a proximate cause of Plaintiffs decedent's death or of any injury to 
Plaintiff or his decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth 
in 7 58 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
59. 
Plaintiffs mere incorporation of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits 
a response by Bechtel. 
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60. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient infomation and/or howledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in l/ 60 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it (or any purported '"predecessor-in-interest?? to it) manufactured, sold or 
marketed any asbestos-containing product at any time and place relevant to the instant 
civil action or to which Plaintiff's decedent was exposed. Bechtel further denies that it 
breached (intentionally, negligently or othemise) any actionable duty of care to wan1 
Plaintiff's decedent of any hazards related to asbestos or asbestos-containing products. 
Bechtel further denies that it (or any purported "predecessor-in-interest" to it) committed 
a battery or any other "offensive act" against or toward Plaintiffs decedent. Bechtel 
further denies that it "intentionally caused physical harm and death to Plaintifrs 
decedent"and/or that any act or omission by it (intentional, negligent or otherwise) was a 
proximate cause of Plaintiff :: decedent's death or of any injury to Plaintiff or his 
decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 60 of 
Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
61. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations a;, set forth in 7 61 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it "combined together" with any other person or persons "for the purpose of 
doing something unlawful or oppressive or immoral as a means to an end" at any time 
and place relevant to this civil action andlor that it engaged in a "civil conspiracy" or any 
other conduct which might subject it to non-proportional liability under I.C. 5 6-803. 
Bechtel further denies that any purported conspiracy could have aggravated those limited 
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damages available to a wrongful death litigmt under Idaho law. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 'T[ 61 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient infomation and/or knovgledge to admit or deny PlaintifPs 
i"bL 
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allegations as set forth in T/ 62 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it (or any purported "'predecessor-in-interesty' to it) ''knowingly agreed, 
contrived, combined, confederated and conspired" with any other person or persons "to 
cause injuries, diseases, illnesses, and death to Plaintiff's decedent by exposing [him] to 
harmful and dangerous asbestos-containing products and/or machinery requiring or 
calling for the use of asbestos andlor asbestos-containing products." Rather, Bechtel 
denies that any act or omission by it was a proximate cause of Plaintiff's decedent's 
death or of any injury to Plaintiff or his decedent. Bechtel further denies that it (or any 
purported "predecessor-in-interest" to it) "knowingly agreed, contrived, combined, 
confederated and conspired" with any other person or persons "to deprive Plaintiffs 
decedent of the opportunity of informed free choice as to whether to use said asbestos- 
containing products and/or machinery requiring or calling for the use of asbestos andlor 
asbestos-containing products . . . . or to expose himself to said dangers." Bechtel fwrther 
denies that it either "willfi~lly misrepresented" or "suppressed the truth as to" the safety 
of asbestos andlor asbestos-containing products or machinery. Beclitel further denies 
that it manufactured, sold, marketed or distributed any asbestos-containing product or 
machinery at any time and place relevant to the instant civil action or to which Plaintiffs 
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decedent was exposed. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 
7 62 of Plaintiff's Complaint are hereby denied. 
63. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient infomation andlor knowledge to adniit or deny Plaintifps 
allegations as set forth in '7 63 of his Cornplaint as to any other Defendmt. Bechtei 
denies that it (or any pupport-ed ""predecessor-in-interest" to it) entered into or pmicipated 
in any "conspiracy" with any other person or persons at any time and place relevant to 
this civil action, or performed any overt acts in support of such a "conspiracy." Except 
as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 63 of Plaintiffs Complaint 
are hereby denied. 
63(a). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient inlirrrnation and/or knowledge to admit or deny PlaintifPs 
allegations as set forth in 7 63(a) of his Complaiiit as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it, at any time relevant to this civil action, was "in possessions [sic] of 
medical and scientific data, literature and test reports which clearly indicated that the 
inhalation of dust and fibers resulting from the ordinary and foreseeable use of . . . 
asbestos-containing products andfor machinery requiring or calling for the use of 
asbestos and/or asbestos-containing products were [sic] unreasonably dangerous, 
hazardous, deleterious to human health and potentially deadly." 
63(b)(i). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations as set forth in 7 63(b)(i) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it - either alone or in combination with another person or persons - 
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"'withheld, concealed and suppressed" from. either plaintifrs decedent or the general 
public any '"medical and scientific data, literature [or[ test reports" regarding health 
hazards or other risks potentially associated with asbestos exposure. Bechtel denies that 
it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos or asbestos-containing product to which 
Plaintiff's decedent was exposed and/or that Plaintiff's decedent was ever exposed to 
asbestos which was or is aBributable to Bechtel. Except as set forth specifically herein, 
the allegations set forth in 1 63(b)(i) of Plaintiffs Complaint are bereby denied. 
63 (b)(ii). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny P1ainti.fr s 
allegations as set forth in 7 63(b)(ii) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it ever published or caused to be published any information regarding health 
hazards or other risks potentially associated with asbestos exposure which it knew to be 
"incorrect, incomplete, outdated [or] misleading." Except as set forth specifically herein, 
the allegations set forth in 7 63(b)(ii) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
63 (b)(iii). 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in T[ 63(b)(iii) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it ever distorted the results of a medical examination performed on Plaintifrs 
decedent or any other similarly-situated individual by "falsely stating and/or concealing 
the nature and extent of the ha~rn" shown thereby. Except as set forth specifically herein, 
the allegations set forth in 7 63(b)(iii) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied 
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Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff" 
allegations as set forth in 7 63(c) of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it (alone or in combination with some other person or persons) made any 
misrepresentations regarding asbestos to Plaintiffs decedent or the general public at any 
time relevant to this civil action, or that it had any intention to induce Plaintiff's decedent 
3 
to rely on any such purported misrepresentations or to expose himself to asbestos or 
asbestos-containing products. Bechtel further denies that it ever breached, though 
"omissions" or "concealments,"any actionable duty to affirnlatively infoinn either 
Plaintiff's decedent or the general public of health hazards or other risks potentially 
associated with asbestos exposure at any time relevant to this civil action. Bechtel 
further denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos, asbestos-containing 
product to which Plaintiffs decedent was exposed andlor that Plaintiffs decedent was 
ever exposed to asbestos which was or is attributable to Bechtel. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 63(c) of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
64. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andfor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs 
allegations as set forth in 7 64 cf his Complaint as to any other Defendant. 
Bechtel denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product 
(or machinery calling for the use of asbestos or asbestos-containing products) at any time 
and place relevant to the instant civil action. Bechtel further denies that it made any 
misrepresentations or "fraudulent representations" to Plaintiffs decedent of the general 
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public regaditlg asbestos or asbestos-containing products at any time relevant to this 
civil action. Beckel denies that it ever breached, through "omissions" or 
"concealments," any actionable duty to affirmatively inhrm PlaintifPs decedent or the 
general public of health hazards or other risks potentially associated with asbestos 
exposure at any time relevant to this civil action. Bechtel h t h e r  denies that Plaintifps 
decedent reasonably relied to his detriment on any purported "fraudulent representations, 
omissions [or] concealments" by Bechtel involving asbestos. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set fosth in '1/ 64 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
65. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in 7 65 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it manufactured, sold or distributed any asbestos-containing product (or 
machinery calling for the use of asbestos or asbestos-containing products) at any time 
and place relevant to this civil action. Bechtel further denies that it made any 
misrepresentations or "fraudulent representations" to Plaintiffs decedent or the general 
public regarding asbestos or asbestos-containing products at any time relevant to this 
civil action. Bechtel further denies that it ever breached, though "omissions" or 
"concealments," any actionable duty to affirmatively inform Plaintiffs decedent or the 
general public of health hazards or other risks potentially associated with asbestos 
exposure at any time relevant to this civil action. Bechtel denies that Plaintiffs decedent 
reasonably relied to his detriment on any purported "fiaudulent representations, 
omissions [or] concealments" by Bechtel involving asbestos andlor that such purported 
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reasonable reliar~ce was the direct and proximate cause of any hasm or injury to Plaintiff 
or his decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 'Ij 65 of 
PlaintifT's Complaint are hereby denied. 
66. 
Bechtel lacks sufki~ient information andfor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
i 
1 " 
allegations as set forth in 7 66 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it has ever participated in or been involved with an entity known as the 
"Asbestos Claims Facility" or .the 'Tenter for Claims Resolution." Bechtel further denies 
that it has ever entered into an agreement known as the "Wellington Agreement." Except 
as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 66 of Plaintiffs Complaint 
are hereby denied. 
67. 
It is EZechtel's understanding that the universe of those entities alleged to be 
"Conspiracy Defendants" for purposes of 7 67 of Plaintiffs Complaint is limited to those 
specific entities listed therein. Given this understanding, Bechtel lacks sufficient 
information cadior knowledge io admit or deny Plaintiffs allegations as set forth in 7 67 
of his Complaint. 
68. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information andlor knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in 7 68 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Plaintiff fails 
to clearly identify or otherwise name which of the Defendants in this civil action are 
referred to in 7 68 of his Complaint as "Trade Association Conspiracy Defendants." To 
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the extent said term or reference was intended to include Bechtel, the allegations set forth 
in 7 68 of PlaintifPs Complaint are hereby denied. 
69. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient infomation and/or howledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs 
allegations as set forth in Sj 69 of his Complaint as to any other Dekndant. Plaintiff fails 
to clearly identify or otbenvise n m e  which of the Defendants in this civil action are 
refesred to in 69 of his Complaint as "Tonspiracy Defendmts" or 'Trade Association 
Conspiracy Defendants." To the extent said terms or references were intended to include 
Bechtel, the allegations set forth in 7 69 of Plaintifl's Complaint are hereby denied. 
70. 
Plaintifl? s mere incorporation of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits 
a response by Bechtel. 
7 1-76. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiff's 
allegations as set forth in 77 71 through 76 of his Complaint. 
77. 
Plaintiffs mere poration of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits a 
response by Bechtel. 
78. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifrs 
allegations as set forth in 7 78 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that it committed any negligent or intentional tortuous act toward Plaintiff or his 
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decedent. Dechtel fmher denies that it "aided, abetted, encouraged, induced or directed" 
any tortuous conduct on the part of any of the other Defendants. 
79. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintifps 
allegations as set forth in 7 79 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that any act or omission by it (alone or in combination with any other person or 
persons) was a proximate cause of Plaintiffs decedent's death or of any injury to 
Plaintiff or his decedent. Except as set forth specifically herein, the allegations set forth 
in 7 79 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
80. 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations a s  set forth in 7 El9 of his Complaint as to any other Defendant. Bechtel 
denies that any act or omission by it (whether under a theory of negligence or under a 
theory of strict liability) was a proximate cause of Plaintiffs decedent's death or of any 
injury to either Plaintiff or his decedent. Finally, while Plaintiffs request that each 
Defendant's liability in this case be joint and several rather than proportional to that 
Defendant's ;wn proven fault presents an issue of law as to which no response is 
required of Bechtel, Bechtel states that said request is inherently inconsistent with well- 
established Idaho law as embodied by the provisions of I.C. § 6-803. Except as set forth 
specifically lierein, the allegations set forth in 7 80 of Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby 
denied. 
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81. 
Plaintifps mere incorporation of his prior allegations neither requires nor permits 
a response by Bechtel. 
82. 
Plaintiff fails to identiFj or otherwise name which of the Defendants in this civii 
action are referred to in 7 82 of his Complaint as "'Premise Defendants." To the extent 
said reference was intended .t9 include Bechtel, the allegations set foi-th in 82 of 
Plaintiffs Complaint are hereby denied. 
83. 
The allegations set forth in 7 83 of Plaintiffs Con~plaint appear to relate to those 
persons refesred to as "Premise Defendants3' in 7 82 of said Complaint. As stated above, 
Plaintiff fails to identify or otherwise name which of the Defendants in this civil action 
are referred to as "Premise Defendants." To the extent said reference was intended to 
include Bechtel, the allegations set forth in 7 83 of  plaintiff?^ Complaint are hereby 
denied. Bechtel denies that any act or omission on its part (individually or in 
combination with another person or persons) was a proximate cause of Plaintiff's 
decedent's death or of any injury to either plaintiff or his decedent. Except as set forth 
specifically herein, the allegations set forth in 7 83 of Plaintiffs Complai~~t are hereby 
denied. 
Unnumbered Oamages Paragraph 
Bechtel lacks sufficient information and/or knowledge to admit or deny Plaintiffs 
allegations of proximate cause as set forth in the unnumbered "Da~nages" paragraph of 
his Complaint as they relate to any other Defendant. Bechtel denies tha tmy act or 
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omission by it was a proximate cause of Plaintiffs decedent's death or of any injury to 
Plaintiff or his decedent. Bechtel further notes that almost all of the categories of 
dmages discussed therein (i.e., damages for PlaintifPs decedent's purported pre-death 
physical pain and mental anguish; dalnages for Plaintiffs decedent's purported pre-death 
physical impairment; damages for Plaintifl's decedent's purported pre-death permanent 
partial disability; damages for Plaintiffs decedent's purported pre-death increased risk of 
cancer; damages for Plaintiffs decedent's purported pre-death medical monitoring costs: 
damages for Plaintiffs decedent's purported pre-death loss of earning capacity; damages 
for Plaintiffs decedent's purported pre-death domestic help and nursing care costs; and 
damages for Plaintiffs decedent's purported pre-death decreased enjoyment of life) 
relate to claims which, if they otherwise existed, would belong solely to Plaintiff's 
decedent and his estate. Particularly as Plaintiff's decedent did not leave a surviving 
spouse, any claim or right to a recovery of such damages on behalf of Plaintiffs decedent 
or his estate abated at the instant of Plaintiffs decedent's death. Even construed in 
Plaintiffs favor (i.e., even constsuing the demand on behalf of an unnamed and 
unidentified "Consortium Plaintiff' as a wrongfkl death claim on Plaintiff's behalf as a 
child and heir of his decedent), and even overlooking all other deficiencies of his claim 
or claims, the only type of damages demanded in Plaintiffs Complaint which might be 
available to Plaintiff under well-established Idaho law would be compensation for a 
proven loss of consortium on Plaintiffs part as a direct and proximate result of the death 
of his decedent. Bechtel admits and acknowledges that, to the best of its current 
knowledge and belief, Plaintiffs Complaint was filed within two years of the date of his 
decedent's death. 
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FIRST AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
All of Plaintifrs claims against Bechtel are basred by Idaho's construction statute 
of repose - I.C. 5-241(aj. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
All of Plaintiffs claims against Bechtel are barred by the equitable doctrine of 
laches. 
T H I W  AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's claims against Bechtel arise in whole or in part from purported 
asbestos exposures within the course and scope of his decedent's regular or stahtory 
employment by Bechtel and are thus barred by operation of I.C. $5 72-209(1 j, 72-21 1 
and 72-223(1) and any other exclusivity provisions of Idaho's Workers' Compensation 
Act. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Based on the disclaimers and waivers set forth in his Complaint, Plaintiff is now 
estopped from stating any claim against Bechtel involving his decedent's purported 
exposure to asbestos while under Bechtel's regular or statutory employment. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint, in whole or in part, fails to state a claim against BechteI 
upon which relief may be afforded under Idaho law. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
To the extent Plaintiffs Complaint purports to state survival claims - i.e., claims 
brought on behalf of, or to recover damages or compensation purportedly owed to, his 
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decederzt or his decedent's estate - said Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief 
may be afforded as any such claim abated at the instmt of Plaintiffs decedent's death. 
SEVENTI-I AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any injury claim which Plaintifrs decedent rnight have otherwise had as to 
Bechtel had become time-bmed before the time of his death. As such, and as Plaintiff's 
decedent thus could not have ~~ainta ined any claim against Bechtel had be survived, there 
has been a failure of a condition precedent to the maintenance of a wrongful death claim 
against Bechtel under I.C. $ 5-3 11 and Plaintiff's Cornplaint thus fails to state a claim 
upon which relief may be afforded under Idaho law. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any further prosecution of Plaintiffs Complaint is precluded as a matter of law 
given Plaintiff's failure to join his decedent's other surviving heirs (i.e., his decedent's 
other three surviving children) as parties to this civil action and this, Bechtel's timely 
objection to fie further prosecution of said Complaint in the absence of such necessary 
and/or indispensable parties. 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
As a general engineering and construction contractor, Bechtel had no duty to 
ensure the workplace safety or safe work practices of an employee of a sub-contractor. 
As such, and as proof of such a duty would a necessary element of any negligence-based 
claim in this civil action, Plaintiff has failed to state any negligence-based claim against 
Bechtel upon which relief may be granted under Idaho law. 
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
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As a general engineering and construction contractor, any p u q o ~ e d  use by 
Bechtel of asbestos-containing materials manufactured by others persons would havc 
occusred in the course of its rendering of professional services - i.e., the design and 
construction of improvernents to real property. As such, Bechtel was (and is) neither a 
"manufact~rer'hor a "product seller" for purposes of Idaho law and thus is not subject to 
suit based on a theory of strict products liability. Thus, to the estent Plaintiffs 
Complaint purports to state a claim against Bechtel sounding in strict Liability, said 
Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted under Idaho law. 
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
To the extent Plaintifps Complaint seeks to impose any liability on Bechtel other 
than in proportion to its own proven liability or fault, said Complaint is contrary to I.C. 
5 6-803 and fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted under Idaho law as 
Bechtel did not act in concert with any other party purported to be liable for his or his 
decedent's alleged injuries. 
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any itljury to Plaintiff decedent was the proximate result of his own negligence, 
recklessness or other failure to exercise due care and concern for his own safety, and said 
contributory or comparative negligence exceeded any purported negligence or fault on 
the part of Bechtel. As such, any recovery against Bechtel is barred by I.C. S 6-801. 
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any injury to Plaintiffs decedent was the proximate result of his own negligence, 
recklessness or other failure to exercise due care and concern for his own safety. As 
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such, any recovery against Bechtel must be reduced in proportion to such co~itributory or 
corngxative negligence by opera.tion of I.C. 6-801. 
FOURTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's decedent assumed each of the risks purportedly arising from the events 
and circumstances underlying PlaintifPs Complaint. 
FIFTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Bechtki is immune from liability for any act or omission taken under the direction 
or control of an officer or agency of any state or federal govement  or for any act or 
omission in conformance with goveiment specifications 
SIXTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Based on the waivers and disclaimers set forth in his Complaint, Plaintiff is now 
estopped from stating any claim against Bechtel involving his decedent's purported 
exposure to asbestos within the boundaries of a federal enclave. 
SEVENTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Based on the waivers and disclaimers set forth in his Complaint, PIaintiff is now 
estopped from stating any claim against Bechtel involving his decedent's purported 
exposure to asbestos due to an act or omission by Bechtel while acting under the 
direction or control of any officer or agency of the United States government. 
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EIGHTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
In all relevant regards, Bechtel complied with all applicable federal, state and/or 
other regulations as well as witb any state-of-the-art standards generally recognized 
within the construction industry. 
NINETEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Bechtel is immune from liability for any act or omission in conformance witb 
plans, drawings or specifications mandated or issued by the owners of any premises in 
which Plaintiffs decedent was allegedly exposed to asbestos. 
TVGiNT1ETE-I AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The further pursuit of any claim against Bechtel in this jurisdiction and venue is 
barred by the doctrine offorum non conveniens. 
TVGiNTY-FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
This action is barred in whole or in part by the sophisticated pwchaseriuser and 
learned intermediary doctrines. 
TVGiNTY-SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any injury suffered by Plaintiff or his decedent was solely and proximately 
caused by an intervening, superseding cause as to which Bechtel bears no liability or 
responsibility as a matter of law. 
TVGiNTY-THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
The relevant knowledge of other persons, and the ability of such other persons to 
take action to prevent the injuries of which Plaintiff complains, at all times relevant to 
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this action was superior to that of Bechtel, and therefore, any duty to w a n  P1aintifps 
decedent was theirs and not Bechtei's. 
TWENTY-FOURTH AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
PlaintifPs claims arise from his decedent's (or some u m m e d  third parties') 
misuse of products and said misuse proxilnately caused or contributed to the injwlies and 
damages of which Plaintiff complains. 
TMNTY-FIFTH AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to allege with specificity any conduct by Bechtel which 
constitutes negligence, fraud, misrepresentation or conspiracy and, therefore, all claims 
based on such theories of recovery must be stricken. 
TWENTY .NINTH AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff and/or his decedent failed to mitigate their damages, if any. 
THIRTIETH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
If Bechtel has any liability to Plaintiff, which liability Bechtel denies, any award 
made to Plaintiff must be reduced by the Court pursuant to I.C. 5 6-1606 in the event that 
such award includes compensation for damages for which Plaintiff has been cornpensated 
independently from collateral sources. 
THIRTY-FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Bechtel may enjoy statutory immunity pursuant to I.C. 5 6-1406. 
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THIRTY-SECOND AFFIMATIVE DEFENSE 
i Bechtel hereby incorporates by reference all applicable affirmative defenses 
r 
%-&? 
i asserted by any other Defendanl to this civil action. Bechtel reserves the right to assert 
I 
additional affirmative defenses as discovery proceeds and krther information relating to 
Plaintips claims becomes available. 
WHEREFORE, Bechtal prays the Court enter judgment against Plaintiff as 
follows: 
1. Dismissing Plaintifl's Complaint with Plaintiff taking nothing thereby; 
2. Awarding Bechtel its costs and fees pursuant to 1.C. $5  12-120 and 12-121; and 
3.  For such other and further relief as this Cou~? deems just. 
DEFENDANT BECHTEL, INC. DEMANDS A TRIAL BY JURY. 
DATED this 29th day of January, 2006. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
By: Donald F. care?., of" 
Attorneys for Defendant Bechtel, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEWBY CERTIFY that on this 2gth day of Januauy, 2007, I served a true and 
P correct copy of the foregoing Anslver nfDefendant Bechfel, JMC. by: 
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James C. Arnold, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
PETERSEN, PAMINSON [ ] Hand-Delivered 
& ARNOLD, PLLC [ ] Overnight Mail 
390 N. Capital Avenue [-J(~acsimile @ (208) 522-8547 
P.O. Box 1645 [ ] E-mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645 
(208) 522-5200 
Co-counsel for PlazntrSf(s) 
G. Paaerson !&hey, Esq. 
G. Paaerson Keahey, P.C. 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 
Birmingham, AL 35209 
(205) 87 1-0707 
Co-counsel for PlarntrfJ) 
Thomas J. Lyons, Esq. 
MERRILL, & MERRILL 
109 North Arthur - 5ff' Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
Co-counselfor Owens Nlmozs, Inc 
Jackson Schmidt, Esq. 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU 
& SCHMIDT, PLLC 
12 18 Third Avenue, Ste. 1900 
Seattle, WA 98 10 1-305 1 
(206) 625- 17 1 1 
Co-counsel for Owens Ilknois, Inc 
Lee Radford, Esq. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD. 
420 Memorial Drive 
P.O. Box 51 505 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1 505 
(208) 522-6700 
Sterling Fluid Systenzs ('Peerless Pumps, 
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[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Ovenlight Mail 
[ ,~acs imi le  @ (205) 87 1-0801 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ bfl"acsimi1e @ (208) 232-2499 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ j Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 gvernight Mail 
[J"4Facsimile @ (206) 625- 1627 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] 0 rnight Mail 
[ &simile @ (208) 522-5 1 1 1 
[ ] E-mail 
$\ 
Alan C. Goodman, Esq. 
; 9 GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHTD. 
C "  7 17 7th Street 
P.O. Box D 
Rupert, ID 83350 
(208) 436-4774 
Attorneys fir Rupert Iron Workf, Inc 
[ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[$~acsimile @ (208) 436-4837 
[ ] E-mail 
Murray .I. Sorensen, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
BLASER, SORENSEN & OLESON, CHTD. [ ] Hand-Delivered 
285 NW Main [ ] Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1047 [ eacs i i n i l e  @ (208) 785-7080 
Blackfoot, ID 8322 1 [ ] E-mail 
(208) 785-4700 
Attorneys for Steel West, Inc 
Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
151 N. 3rd A\~t3., Ste. 210 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
(208) 235-1 145 
Co-counsel for Paramount Supply Co. and Zz4rn Industries, Inc 
C. Timothy Hopkins, Esq. 
Steven K. Brown, Esq. 
HOPKXNS, RODEN, CROCKETT 
HANSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
428 Park Avc;. 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405- 1219 
(208) 523-4445 
Square D Co., Alaskan Copper Works/Alco Investnzent Co. 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ $&simile @ (208) 235- 1 182 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Oyenlight Mail 
[ &acsimile @ (208) 523-4474 
[ ] E-mail 
Howard D. Burnett, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
HAWLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS [ ] Hand-Delivered 
& HAWLEY, LLP [ ] Overnight Mail 
333 S. Main St. [ eacsimile  @ (208) 233- 1304 
P.O. Box 100 [ ] E-mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
(208) 233-0845 
Attorneys for Eaton Electric, Inc. p a  Cutler Hammer, Inc. 
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Randall L. Schmitz, Esq. 
c. 
- Kelly A. Cameron, Esq. 
P E K I N S  COIE 
25 1 East Front Street, Ste. 400 
P.O. Box 737 
Boise, Idaho 8370 1-0737 
(208) 343-3434 
Attornm for Cra~le Co. 
W. Marcus Mi. Nye, Esq. 
Carol Tippi Volyn, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CmRTERED 
201 East Center 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204- 139 1 
(208) 232-6101 
Attorneys for Defendant Advanced Industrzal Supply, Inc 
f/k/a Pocatello Supply, Inc 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ d a c s i m i l e  @ (208) 343-3232 
[ 1 E-mail 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Oyernight Mail 
[ $l?acsimile @ (208) 232-6 109 
[ ] E-mail 
Christian W. Nelson, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
RICHAFtDS, BZZANDT, MILLER & NELSON [ ] Hand-Delivered 
50 South Main Street [ 1 Oyenligl~t Mail 
P.O. Box 2465 [ -j"Facsimile @ (801) 532-5506 
Salt Lake Citv, UT 841 10-2465 [ ] E-mail 
(801) 53 1-2000 
f,tj;y';~s&~,9$ndant Flowsen~e Corp S/k'a Dtsrco 
Thomas B. High, Esq. 
BENOIT, ALEXANDER, FURWOOD, 
HIGH & VALDEZ, L.L.P. 
126 Second Avenue North 
P.O. Box 366 
Twin Falls, Id 83303-0366 
(208) 733-5403 
Attorney for Defendant Ericsson, Inc. 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Oyernight Mail 
[ @acsimile @ (208) 734- 143 8 
i- Donald F. Carey 
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Donald F. Carey, IS13 #4392 
Carole I. Wcsenberg, IS13 #GI92 
QUANE SMITH L1,P 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-291 3 
Telephone: (208) 529-0000 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
E-mail: dfcarey@quanesmith.net 
Attorneys for Defendant Gould Electronics, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTI-I JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
' i 
e 
I JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in 
his capacity as Personal Representative of 
Plaintiff, 
The Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON 
VS. 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
FMC Corporation Individually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump 
Operation and Former Peerless Pump, 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 
NIKKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Gould 
Electric Inc., individually and as successor 
in interest to Goulds, Inc., Iinperial 
Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Iinperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on 
behalf of Square D Company; 
Alaskan Copper Works; 
Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; 
Ericsson, Inc., as Successor in Interest to 
the Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 
DEFENDANT GOULD 
ELECTRONICS, INC .'S 
ANSWER AND JURY DElMAND 
Category: I. I .  a - Fee: $58.00 
1 - Defendant Gould Electronics, Inc.'s ~ n s w i r  and Jury Demand 
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Cardner Denver, Inc.; 
Tjenry Vogt Macliine Go.; 
Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; 
Paul Roberls Machine Supply; 
Pocatello Supply, Inc.; 
Rupert Iron Works; 
Parker Elannifin Corporation successor in 
interest: to Sacoma-Siera, Inc.; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechtel, Inc.; 
Crane Co.; 
Owens Illinois, Inc.; 
American Optical Corporation; 
Eaton Electrical Corporation f/Wa Cutler 
Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
succcessor to the Duriron Gonipany, Inc. 
FKA Duco International; 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
liability for NARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
C hernical; 
Reliance Electric Motors individually and 
as successor to Master Electric; 
P&H Cranes; 
Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless P u p s ) ,  
Defendants. 
Defendant, Gould Electronics Inc., misidentified as Gould Electric Inc., by and 
through its attorneys of record, Quane Smith LLP, answers Plaintiffs Coniplaint and alleges 
as follows: 
1. Answering Defendant denies each and every allegation of the Complaint not 
herein expressly admitted. 
2 - Defendant Could Electronics, Inc.'s Answer and Jury Demand 
303q 
2. Ans\veringDekndant is kvithout sufficient knowledge as to Paragaphs 29.30, 
3 1, 32, 33, 3 5, of Plaintifrs complaint and therefore denies same. 
3. The allegations contained within paragraphs 1 through 36 and 28,67 through 
69, 71 through 76, 82 and 83 of P1aintif-f"~ complaint appear to be directed at some other 
person or entity other than this answering defendant, for which no responsive averrnent is 
4 
9 required. To the extend the allegations contained in those paragraphs assert a cause of action 
f against this answering defendant it is denied. 
4. With respect to the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 of Plaintiff's complai~it 
a~iswering defendant denies that it is a successor in interest to any entity named "Goulds Iric." 
the balance of the allegations set forth in paragraph 27 are denied as stated. 
5 .  The statement contained in paragraph 34 of Plaintiffs complai~it consxitutc a 
statement of intent by Plaintiff, for which no responsive averment is required. If the 
statements contained in said paragraph 34 assert a cause of action against this answering 
defendant, it is denied. 
6. With respect to the allegations set forth in paragraphs 37 through 45, 47 
through 54, 56 through 58,60 through 66 and 78 through 80 of Plaintiffs Complaint, to the 
extent those paragraphs assert a cause of action against this answering defendant, they are 
denied. The allegations contained in those paragraphs are denied without knotvledge to the 
extent they relate to other persons, entities or parties. 
7. The allegations incorporated by reference into paragraphs 36,46, 55, 59, 70, 
77 and 81 of Plaintiffs complaint are responded to as set forth above. 
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8. Plaintiffs Complaint is bmed under the statute of limitations. 1.C. fj 5-2 19: 
I.C.5 6-1303 [I.C. tj 6-14031. 
9. Plaintiff decedent failed to mitigate his damages, if any. 
10. Plaintifrs decedent was comparatively negligent, and his ~iegligence was 
greater than or equal to the negligence, if any. of answering Defendant. Any damages are 
id 
;tvi 
3( subject to reduction, pursuant to Idaho Code 6-80 1, et seq. 
1 1. Plaintiffs damages, if any, were caused by the actions or omissions of persons 
or parties other than answering Defendant, which actions or omissions were the proximate 
and primary causes of the damages, if any, suffered by Plaintiff. 
12. Plaintiff's decedent assumed the risk of the events, occurrences and damages 
alleged in the Complaint. 
13. Plaintifrs decedent is estopped and/or has waived his right to assert this claiiii 
against this answering Defendant. 
14. If answering Defendant has any liability to Plaintiff, which liability answering 
Defendant denies, any award made to Plaintiff in this action must be reduced by the Court, 
pursuant to I.C.3 6-1606, in the event that any such award includes compensation for 
damages for which Plaintiff has been compensated independently &om collateral sources. 
15. If answering Defendant has any liability to Plaintiff, which liability Defendant 
denies, any recovery by Plaintiff would be subject to the limitations on non-economic 
damages established by I.C.5 6-1603. 
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1 1I"Plaintiffactually sustained the damages alleged by him, such damages -crrere 
proxinlately caused by intewening acts and/or omissions constituting s~ipersedirtg causes of 
liability precludislg Plaintiff kom any recovery from answering Defendant in this action. 
17. If PlaintiBactua2ly sustained the damages alleged by him, such damages were 
proximately caused by Plaintifrs decedent's product misuse or product alteration. 1.G.S 6- 
1305 [I.C. $ 6-14051. 
18. Anscvering defendant may enjoy statutory iminunity pursuant to 1.G.s 6-1 306 
[I.C. 5 6-14061. 
%'HEREFOW, answering Defendant prays the Court enter judgment against Plailitiff 
as follows: 
1. Dismissing Plaintiffs' Complaint with Plaintiff taking nothing thereby; 
2. Awarding Defendant, Gould, Inc., its costs and fees, pursuant to Idaho Code 
Ij 12-120 and 12-121; and 
3. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just. 
DEFENDANT DEMANDS TRIAL BY JURY 
DATED this 3 1" day of January, 2007. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
By: 
Attorneys for ~ e f e  Gould Electronics, Iiic. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3 lSt day of January, 2007, I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing Defenda~t Gould Electro??ics, Inc. 's Rns~ver and fury Demand by : 
"\ James C. Arnold, Esq. 
4 PETERSEN, PARKTNSON & ARNOLD, PLLC 
390 N. Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645 
(208) 522-5200 
Co-counsel for Plaznt$f(s) 
G. Patterson Keahey, Esq. 
G. Patterson Kealley, P.C. 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 
Birmingham, AL 35209 
(205) 87 1-0707 
Co-counsel for PlazntzSf(s) 
Thomas J. Lyons, Esq. 
MERRILL & MERRILL 
109 North Arthur - 5"'Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
Co-cozlnsel for Owens Illznozs, Inc 
Jackson Scl~rnidt, Esq. 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU 
& SCHMIDT, PLLC 
12 18 Third Aven~te, Ste. 1900 
Seattle, WA 981 01-305 1 
(206) 625-1 71 1 
Co-counsel for Owens Illznots, Inc. 
Lee Radford, Esq. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BAJXRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CIITD. 
420 Memorial Drive 
P.O. Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405- 1505 
(208) 522-6700 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps) 
1 ] U.S. Mail, postage prepa~d 
[ ] Hand-Del ivered 
[ ] E-mail 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-lleliverecl 
[ 1 Overniglit Mail 
[ ~ a c s i i n i l e  @ (205) 87 1-080 1 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ dacs in i i l s  @ (208) 232-2499 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Del ivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[.Ur/Facsi~nile @ (206) 625-1 627 
[ ] E-mail 
[ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ d a c s i m i l e  @ (208) 522-5 1 11 
[ ] E-mail 
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Alan G. Goodtnan, Esq. 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHTD. 
717 7& Street 
P.O. Box I) 
Rupert, ID 83350 
(208) 436-4774 
Al'l'orrzevs for Rupert lrotz Cf %oh, Ittc 
Murray J. Sosensen, Esq. 
BLASER, SOENSEN & OLESON, GFJrl'D. 
285 NW Main 
P.O. Bow 1047 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
(208) 785-4700 
Attorneys for Steel West, fnc 
Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 1 N. 3"' Ave., Ste. 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
(208) 235-1 145 
Co-cowe l  for Paran?ount Supply Co and Zurn Indristnes, Inc 
C. Timotl~y Hopkins, Esq. 
Steven K. Brown, Esq. 
HOPKINS, RODEN, CROGKETT 
HANSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
428 Park Ave. 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405- 1219 
(208) 523-4445 
Square 1) Co , Aluskan Copper W o r M l c o  Investment Co 
Howard D. Burnett, Esq. 
HAWLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS 
& HAWLEY, LLP 
333 S. Main St. 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
(208) 233-0845 
Attorneys for Eaton Electrze, Inc f/Wa Cutler 17Tarnrizer, Inc 
[ ] U.S. iMail, postage prepaid 
1 l-ilat~d-Delivered 
[ ] Ovensight Mail 
&acsirnile @ (205) 336-4537 
[ ] E-mail 
( 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Oves~~ighr Mail 
[ 4csimi~c @ (208) 785-7080 
[ ] E-mail 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Del ivered 
I 
1 silllile @ (208) 235-1 182 
[ 1 E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail. postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Del ivered 
[ ] Owmight Mail 
[ d a c s i m i l e  @ (208) 233-1304 
[ ] E-mail 
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Randall L. Schrnitz, Esq. 
Kelly A. Cameron, Esq. 
PERKINS COIE 
25 1 East Front Street, Ste. 400 
P.O. Box 737 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0737 
(208) 343-3434 
Attorneys for Crurze Co 
W. Marcus W. Nye, Esq. 
Carol Tippi Volyn, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
201 East Center 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204- 1391 
(208) 232-61 01 
Attornejj,~jor Defendant Advanced Industrial Supply, Inc 
j/Wa Pocateilo Supply, Inc 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[ ,Jd6csirnile @ (208) 232-6 109 
[ ] E-mail 
Christian W. Nelson, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepdid 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON [ ] Hand-Delivered 
50 South Main Street [ ] 0 ernight Mail 
P.O. Box 2465 [ Facsinlile @ (801) 532-5506 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 10-2465 
jf" 
[ ] E-mail 
(801) 53 1-2000 
/fttorneysfor Defendant Flowserve Corp S/Ma Durco International, Inc 
Thomas B. High, Esq. 
BENOIT, ALEXANDER, HARWOOD, 
HIGH & VALDEZ, L.L.P. 
126 Second Avenue North 
P.O. Box 366 
Twin Falls, Id 83303-0366 
(208) 733-5463 
Attorney for Defendant Ericsson, lac. 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
nd-Del iveved 
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Kevin J. Scmlan 
ISB #552 1 ; kjs@hallfarley.com 
Dana M. Herberholz 
ISB ff74.40; dmb@hallfarley.com 
WALL, FARLEY, O B  GHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Parker-Hannifin Corporation 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually and as in 
his capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of John D. Adamson, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
FMC Corporation individually and on behalf of its 
former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation and former 
Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and Link-Belt 
business; NIKKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Could 
Electric, Inc., individually and as successor in 
interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial Corporation, 
Eastman Corporation, Imperial Eastman 
Corporation, ITE Circuit Breaker Company and 
Century Electric; Schneider Electric, individually 
and on behalf of Square 2). Company; Alaskan 
Copper works; Allis Chamers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Inc., as Successor 
in interest to the Anaconda Wire & Cable 
Company; Gardner Denver, Inc.'; Henry Vogt 
Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; Para~nount 
Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron Works; Parker- 
Hannifin Corporation Successor in Interest To 
Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, Inc.; Bechtcl, Inc.; 
Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, Inc.; American Optical 
Corporation; Eaton Electrical Corporation EiMa 
Cutler Hammer; Flowserve Corporation 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC \\a 
PAMER-HANNIFIN 
CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND 
REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL 
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individually and as successor to the Durion 
Company, Inc. f/Wa Durco Intemational; Fairbartks 
Morse Pump Corporation Honeywell, Inc. 
(Specifically excluding liability for NARCO) 
individually and as successor to Allied Signal, 
Bendix, Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and 
Allied Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
Individually and as successor to Master Electric; 
P&H Cranes: Johnson Pumps; Sterline Fluid 
System (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
8 COMES NOW defendant Parker-Hannifin Corporation ("'Parker-Hannifin"), by and cc 
J 
through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Obenecht & Blanton, P.A., in answer to plaintiffs 
complaint (hereafter "plaintiff's complaint") on file herein, answers, alleges, and states as 
follows: 
1. Answering paragraphs 1 through 1 1 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hannifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 
relating to the plaintiff or defendants other than Parker-Hannifin and, therefore, denies the same. 
2. Answering paragraph 12 of plaintiff's Complaint, Parker-Hannifin admits only 
that it is a foreign corporation and believes that during certain past years it may have conducted 
regular, sustained business activity in the state of Idaho. 
3. Answering paragraphs 13 through 28 of plaintiff's Complaint, Parker-Hannifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 
relating to the plaintiff or defendants other than Parker-Hannifin and, therefore, denies the sanie. 
4. Answering paragraph 29 of plaintiff's Complaint, P'arker-Hannifin is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations asserted 
and, therefore, denies the same. 
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5. Answering paragraph 30 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-fi-la~mifin denies the 
allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hai-fm. Parker-I-Xamifin is wi~hout 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations 
relating to defendants other than Parker-T-Tannifin and, therefore, denies the same. 
6. Ansurering paragraphs 3 1 though 35, Parker-Hmifin denies the allegations to 
the extent they are directed at Parker-Hamifin. Parker-Hmifin is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations as they relate to 
i., 
5 
i- 
q other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
I 
7. Paragraph 36 of plaintiffs Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Hamifill, 
Parker-Hamifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 36 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
8.  Answering paragraphs 37 through 44 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hapaifin 
denies the allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hamiifin. Parker-Hannifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
allegations as they relate to other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
9. Paragraph 45 of plaintiffs Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Hami&, 
Parker-Hannifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 45 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
10. Paragraph 46 of plaintiffs Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Paker-HmIfin, 
@ 4 
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Parker-Hannifin is without sufficient in%mation or bowledge to admit or deny the allegalions 
in paragraph 46 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
11. Answering paragraphs 47 through 54 of plaintips Complaint, Pxker-Hmifin 
denies the allegations to the extent they are directed at Psker-Hamifin. Parker-Hamifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to f o m  a belief as to the truth of the remainkg 
allegations contained therein as they relate to other defendanxts and, therefbre, denies the same. 
12. Paragraph 55 of plainliffs Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Hamifin, 
Parker-Hamifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 55 of plaintiff's Gomplaint. 
13. Answering paragraphs 56 through 58 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hamifin 
denies the allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hamifin. Parker-Hamifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
allegatioils as they relate to other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
14. Paragraph 59 of plaintiffs Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Hannifin, 
Parker-E-Iannifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 59 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
15. Answering paragraphs 60 through 69 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hamifin 
denies the allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hamifin. Parker-Hannifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
allegations as they relate to other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
PARKER-HANNIFIN CORPORATION'S ANS INTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND REQUEST 
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16. Paragraph 70 of plaintifps Gomplaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Barnifin, 
Parker-Hmifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 70 of plaintiff's Gomplaint. 
17. Answering paragraphs 7 1 through 76 of plaintiff's Complaint, Parker-Hmifrn 
denies the allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hannifin. Parker-Hannifin is 
-r without knowledge or infomation sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
R 
f allegations as they relate to other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
18. Paragraph 77 of plaintiffs Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Hamifin, 
Parker-Hannifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 77 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
19. Answering paragraphs 78 through 80 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hamifin 
denies the allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hannifin. Parker-Hannifin is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining 
allegations as they relate to other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
20. Paragraph 81 of plaintiff's Complaint does not appear to contain any allegations 
for which a response is required. To the extent a response is required from Parker-Hamifin, 
Parker-Hannifin is without sufficient information or knowledge to admit or deny the allegations 
in paragraph 8 1 of plaintiffs Complaint. 
21. Answering paragraphs 82 and 83 of plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hannifin denies 
the allegations to the extent they are directed at Parker-Hannifin. Parker-Hannifin is without 
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howledge or infomation sufficient to f o m  a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations 
as they relate to other defendants and, therefore, denies the same. 
22. Parker-Hannifin has not had an oppoflunity to conduct a reasonable inquiry of rhe 
facts underlying this lawsuit, but based upon its knowledge, infomation and belief, wishes to 
i n t e ~ o s e  the following defenses, some of which may ultimately be suppoded by the facts to bz 
revealed in discovery and investigation of this case. Upon request and after having completed 1-4- 
fTV 
LI discovery in this case, Parker-Hmifin will volmtarily withdraw those of the following de.Eenses 
that are unsupported by the facts revealed in pre-trial discovery and investigation. On the basis 
of the above, and FOR FURTHER ANSWER BY WAY OF DEFENSE, Parkcr-14amifin 
alleges as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to commence this action within the time required by the applicable 
statutes of limitation, including Idaho Code 9 5 5-2 18, 5-2 19 and 6- 1403. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Whatever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if any, were solely and proximately 
caused by, or contributed to by, the negligence of plaintiff, which either bars or reduces 
plaintiffs recovery herein if any, under the laws of comparative negligence and comparative 
fault. 
Whatever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if any, were the sole and proximate result 
of an unavoidable accident. 
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FOURTH DEFENSE 
Matever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if my, were solely and proximately 
caused by the negligenee or other conduct of one or more of the other defendants above-named, 
or by the negligence or other conduct of some person, corporation, association, govemental 
w i t ,  or legal entity not presently a party to this lawsuit, and for whose negligence or fault is not 
4 
j i 
IF"" 
2)  liable or responsible. The fault or negligence of any tortfeasors, whether or not parties herein 
must be compared under Idaho law. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
Whatever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if any, were solely and proximately 
caused by plaintiff when he assumed and voluntarily exposed himself to specific and appreciated 
risks pursuant to the doctrines of volenti non fit iaiuria and assumption of the risk, for which 
plaintiff is barred &om recovery of damages, or, in the alternative, for which plaintifPs recovery 
is reduced. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim against Parker-Hannifin upon which relief may 
be granted. 
SEVENTHDEFENSE 
Whatever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if any, were proximately caused in whole 
or in part by the abnormal use and/or unintended use and/or misuse of a product, for which 
Parker-Hannifin is not accountable. 
#;Pq 
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EIGHTH DEFENSE 
PlaintifFs claims against Parker-Haifin are barred by laches andlor waiver and/or 
estoppel. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
Matever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if any, were directly and proximately 
caused by the actions of fellow servants of plaintiff. 
9 
4 
TENTH DEFENSE 
Matever damages plaintiff may have suffered, if any, were due solely or in part to the 
failure of plaintiff's employers to take adequate precautions and provide plaintiff with a safe 
place to work. 
E1,EVENTEI DEFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin expressly denies that plaintiff inhaled injurious quantities of asbestos 
fibers from products manufactured and/or sold by Parker-Hamifin. Any products for which 
Parker-Hannifin might be held legally accountable and which plaintiff allegedly used or was 
exposed to, if any, were not in the same condition as when sold, having been materially altered 
after the sale and prior to the use or exposure as alleged. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
Any asbestos-containing products, machinery or equipment for which Parker-Hamifin 
might be held legally accountable and which are alleged to have caused plaintiff's injury, were 
manufactured in compliance with and supplied pursuant to government contracts and reasonably 
precise government andlor military specifications promulgated and approved by the United 
States government. These specifications may have required the use of asbestos in such products, 
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machinery or equipment. Accordingly, Parker-Hannifin may be imzune ikorn liability for any 
injury or death suffered by plaintiff as consequence of exposure to asbestos in such products, 
machinery or equipment, 
Any products which Parker-Hmifin is alleged to have manufactured, h i s h e d ,  
distributed, supplied m d o r  sold, if used in the fashion alleged, all of which is specifically 
denied, were so manufactured, Sixmished, distributed, supplied andor sold in conformity with the 
then state of medical art and the prevailing standards of the industry. The state of the medical, 
scientific and industrial knowledge, art and practice was at all material times such that Parker- 
Hamifin neither breached any duty owed to the plaintiff, nor knew or could have known, that 
any such products presented a foreseeable risk of harm to the plaintiff in connection with 
asbestos exposure from the normal and expected use of such products. 
FOIJRTEENTEI DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's claims against Parker-Hannifin are barred, as the harm, if any, alleged was 
caused after any product's useful safe life had expired. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin's liability, if any which is specifically denied, is not joint and several 
under Idaho law. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
This Court lacks personal jurisdiction over Parker-Hannifin. There is no allegation that 
Parker-Hannifin committed a tortious act in the State of Idaho or that plaintiff was exposed to 
alleged asbestos in the State of Idaho. 
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Plaintips claims are barred, in whole or in part, as a result of plaintiffs failure to 
mitigate his alleged damages, if any. As a result of plaintips failure to exercise due diligence to 
mitigate his loss, injury or damages, the amount of damages to which plaintiff is entitled, if any, 
should be reduced by the amount of damages which would have otherwise been mitigated. 
EI<;EITk:ENTlI DEFENSE 
The liability of Parker-Hamifin, if any, was secondary, passive and subordinate to the 
primary, active and intervening causation of the negligent acts andor omissions of other 
defendants, for which Parker-Hamifin is not liable. 
NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
That this action should be dismissed or transferred to another court pursuant to the 
doctrine of forum non conveniens, or because of improper venue in this Court. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to join indispensable or necessary parties. 
TWENTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiff was employed by knowledgeable and sophisticated employers. Any duty 
Parker-Hannifin may have had to warn plaintiff of any potential harm incident to the normal use 
of products, which duty is denied, was or should have been discharged by plaintiffs employers 
intervening duty to give plaintiffs any required warnings. 
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TWENTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
In so far as plaintiff intends to assert a claim for punitive damages, actions seeking the 
imposition of punitive damages are limited or barred procedurally and substantively and the 
allegations fail to comply with Idaho law, are hrther essentially criminal in nature and entitle 
Parker-Hannifin to the rights given to a defendmt in criminal proceedings under the Fifih, Sixth, 
Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution, and comparable 
provisions of the Idaho Constitution. Procedures in a civil action such as the present action, 
i \ 
-9 which deny such rights to a defendant, include, among other things, permitting proof of the 
f factual predicate for imposition of punitive damages by less than proof beyond a reasonable 
doubt. 
TWENTY-THIW DEFENSE 
The imposition of punitive damages constitutes a denial of due process and equal 
protection of the laws in violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States 
Constitution, and comparable provisions of the Idaho Constitution. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DEFENSE 
The imposition of punitive damages is impermissibly vague, imprecise and inconsistent 
in violation of rights guaranteed under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United 
States Constitution, and comparable provisions of the Idaho Constitution. 
TWENTY-FIFTH DEFENSE 
There was no privity of contract between plaintiff and Parker-Hannifin. 
f- 
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TWENTY-SIXTH DEFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin alleges that, on information and belief, plaintiff named Parker-Hamifin 
in this litigation without reasonable product identification and without a reasonable investigation; 
accordingly, Parker-Hannifin requests reasonable expenses, including its attorney's fees incurred 
as a result of the filing and maintenance by plaintiff of this bad faith action. 
T\f7ENTY-SEVI<N'I')I DEFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin alleges that plaintiff's injury, damage or loss, if any, was proximately 
/ 3) 
/4 
'i' caused by one or more unforeseeable, independent, intervening or superseding events beyond the 
control, and unrelated to any conduct of Parker-Hannifin. Any actions or omissions of Parker- 
Hannifin were superseded by the negligence and wronghl conduct of others. 
TWENTY-EIGHTH DEFENSE 
Upon information and belief, plaintifrs injuries, if any, were caused by acts, conduct or 
circumstances of an unknown or indeterminate character and nature. By reason of the foregoing, 
it is impossible to determine facts as to time, place and causal relationship and, therefore, as a 
matter of law, plaintifr s claims are barred. 
TWENTY-NINTH DEFENSE 
Plaintifrs claims and damages, if any, are barred or limited by the Idaho Tort Reform 
Act $ 6-1601, ef seq. 
$=P; 
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THIRTIETH DEFENSE 
PlaintifPs claims for punitive darnages in this action violate the provisions of Idaho Code 
$ 6-1 604(2). 
THIRTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintifrs damages, economic and non-economic, if any, are limited to the mount 
permitted by Idaho statutes at the time of the wrongful acts, if any. 
Parker-Hannifin did not act individually or engage in concert of action with any one or 
more of the other defendants for the puspose of accomplishing an unladul purpose or to 
accomplish some purpose, that was unlawful or by unlawful means. Plaintiff did not suffer any 
injury as a result of Parker-Hannifin's actions or inactions, and plaintiff cannot recover under a 
theory of civil conspiracy. 
THIRTY-THIm DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred as a matter of public policy inasmuch as the social utility and 
public benefit of asbestos-containing products out weigh any alleged risks of any such products. 
THIRTY-FOURTH DEFENSE 
This defendant claims as a set off as to any potential judgment or award on behalf of 
plaintiff against this defendant for any monies paid by other co-defendants or non-parties at fault 
to plaintiff or to any monies paid to plaintiff on behalf of this defendant or any benefits received 
or owed to plaintiff by any state or federal insurance or worker's compensation fund or program. 
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If it is detcmined plaintiff used asbestos-containing products, which products or 
components of these products, were sold by, or on behalf of, or at the behest of the United States 
of America, then this defendant is entitled to any sovereign or governmental immunity available 
to the United States of America, 
THIRTY-SIXTH DEFENSE 
If plaintiff has received, or is now, or subsequently becomes entitled to recover, any 
compensation or benefits from any source in connection with the harm alleged in the complaint, 
the amount of damages, if any, which may be recoverable from this suit shall be diminished by 
the amount of said recovery, compensation or benefits to the extent they are collateral sources 
under Idaho law. 
TEIIR'I'Y-SEVENTH DEFENSE 
The claims against this defendant are precluded because the products sold, manufactured 
or distributed by it that contained asbestos, if any, were manufactured in accordance with 
governmental specification that required the inclusion of asbestos. 
THIRTY-EIGHTH DEFENSE 
This Court lacks jurisdiction over Parker-Hannifin and there has been an insufficiency of 
process and an insufficiency of service of process as to Parker-Hannifin. 
THIRTY-NINTH DEFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin denies any and all liability to the extent that plaintiff asserts Parker- 
Hannifin's alleged liability as a successor, successor in business, successor in product line or a 
portion thereof, assign, predecessor, predecessor in business, predecessor in product line or a 
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poflion thereof, parent, alter ego, subsidiary, wholly or partially o w e d  by, or the whole or 
partial owner of or member in an entity researching, studying, manufacturing, fabricating, 
designing, labeling, assembling, distributing, leasing, buying, o&ring for sale, selling, 
inspecting, servicing, installing, contracting for installation, repairing, marketing, warranting, re- 
branding, manufactwing for others, packaging and advertising a certain substance, the generic 
name of which is asbestos. 
Parker-Hannifin alleges that plaintiff's tobacco use is an assmption of a known risk, and 
that said conduct of plaintiff proximately caused and contributed to plaintifrs injuries and 
damages, if any, and therefore the recovery of plaintiff, if any, is barred or proportionately 
reduced. 
FORTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin alleges that consumption of tobacco products is negligent per se because 
it i s  inherently unsafe and consumed with the ordinary community knowledge of its danger. 
Thus, the said negligence of plaintiff in consuming tobacco products proximately caused and 
contributed to plaintifrs injuries and damages, if any, and therefore, plaintifrs recovery, if any, 
is barred or proportionately reduced 
FORTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' exposure to cigarette smoke, other tobacco products or noxious fumes or 
residues caused or contributed to the damages alleged in plaintifrs complaint. 
FORTY-THIRD DEFENSE 
This defendant alleges that its right to seek contribution andlor indemnification shatf in 
no way be compromised or waived by the fact that certain manufacturers of asbestos-containing 
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products have filed for b ptcy and consequently are not presently within the jurisdiction of 
this Court. 
FORTY-FOURTH DElFENSE 
Parker-Hannifin incoqorates by reference any additional defenses interposed by any 
other defendmts herein to the extent such defenses are applicable to it. 
FURTHER ANSWERMG plaintiffs Complaint, Parker-Hamifin does hereby 
i 
/ 9 specifically reserve the right to amend its answer by way of adding additional affirmative 
4 
,D 
d' defenses, counterclaims, cross-claims, or by instituting third party actions, as additional facts are 
obtained through future investigation and discovery. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, having fully answered plaintiff's Complaint, defendant Parker-Hannifin 
prays for relief as follows: 
1. Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, or in the alternative a judgment 
be entered in favor of Parker-Hannifin; 
2. Parker-Hannifin be awarded its costs disbursements incurred and reasonable 
attorney fees incurred herein, pursuant to Idaho Code $9 12-120, 12-121 and Rule 1 1 I.R.C.P. 
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just equitable. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Parker-Hannifin demands a trial by jury of all issues so triable herein pursuant to Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure 38(b) and Parker-Hannifin will not stipulate to a jury of less than 
twelve (12) people. 
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DATED this @ day of January, 2007 
WALL, FARLEY, OBE 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
~tt;meys'@ Defendant Parker-Hamifin 
Corporation 
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m I C A T E  OF SERVICE 
I H E E B Y  CERTIFY that on the day of January, 2007, 1 caused to be sewed a. 
true copy of the foregoing PAmER-HANNIFIN CORPOICCZTION'S ANSWER 7'0 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT AND mQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL, by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
James C. Arnold U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Petersen, Pakinson & Arnold, PLLC Hand Delivered 
390 I?. Capital Avenue Overnight Mail 
P 0 Box 1645 Cr] Telecopy 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645 
G. Patterson Keahey a U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
, 5 G. Patterson Keahey, P.C. 
/ * 
Cr] Hand Delivered 
if One Independence Plaza, Suite 612 Cr] Overnight Mail 7. Birminghanl, Alabama 35209 Cr] Telecopy 
d 
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Christopher P. Graham (ISB No. 6 174) 
BRASSEV, WETHERELL, C U W O m  & GARRETT 
203 W. Main Street 
P.O. Box 1009 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone: (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7077 
Attorneys for Defendant Fairbanks Morse 
Pump Corporation 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
b I \ STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADMSON,  individually, and 
Plaintiff, 
in his capacity as Personal Representative 
of The Estate of JOHN H. ADASVISON, 
VS. 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
FMC Corporation i~ldividually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 
et al., 
ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY 
TRIAL 
Defendants. I 
COMES NOW Defendant Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation ("Fairbanks"), by and through 
its undersigned attorneys of record and answers Plaintiffs Complaint for Wrongful Death and Loss 
of Consortium - Asbestos and Jwy Demand as follows. 
I. FIRST DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a valid claim upon which relief may be granted. 
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11. SECOND DEFENSE 
Fairbaks denies each and every allegation of Plaintifr s Cornplaint not specifically ab i t t ed  
herein. 
1. Answering paragraphs 1 through 19 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks has 
insufficient infomation to form a belief as to the truth of any of the allegations relating to the 
Plaintiff or Defendants other than F a i r b d s  and, therefore, denies the same. 
2. Answering paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks admits only that it is a 
F e: 
business entity organized and existing under the laws of a state other than Idaho and is authorized 
,nu 
P b) 
2 to do business in Idaho. 
3.  Answering paragraphs 21 through 35 of Plaintifrs Complaint, Fairbanks has 
insufficient information to form a belief as to the truth of any of the allegations relating to the 
Plaintiff or Defendants other than Fairbanks and, therefore, denies the same. 
4. Answering paragraph 36 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks denies the allegations 
insofar as they are directed at Fairbanks. Further, Fairbanks lias insufficient information to form a 
belief as to the truth of any of the allegations relating to Defendants other than Fairbanks and, 
therefore, denies the same. 
5.  Answering paragraphs 37 through 45, Fairbanks denies the allegations insofar as they 
are directed at Fairbanks. Fairbanks further responds that it is without knowledge or information 
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained in paragraphs 37 through 45 as 
they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
6. Answering paragraph 46 ofplaintiff s Complaint, Fairbanks incorporates its previous 
responses to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
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7. Answering paragraphs 47 through 54 of PlaintifFs Complaint, Fairbanks denies the 
allegations insofar as they are directed at F a i r b d s .  Fairbanks further responds that it is withoitt 
h~owledge or inkmation sufficient to form a belief as to the tnlth of the allegations contained in 
paragaphs 47 through 54 as they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
8. Answering paragraph 55 of Plaintifrs Complaint, Fairbanks incorpora~es its previous 
responses to the preceding paragraphs of PlaintifFs Complaint. 
9. Answering paragraphs 56 through 58 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks denies the 
allegations insofar as they are directed at Fairbanks. Fairbanks further responds that it is without 
f41 
I - 4 
ir knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegatiolls contained in 
paragraphs 56 through 58 as they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
10. Answering paragraph 59 ofplaintiff s Complaint, Fairbanks incorporates its previous 
responses to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
11. Answering paragraphs 60 through 69 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks denies the 
allegations insofar as they are directed at Fairbanks. Fairbanks further responds that it is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained in 
paragraphs 60 through 69 as they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
12. Answering paragraph 70 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks incorporates its previous 
responses to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
13. Answering paragraphs 71 through 76 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks denies the 
allegations insofar as they are directed at Fairbanks. Fairbanks further responds that it is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the tnlth of the allegations contained in 
paragraphs 71 through 76 as they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
14. Answering paragraph 77 ofplaintiff s Complaint, Fairbanks incorporates its previous 
responses to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
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15. hswering paragraphs '78 through 80 of Plaintiffs Complaint, F a i r b d s  denies the 
allegations insofar as they are directed at Fairbaks. Fairbanks W h e r  responds that it is without 
howledge or infomation sufficient to f o m  a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained in 
paragraphs 78 though 80 as they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
16. hswering paragraph 8 1 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Fairbanks incorpomtss its previous 
responses to the preceding pasagraphs of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
17. Answering paragraphs 82 and 83 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Fairbanks denies the 
dd 
d allegations insofar as they are directed at Fairbanks. Fairbanks Eurther responds that it is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the tnlth of the allegations contained in 
paragraphs 82 and 83 as they relate to other Defendants and, therefore, denies them. 
111. FAIRBANKS HEREBY ASSERTS THE FOLLOWING SEPARATE AND 
DISTINCT AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. That the Plaintiffs claims are barred because they were not presented within the time 
prescribed by law for the commencement of an action upon the claims asserted, pursuant to the 
appropriate statute of limitation, including, but not limited to, the following separate and distinct 
sections of the Idaho Code $ 5  5-201, 5-216, 5-219,6-1303 and/or 6-1303. 
2. That the Complaint, and all causes of action contained therein, have failed to set forth 
facts and allegations sufficient to constitute a cause of action against Fairbanks in that the Complaint 
fails to state with particularity the circumstances constituting the alleged Eraudulent concealment of 
the alleged wrongs. Fairbanks has never engaged in any deception or Eraud. The claims asserted in 
the Complaint, therefore, are barred by the relevant statutes of limitation. 
3. That Plaintiff unreasonably delayed in bringing this action, without good cause 
therefore, and thereby has prejudiced the rights of Fairbanks, and as a direct and proximate cause 
thereof, this action is barred by laches. 
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4. That Plaintiff and/or John H. Adamson was not injured by any product manufactuued 
by Fairbanks. That at all relevant times, all Fairbanks products were in confomity with the state 
of the art in the industry and with Federal Standard. The products made by Fairbanks are not 
inherently dangerous to human safety. Any asbestos in any Fairbanks product is locked in, 
incapsulated, and firmly bound or otherwise contained. F a i r b d s  products do not release dangerous 
amounts of asbestos dust or fibers into the air. 
5.  That Fairbanks has had no notice or reason to believe that any of its products might 
be potentially hazardous, since, inter alia, any asbestos fibers contained in its products are locked 
in, incapsulated, and firrnly bound, or otherwise contained. Fairbanks could not have reasonably 
foreseen any danger associated with the use of any of its products and may not be charged with the 
notice that any of its products posed hazard. 
Fairbanks has never been and is not now a part of the "asbestos and insulation products" 
industry to which Plaintiff refers. Any alleged knowledge possessed by a member of said industry 
was not shared by and may not be imputed to Fairbanks because Fairbanks has not manufactured 
asbestos-containing insulation products. 
6. That Fairbanks did not know or believe and had no reason to know or believe at the 
time that John H. Adamson was allegedly exposed to its asbestos-containing products, or at any time, 
that they posed a risk sufficient to give rise to a duty to warn. 
That at all times since the enactment of the Occupation Safety and Health Act ("OSHA"), 
Fairbanks has fully complied with the requirements of OSHA and rules and regulations thereunder. 
7. That any warranties deemed to have been made by Fairbanks were either fulfilled, 
terminated, or disclaimed. 
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8. That insofar as the PlaintifPs Complaint is based on an allegation of 
misrepresentation and fraud by F a i r b d s ,  the Complaint fails to state with parrticularity thc 
circumstances constituting the alleged fraud. The Complaint, therefore, fails to state a claim against 
Fairbanks upon which relief may be granted. Fairbanks has never engaged in any concealment, 
misrepresentation, or fraud. 
9. That the alleged injuries of John H. Admson were caused, in whole or in part, by his 
i 4 own acts or omissions in, that, arnong other things: 
L1 
a. John H. Adamson failed to exercise ordinary care for his own safety when he 
knew or should have known of the hazards incident to his work; 
b. John H. Adamson failed to utilize protective clothing and safety equipment 
when he knew or should have known that the materials with which he was working might be 
harmful; 
c. John H. Adamson failed to properly use Fairbanks prod~lcts and subjected 
them to use that was abnormal, inappropriate, improper, and not reasonably foreseeable by 
Fairbanks; 
d. John H. Adamson failed to advise, request, or demand that their employer(s) 
provide proper safety equipment, clothing, and protective devices for his use as an employee; 
John H. Adamson failed to heed advice and warning given about proper and safe working 
conditions and use of the products with which he was working and failed to use equipment provided 
to him by his employer(s) and others. 
10. That John H. Adamson assumed any risks incident to his employment, including 
exposure to asbestos. John H. Adamson, at all times mentioned in the Complaint, was aware of all 
conditions of his employment, and fully appreciated all the risks, if any, that were involved, 
including exposure to asbestos. Notwithstanding such knowledge on the part of John H. Adamson, 
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John H. Admson con_l-inued in his employment and voluntarily assunled the risk of the very injuries, 
if my, of which Plaintiff complains. Such an assumption of the risks is a bar to any recovery against 
Fairbanks. 
1 I.  That the injuries and damages alleged in said Complaint, and each and every cause 
of action thereof, if any there were, were the direct and proximate result of the misuse, abuse, or 
alteration of said products after they left the custody and the control of Fairbanks by John H. 
i" 2 
r( Adamson andor his empioyers. 
rj? 
0 12. That the culpable conduct of John H. Adamson, including his own negligence and 
assumption of the risk, caused, in whole or in part, the damages alleged in the Complaint, and 
therefore, the alleged darnages should be diminished in the proportion which the culpable conduct 
attributable to John H. Adamson bears to any culpable conduct by Fairbanks that allegedly caused 
damage to the Plaintiff. 
13. That any finding of negligence against Fairbanks should be compared to the 
negligence of all other parties to this action, including the Plaintiff, John H. Adamson, and all other 
Defendants. 
14. That any alleged injuries to John H. Adamson were due to and solely caused by the 
negligence of his employer(s) and their agents and employees in failing to provide safe and suitable 
working conditions; in failing to properly train and supervise John H. Adamson; in failing to warn 
John H. Adamson of any dangerous condition that such employer(s) and their agents and employees 
knew or should have known were incident to the work being performed by John H. Adamson; and 
in failing to provide safety equipment to John H. Adamson. The negligence of said ernployer(s), and 
their agents and employees is an intervening and superseding cause of the alleged injuries to John 
H. Adamson and a bar to any recovery by the Plaintiff against Fairbanks. 
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15. That Jolin H. Adanison's employer(s) were aware of the possible risks, if m y ,  
involved in the utilization of materials containing asbestos, and fully appreciated all of the risks, if 
any, and further voluntasily assumed the risks of injuries, losses, and damages, if any, as set forth 
in the Complaint. The assumption of this risk proximately contributed to and caused the damages, 
if any, described in the Complaint. 
16. That the worker's compensation carriers for said employers have made and will in 
sv 
the future make certain payments to the Plaintiff and/or John W. Adamson herein by reason of the 
injuries John H. Adamson allegedly received while in the course and scope of his employment for 
said employers. That the aforesaid carelessness and negligence bars recovery against Fairbanks of 
all sums paid or to be paid to or on behalf of Plaintiff and/or John H. Adamson by way ofwor~~er 's  
compensation benefits as aforesaid. That the carelessness and negligence of said employers is by 
law imputed to said insurance carriers. 
17. That the Complaint herein, and each cause of action thereof, is barred as against 
Fairbalks by the provisions of Idaho Code $ 5  72-201, et seq. 
18. That insofar as Plaintiff intends to assert a claim for punitive damages, it is premised 
on an alleged course of conduct vis a vis, the general public, and the Plaintiff in this action is 
therefore not the real party in interest as to said purported punitive damage claim and is barred and 
foreclosed fiom asserting such a claim. 
19. Fairbanks did not participate in any of the activities for which Plaintiff asserts that 
punitive damages may be assessed. 
20. Any asbestos containing products manufactured and sold by Fairbanks which give 
rise to Plaintiffs claims herein were designed and manufactured pursuant to and in accordance with 
specifications mandated by the United States Government or its agencies. The knowledge of the 
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United States Govement  and its agencies of any possible health hazards from use of such products 
was equal or superior to that of Fairbads, and, by reason thereof, Fairbaks is entitled to such 
immunity from liability as exists in favor of the United States Governeat  or its agencies. 
2 1. That Plaintiff and/or John H. Admson failed to mitigate their damages, if any. 
22. That Plaintiff failed to join one or more necessary and indispensable parties. 
23. That in conformity with Idaho Code tj 6-802, Fairbanks cannot be liable to Plaintiff 
for any amount greater than that represented by the degree or percentage of fault, if any, attributable 
to Fairbanks. 
24, Fairbanks denies all cross-claims that may be asserted against it in this matter. 
25. The risk of any injury or damage alleged in Plaintifrs Complaint was unforeseeable 
at the time relevant products were manufactured or sold. 
26. John H. Adamson's exposure to cigarette smoke, other tobacco products, or noxious 
f m e s  and residues caused or contributed to the damages alleged in the Plaintiffs Complaint. 
27. Any exposure, if any, by John H. Adamson to Fairbanks products alleged to contain 
asbestos must be considered de mznirnis and not a proximate cause of John H. Adamson's alleged 
injuries. 
28. Fairbanks hereby incorporates by reference all affirmative defenses heretofore and 
hereinafler set forth by Co-Defendants as though hlly set forth herein. 
29. Plaintiff's claims and damages, if any, are barred or limited by the Idaho Tort Reform 
Act, Idaho Code rj 6-1601, et sey. 
30. Fairbanks has not conducted discovery in this action and, therefore, expressly reserves 
the right to amend this Answer to add additional or supplemental defenses and to file and serve other 
responsive pleadings, allegations, or claims. 
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3 1. Plaintiff's claims are barred as a matter ofpublic policy inasmuch as the social ~itility 
and public benefit of asbestos-containing products outweigh any alleged risks of such products. 
W E R E F O E ,  Defendant Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation prays that the Complaint be 
dismissed with prejudice and without recovery and that judgment be entered in its favor for costs 
expended in the defense hereof, including attorney fees, and for such other relief as the Court deems 
<-+) appropriate. 4 
IV. DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendant Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation demands a trial by jury, composed of the 
number of persons allowed by law, on all issues, claims, and defenses so triable. 
DATED this 3%' day of February, 200'7. 
BRASSEY, WETHERELL, CRAWFORD & C-TT 
Attorneys Morse Pump 
Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I\'$ day of Febmruy, 2007, I served a true and correct I HEWBY CERTIFY that on this 
copy of the foregoing A N S W R  AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL upon each of the following 
individuals by causing the same to be delivered by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
J m e s  C. Arnold Y U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
PETERSEN, PARKINSON & M O L D  Hand-Delivered 
PLLC - Overnight Mail 
390 North Capitol Avenue Facsimile (208) 522-8547 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403- 1645 
Attorneys for PluintlSf 
G. Patterson Keahey U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
G. PATTERSON ICEAHEY, P.C. Hand-Delivered 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612 Overnight Mail 
Birmingham, Alabama 3 5209 Facsimile (205) 871-0801 
Attorneys for Plaintgf 
Alan C. Goodman tf U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE Hand-Delivered 
717 Seventh Street Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box D Facsimile (208) 436-4837 
Rupert, Idaho 83350 
Attorneys for Defendant Rupert Iron 
Worh, Inc. 
Donald F. Carey U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Robert D. Williams Hand-Delivered 
QUANE SMITH LLP Overnight Mail 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B - Facsimile (208) 529-0005 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402-29 13 
Attorneys for Defendant Reliaizce Electric 
Motors 
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Gary T. Dance ISB No. 15 13 
Lee Radford, ISB No. 5'7 19 
Benjmin C. Ritcbie, ISB No. '7210 
MOFFAm, TI-IOMAS, B 'IT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHART 
420 Memorlal Dnve 
Post Office Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone (208) 522-6700 
Facsimile (208) 522-5 1 1 1 
gtd@moffatt.com 
klr@moffatl.com 
bcr@moffag.com 
Attorneys for Defendant, Henry Vogt Machine, Co. 
P 
A 
i "  IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE 
ni STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O m T Y  OF BANNOCK 
VS. 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Represeiltative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; NIKJSO Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric Inc., individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 
Cable Company; Gardner Denver, Inc.; Henry 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT' HENRY 
VOGT MACHINE, CO. 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Ison 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANT 
HENRY VOGT MACHINE, CO. 76, C \ 'ANSWER-ADAMSON-HENRY-VOGT doc 
Works; Parker H a i f i n  Corporation successor 
in interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; An~erican Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation W a  Cutler Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Duriron Company, Inc. W a  
Durco International; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) individually 
and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & W Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 1 
2' COMES NOW, defendant Henry Vogt Machine, Co., by and through undersigned 
counsel, and hereby responds to plaintiffs July 18,2006 Complaint. Henry Vogt Machine, Co. 
("Vogt") responds solely for itself, and on behalf of no other entities. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. The Complaint fails to state a claim against Vogt upon which relief may 
be granted, and should be dismissed with prejudice, pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Vogt denies each and every allegation in the Complaint which is not 
expressly and specifically admitted in this Answer. 
3. Responding to paragraph 6 of plaintiffs Complaint, Vogt denies that it is 
subject to the jurisdiction of this court. 
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T H I m  DEFENSE 
4. Plaintiff's claims are baned by the applicable statute of limitations, 
including but not limited to Idaho Code Section 5-219(4). 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
5.  Vogt alleges tliat if plaintiffs claims were already litigated and resolved in 
any prior action, plaintiffs claims herein are barred based on doctrines of res judzcata and 
collateral estoppel and preclusion, which prohibit splitting a single cause of action into 
successive suits. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
6. Plaintiff has failed to mitigate his damages, if any, as required by law. 
SIXTH DEF%NSE 
7 .  The damages alleged by plaintiff were proximately caused, if at all, by 
John H. Adamson's own negligence or fault, such negligence or fault being equal to or greater 
than any alleged negligence or fault of Vogt, such that plaintiffs negligence or fault bars or 
reduces any recovery to which plaintiff might otherwise be entitled. In asserting this defense, 
Vogt does not admit any fault, responsibility, liability, or damage; to the contrary, Vogt 
specifically denies any and all allegations of fault, responsibility, liability, or damage contained 
in plaintiffs Complaint. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
8. No act or omission by Vogt caused any damage to plaintiff, but rather, 
plaintiffs alleged damages, if any, were caused by the acts or omissions of third parties, persons 
or entities over whom Vogt had neither control nor right of control, and for whom Vogt has no 
legal responsibility. In asserting this defense, Vogt does not admit any fault, responsibility, 
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liability or damage; to the contrary, Vogt specifically denies any and all allegations of fault, 
responsibility, or damage contained in plaintiffs Complaint. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
9. Plaintiff's damages, if any, were proximately caused, in whole or in part, 
by the superseding or intervening acts or omissions of persons or entities other than Vogl. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
10. There was no privity of contract between plaintiff and Vogt and, therefore, 
plaiiitiffs claims for purported breach of warranty are barred. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
11. Plaintiffs claims are barred or reduced by the learned intennediary 
doctrine and/or the sophisticated purchaser/user doctrine. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
12. Vogt cannot be held liable to plaintiff for an amount greater than that 
represented by the degree of percentage of fault, if any, attributable to Vogt that proximately 
caused plaintiffs alleged damages. The fault or responsibility of all parties, joined or non- 
joined, including plaintiff, must be evaluated and any liability apportioned among all persons and 
entities in proportion to respective fault or responsibility. In asserting this defense, Vogt does 
not admit any fault, responsibility, liability or damage; to the contrary, Vogt specifically denies 
any and all allegations of fault, responsibility, or damage contained in plaintiff's Complaint. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
13. Plaintiff is barred from recovery due to the application of the doctrines of 
estoppel, laches, unclean hands andlor waiver. 
3*q& 
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THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
14. Plaintiff is not the real party in illkcrest with respect to all or some of the 
claims set forth and damages sought in the Complaint. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
15. Plaintiffs claims are bmed  pursurtnt to applicable c o m o n  law and/or 
statutes based on the contributory negligence, contributory fault andor assumption of the risk by 
plaintiff. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
16. This Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction over plaintiffs claims. 
Plaintiffs sole remedy lies within the worker's compensatio~i system. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
17. This Court lacks personal jurisdiction over Vogt. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
18. Plaintiff is barred from any recovery on his breach of warranty claim to 
the extent that John H. Adamson's, his eniployer, and the original purchaser(s) of the asbestos- 
containing products to which the plaintiff was allegedly exposed failed to notify Vogt within a 
reasonable time that the goods that Vogt allegedly sold did not comport with Vogt's alleged 
warranties regarding those goods. 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
19. To the extent that plaintiff may have accepted compensation in partial 
settlement of the claims set forth in his Complaint; Vogt is entitled to a set off, subrogation, 
contribution andlor indemnification. 
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NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
20. The product(s) allegedly involved in this case, if any, confomed to the 
state of the art at the time of sale and were designed, manufactwed and tested pursuant to 
generally recomized and prevailing standards, and in confomance with any statutes, regulations, 
and requirements that governed the products at the time of the design, manufacture and sale. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
21. On information and belief, Vogt alleges that plaintiffvoluntxily, 
& ' j  
C 
7 z knowingly, and unreasonably entered into and engaged in the operations and conduct alleged in 
the Complaint and voluntarily and knowingly assumed the alleged risks incident to said 
operations, acts and conduct at the time and places alleged in the Complaint. 
TWENTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
22. On information and belief, Vogt alleges that plaintiff was advised, 
informed, and warned of any potential hazards and/or dangers, if any there were, associated with 
the normal and foreseeable use, handling, and storage of the products, substances, and equipment 
described in the Complaint, and plaintiff failed to follow such warnings. 
TWENTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
23. On information and belief, Vogt alleges that plaintiff was guilty of willful 
misconduct which proximately caused or contributed to the occurrences complained of in the 
Complaint and the damages alleged to have been suffered therein, and plaintiff is therefore 
precluded from comparing such conduct with the alleged negligence or fault of Vogt, if any there 
was. 
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TWENTY-TRIm DEFENSE 
24. On information and belief, Vogt alleges that at all times mentioned in the 
Complaint, plaintiff acknowledged, ratified, consented to, and acquiesced in the alleged acts or 
omissions, if any, of Vogt, thereby barring plaintiff from any relief as prayed for herein. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DEFENSE 
25. On infomation and belief, Vogt alleges that after they left the custody and 
control of Vogt, the products which allegedly injured plaintiff, if any, were altered, changed, or 
otherwise modified by parties, individuals, or entities other than Vogt, and said modifications, 
6rIk 
F~ T, changes, alternations were a proximate cause of the damages alleged by plaintiff, if any there 
dl 
were. 
TWENTY-FIFTH DEFENSE 
26. Prior to and at the time of the alleged injuries to plaintiff, the products 
which allegedly caused or contributed to said injuries were misused and abused, and were not 
being used in a manner in which they were intended to be used. Such misuse and abuse caused 
andlor contributed to the loss, injury or damages, if any, incurred by plaintiff. 
TWENTY-SIXTH DEFENSE 
27. On information and belief, Vogt alleges plaintiff andlor plaintiffs agents 
negligently or intentionally failed to preserve and permitted the spoliation of material evidence 
including but not limited to the products which plaintiff alleges give rise to the Complaint. Such 
conduct bars plaintiffs action andor gives rise to liability on the part of plaintiff for damages 
payable to Vogt. 
TWENTY-SEVENTH DEFENSE 
28. Plaintiff was not exposed to or injured by any product manufactured or 
distributed by Vogt, and even if plaintiff decedent was injured, which Vogt expressly denies, 
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such exposure was so minimal to be insufficient to cause the illjury, damage or loss complained 
of by plaintiff md such exposure, if any, could not have been a substantial factor in causing the 
injury, damage or loss complained of by plaintiff, barring any liability on the part of Vogt to 
plaintiff. 
TWENTY-EIGHTH DEFENSE 
29. Plaintiff failed to give reasonable, timely, sufficient and adequate notice to 
Vogt of the alleged liability, damage or injury, if any. 
TbVENT'U-NINTH DEFENSE 
30. The loss, injury or damage, if any, incurred by plaintiff was the result of 
superseding, intervening causes arising fiorn negligent or willful acts or omissions by parties 
Vogt neither controlled nor had the right to control, and were not proximately caused by any 
acts, omissions or other conduct of Vogt. In particular, plaintiffs employer or employers by 
reason of advice, information, warnings, and use, handling, and storage information given to 
them, and by reason of their own long-standing and continuous experience with the products, 
substances, and equipment referred to in the Complaint, are and were sophisticated users, 
handlers, and storers of any and all such products, substances, and equipment and thereby 
acquired a separate and affirmative duty to provide the products to employees in a non-negligent 
and non-reckless manner, and said employers acquired an affirmative duty to warn, advise, and 
inform plaintiff of any potential harmful effects from the mishandling, improper storage, and/or 
misuse of the subject product, if any. Said employer's failure to provide and/or warn was a 
superseding and intervening cause of plaintifrs injuries, losses, and damages, if any there were. 
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THIRTIETH DEFENSE 
3 1. To the extent that the Complaint attempts to asscst Vogt's "'market share" 
liability or "enterprise" liability, the Complaint fails to state facts sufficient to constitute a cause 
of action against Vogt as such theory of liability is not applicable to products that are not 
fungible. Further, plaintiff has failed to join as defendants in this action the producers of a 
substantial market share of the product or products which allegedly injured plaintiff. 
THIRTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
32. The state of the medical, scientific, and industrial knowledge and practices 
,q " 
s was at all material times such that Vogt neither breached any alleged duty owed to plaintiff, iior 
,?& 
knew, or could have known, that the product(s) it allegedly distributed presented a foreseeable 
risk of harm to plaintiff in the normal and expected use of such productts). Vogt's products, if 
any, were manufactured, produced, supplied, sold and distributed in conformity with and 
pursuant to statutes, govelment regulations and industry standards based upon the state of 
knowledge existing at the time of said, manufacture, production, sale, or distribution. 
THIRTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
33. The Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution (U.S. Const. 
I, section 8, clause 3) precludes the application of a state statute to commerce that takes place 
wholly outside of a state's borders, whether or not the commerce has effects within the state; and 
protects against inconsistent verdicts and legislation arising from the projection of one state 
regulatory scheme into the jurisdiction of another state. 
THIRTY-THIRD DEFENSE 
34. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the applicable statute of repose, including 
but not limited to Idaho Code Section 6-1403. 
8 2 
> 
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THIRTY-FOURTH DEFENSE 
35. Vogt asserts that the all of the events related to the exposure and injuries 
alleged by the plaintiffs took place on federal enclave premises, and as such, the Federal District 
C o w  has jup-isdiction over the matter pursuant to U.S. CONST. art. I, $ 8, cl. 17. 
THIRTY-FIFTH DEFENSE 
36. PlaintifPs claims of fi-aud against the defendant Vogt should be dismissed 
because the plaintiff has failed to plead his allegations of fraud with the particularity required by 
Idaho of Civil Procedure 9(b). 
THIRTY-SIXTH DEFENSE 
37. Plaintiffs actions are barred by his failure to join necessary and 
indispensable parties. 
THIRTY-SEVENTH DEFENSE 
38. Plaintiff failed to satisfy the conditions precedent to filing this wrongful 
death action. 
THIRTY-EIGHTH DEFENSE 
39. Vogt reserves the right to allege other affirmative defenses as they may 
become known during the course of discovery, and hereby specifically reserves the right to 
amend its answer to allege said affirmative defenses at such time as they become known. 
CAVEAT 
In asserting the foregoing defenses, Vogt docs not admit any fault, responsibility, 
liability or damage, but to the contrary expressly denies the same. Likewise, by asserting the 
foregoing defenses, Vogt does not assume a burden of proof or persuasion not otherwise 
imposed upon it as a matter of law. 
-?+- 
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WHEREFOE, having answered plaintil'fs Complaint, Henry Vogt Machine, Go. 
respectfully prays for judgneat: against plaintiff as follows: 
1. That plaintiff take nothing by his Complaint; 
2. That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice; 
3. That Vogt be granted its costs of suit and attorney fees incurred in the 
defense of this action; and 
4. For such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Vogt demands a trial by jury on all issues, claims, and defenses so triable. 
I oli 
DATED this / day of March, 200'7 
Attorneys for Defendant 
Henry Vogt Machine, Co. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of Mach, 2007,I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER OF DEFENDANT VOGT FLUID SYSTEMS 
(USA), LLC [IR'IPROPIE~Y SUED AS VOGT FLUID SYSTEM ( P E E ~ E S S  PUMPSJJ 
to be sewed by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
\ 
James G. Arnold hJ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PETERSEN, PARKINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. box 1645 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 522-8547 
G. Patterson Keahey \j) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
G. PATTERSON QAHEY, P.C. ( ) Hand Delivered 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Birmingham, AL 35209 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (205) 871 -0801 
Gary T. Dance 
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Donald F. Carey, ISB #4392 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, IdAo 83402-29 13 
Telephone: (208) 529-0000 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
E-mail: dfcarey@quanesmith.nel 
Attorneys for Defendant Johnston Pump Company 
IN THE DISTRTCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRTCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BAWOCK 
C "? 
nL 
u" JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in 
his capacity as Personal Representative of 
The Estate of JOHN 14. ADAMSON I Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
FMC Corporation Individually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump . 
Operation and Former Peerless Pump, 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 
NIKKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Gould 
Electric Inc., individually and as successor 
in interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial 
Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on 
behalf of Square D Company; 
Alaskan Copper Works; 
Allis Cbalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc. ; 
Ericsson, Inc., as Successor in Interest to 
the Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 
DEFENDANT JOI-IblSTON 
PUMP COMPANY'S ANSWER 
AND JURY DEMAND 
Cctfegory: I. 1.a - Fee: $58.00 
1 - Defendant Jol-mston Pump Compai~y's Answer and Jury Demand 
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Gardner Denver, Inc. ; 
Henry Vogt Machine Co.; 
Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; 
Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
Pocatello Supply, Inc.; 
Rupert lron Works; 
Parker Hamifin Corporation successor in 
interest to Sacorna-Siera, Inc.; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechlel, Inc. ; 
Crane Co.; 
Owens Illinois, lnc.; 
" G 
ax American Optical Corporation; 
- Eaton Electrical Coi-poration f/Wa Cutler 
$3" iF Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
succcessor to the Duriron Company, Inc. 
FKA Durco International; 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
liability for NARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Weelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; 
Reliance Electric Motors individually and 
as successor to Master Electric; 
P&H Cranes; 
Johnson Purnps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
Defendant, Johntson Pump Company, misidentified in the caption of the cornplaint as 
Johnson Pumps, now known as TKD, Inc., by and through its attorneys of record, Quane 
Smith LLP, answers Plaintifrs Complaint and alleges as follows: 
1. Answering Defendant denies each and every allegation of the Complaint riot 
herein expressly admitted. 
2 - Defendant Johnston Pump Company's Answer and Jury Demand 
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2. Answering Defendant is tvitliout sufficient knowledge as to Paragaphs 24,29, 
30,  3 1, 32,  33 ,35,  of PlaintifFs complaint and tliereforc denies same. 
3.  The allegations contained within puagaphs 1 though 23,25 through 28,67 
through 69, 7 I through 76, 82 and 83 of Plaintifrs complaint appear to be directed at some 
other person or entity other than this answering defendan.l, for which no resportsive avermelit 
is required. To the extend the allegations contained in those paragraphs assert a cause of 
action against this answering defendant it is denied. 
4. The statement contained in paragraph 34 of Plaintiff's complaint constitute a 
B -  
i statement of intent by Plaintiff, for which no responsive avement is required. If the 
statements contained in said paragraph 34 assert a cause of action against this answering 
defendant, it is denied. 
5. With respect to the allegations set fosth in paragraphs 37 through 45, 47 
through 54, 56 througli 58,60 through 66 and 78 through 80 of Plaintiff's Complaint, to the 
extent those paragraphs assert a cause of action against this answering defendant, they are 
denied. The allegations contained in those paragraphs are denied without knowledge to the 
extent they relate to other persons, entities or parties. 
6. The allegatioiis incorporated by reference into paragraphs 36,46, 55, 59, 70, 
77 and 81 of Plaintifrs complaint are responded to as set fosth above. 
7. Plaintifrs Complaint is barred under the statute of limitations. l.C.5 5-219: 
1.C.5 6-1303 [I.C. 5 6-14031. 
8. Plaintiff decedent failed to mitigate his damages, if any. 
3 - Defendant Johnston Pump Company's Answer and Jury Demand 
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9. Plaintiff's decedent was comparatively negligent, and his negligence was 
greater than or equal to the negligence, if any, of answering Defendant. Any damages are 
subject to reduction pursuant to Idaho Code tj 6-80 1, et seq. 
10. Plaintiffs damages, if any, were caused by the actions or omissions of persons 
or parties other than answering Defendant, which actions or omissions were the proxi~nate 
and primary causes of the damages, if any, suffered by Plaintiff. 
1 1. Plaintiffs decedent assumed the risk of the events, occurrences and damages 
L alleged in the Complaint. 
* 
12. Plaintiff's decedent is estopped and/or has waived his right to assert this claini 
against this answering Defendant. 
13. If answering Defendant has any liability to Plaintiff, which liability answering 
Defendant denies, any award made to Plaintiff in this action must be reduced by the Court, 
pursuant to 1.C.s 6-1606, in the event that any sucli award includes compensation for 
damages for which Plaintiff has been compensated independently from collateral sources. 
14. If answering Defendant has any liability to Plaintiff, which liability Defendant 
denies, any recovery by Plaintiff would be subject to the limitations 011 non-economic 
damages established by I.C. tj 6- 1603. 
15. If Plaintiff actually sustained the damages alleged by him, sucli damages were 
proximately caused by intervening acts and/or omissions constituting supersediilg causes of 
liability precluding Plaintiff from any recovery from answering Defendant in this action. 
4 - Defendant Johnston Pump Company's Ailswer and Jury Demand 
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16. If Plaintiff actually sustained the damages alleged by him, such damages were 
proximately caused by Plaintifrs decedent's product inisuse or product alteration. 1.C.s 6- 
1305 [I.C. $6-14051. 
17. Answering defendant may enjoy statutory immunity pursuant to I.C. tj 6- 1306 
[I.C. 5 6-14061. 
W H E E F O m ,  answering Defendant prays the Court enter judgment against Plaii~tiff 
as follows: 
1. Dismissing Plaintiffs' Complaint with Plaintiff taking nothing thereby; 
2. Awarding Defendant, Johnston Pump Conipany, its costs and fees, pursuant 
to Idaho Code tj 12- 120 and 12- 12 1 ; and 
3 .  For such other and further relief as this Court deems just. 
DEFENDANT JOHNSTON PUMP COMPANY DEMANDS TRIAL BY JURY 
DATED this 5 day of April, 2007. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
By: 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SEWICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of April, 2007,I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing Defindant Johnson PZLFIZP Company's Answer and Jury Demand by: 
James C. Arnold, Esq. 
PETERSEN, PAWNSON 
& ARNOLD, PLLC 
390 N. Capital Avenue 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645 
(208) 522-5200 
Co-couuuel for Plalnt$(.r} 
G. Patterson Keal-rey, Esq. 
. 1 (I;. Patters011 Keahey, P.C. 
t ,"" 
Y One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 Birmingl~arn, AL 35209 
(205) 871 -0707 
C'o counselfor PlatnlISf(s) 
Thomas J. Lyons, Esq. 
M E W L L  & MERRILL 
109 North Arthur - 5"' Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1 
(208) 232-2286 
Co-counselJor Owens Illznozs, Inc. 
Jackson Schmidt, Esq. 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU 
& SCHMIDT, PLLC 
121 8 Third Avenue, Ste. 1900 
Seattle, WA 98101-305 1 
(206) 625-171 I 
Co-counsel for Owens Ilhnozs, Inc 
Lee Radford, Esq. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD. 
420 Memorial Drive 
P.O. Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1 505 
(208) 522-6700 
Sterling Fluzd Systems (Peerless Pumps) 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ Overnight Mail I [ ] Facsimile @ (208) 522-8547 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[JI Facsimile @ (205) 571-0801 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overiiight Mail 
[J] Facsimile @ (208) 232-2499 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ d l  Facsimile @ (206) 625-1627 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[J] Facsimile @ (208) 522-5 11 1 
[ ] E-mail 
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Alan C. Goodman, Esq. 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHTD. 
7 17 7"'Street 
P.O. Box D 
Rupert, ID 83350 
(208) 436-4774 
Attorneys for Kuperf Iron Works, Inc 
Murray J. Sorensei~, Esq. 
BLASER, SOENSEN & OLESON, CHTD. 
285 NW Main 
P.O. Box 1047 
Blackfoot, ID 8322 1 
(208) 785-4700 
A ftorneys for Steel West, Inc 
Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 1 N. 3Id Ave., Ste. 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
(208) 235-1 145 
C'o-courzrel for Paramount Skcppiv Co and Z z ~ m  Inclusfrles, Inc 
C. Timothy tfopkins, Esq. 
Steven K. Brown, Esq. 
HOPKINS, RODEN, CROCKETT 
HANSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
428 Park Ave. 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 
(208) 523-4445 
Square D Co , Alaskan Copper W o r M l c o  Itzvestment Co 
Howard D. Burnett, Esq. 
HAWLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS 
& HAWLEY, LLP 
333 S. Main St. 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
(208) 233-0845 
Attorneys for Eaton Electrzc, Inc. f/Wa Czitler Hammer, Inc. 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ Hand-Delivered 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[q Facsirnile @, (208) 785-7080 
[ ] E-mail 
[ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnigl-rt Mail 
[J] Facsirnile @ (208) 235-1 182 
[ ] E-mail 
[ J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ Overnight Mail 
[vj Facsimile @ (208) 523-4474 
[ ] E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[J j  Facsimile @ (208) 233-1304 
[ ] E-mail 
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Randall L. Sclimitz, Esq. 
Kelly A. Carneron, Esq. 
P E m N S  COIE 
25 1 East Front Street, Ste. 400 
P.O. Box 737 
Boise, Idaho 83701 -0737 
(208) 343-3434 
Attorneys for Crane Co 
W. Marcus W. Nye, Esq. 
Carol Tippi Volyn, Esq. 
KACPNE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
20 1 East Center 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatella, ID 83204-139 1 
(208) 232-6101 
Attorneys jor Defendant Advanced Industrzal Supply, Inc 
S/Wa Pocatello Supply, Inc 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ Hatid-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[dj Facsimile @ (208) 343-3232 
[ ] E-mail 
] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Ilelivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
[/I Facsin~ile @ (208) 232-6109 
[ ] E-mail 
Christian W. Nelsotl, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON [ ] Hand-Delivered 
50 Sout1.t Main Street [ ] Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 2465 [J1 Facsimile @ (801) 532-5506 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 10-2465 [ ] E-mail 
(801) 53 1-2000 
Attorneys for Defindant Flowserve Corp $%/a Durco International, Inc 
Thomas B. High, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
BENOIT, ALEXANDER, HARWOOD, [ ] Hand-Delivered 
HIGH & VALDEZ, L.L.P. [ ] Overnight Mail 
126 Second Avenue North [/j Facsimile @ (208) 733- 1438 
P.O. Box 366 
Twin Falls, Id 83303-0366 
(208) 733-5463 
Attorney for Defendant Ei.icssor?, Ilzc. 
Christopher P. Graham, Esq. 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FURMAN, P.A. 
225 north 9"' Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
(208) 331-1170 
Attorneys for Fairbanks Morse Punzp Corp. 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[/J Facsimile @ (208) 33 1-1 529 
[ 1 E-mail 
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Richard C. Boardman, Bar No. 2922 
REfoardman@perkinscoie.com 
Randall L. Schmitz, Bar No. 5600 
RSchitz@perkinscoie.com 
P E m I N S  COIE LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
Facsimile: 208.343.3232 
Attorneys for Defendant Horrepvell, h c .  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
FMC Corporation individually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo 
Operation and former Peerless Pump, 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 
NIKKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Gould 
Electric Inc., individually and as successor 
in interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial 
Eastman Corporation, Eastman 
Corporation, ITE Circuit Breaker 
Company, and Century Electric; Schneider 
Electric, individually and on behalf of 
Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in interest to the Anaconda Wire 
& Cable Company; Gardner Denver, Inc.; 
Henry Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, 
Inc.; Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts 
Machine Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; 
Rupert Iron Works; Parker Hannifin 
Corporation Successor in Interest to 
Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually and as 
qr in his capacity as Personal Representative of The Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
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Inc.; America1 Optical Co~poration; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation f/Wa/ Cutler 
Hammer; Flowsewe Corporation, 
individually and as Successor to The 
Duriron Company, Inc.; FKA Durco 
Ilernational; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation; Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) 
Individually and as Successor to Allied 
Signal, Bendix, Wheelabrator, Rust 
Engineering, and Allied Chemical; 
Reliance Electric Motors, Individually and 
as Successor to Master Electric; P & H 
Cranes; Johnson Pumps; Sterling Fluid 
System (Peerless Pumps), 
6? 
Defendants. I 
COMES NOW Defendant Honeywell, Inc., ("Honeywell") by and through its 
attorneys of record, Perkins Coie, LLP, and answers Plaintiff's Complaint as follours: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
1. Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim against Honeywell upon which 
relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
2. Honeywell denies each and every allegation of the Complaint not specifically 
admitted herein. 
3. With respect to the allegations contained in the first unnumbered Paragraph of 
Plaintiffs Complaint, Honeywell admits that it is a business entity organized and existing 
under the laws of a state other than Idaho. Honeywell is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations 
contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
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4. Paragraphs 1-20 and 22-28 of Plaintiffs Complaint do not state any 
allegations against Honeywell and, therefore, no response is required. To the extent a 
response is deemed necessary and appropriate, Honeywell is without knotvledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein 
and, therefore, denies the same. 
5. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, E-loneywell admits only that it is authorized to do business in the state of 
Idaho. Honeywell denies the remaining allegations contained therein. 
6. With respect to the allegations in Paragraph 29 of Plaintiffs Complaint, 
Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained therein and therefore, denies the same. 
7 .  With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 30 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell admits only that, at various times in its history, it has 
manufactured and sold products that contained asbestos. Honeywell denies that 
Plaintiffs decedent was exposed to asbestos emitted from any product manufactured, 
sold, or distributed by Honeywell, and Honeywell denies that Plaintiffs injuries were 
caused by any act of Honeywell. Honeywell is without knowledge or information 
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations contained therein 
and, therefore, denies the same. 
8.  Paragraphs 3 1-35 of Plaintiffs Complaint contain conclusions of law to which 
no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed necessary and appropriate, 
Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. However, Honeyivell 
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specifically denies that Plaintiffs decedent Bras exposed to asbestos emitted from any 
product manufactured, sold, or distributed by Honeywell, and Honeywell further denies 
that Plaintiff's decedent's alleged injuries were caused by any act of Honeywell. 
FOR A FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Negligenee) 
9. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 36 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials and averments as if set forth 
fully herein. 
10. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. However, 
Honeywell specifically denies that Plaintiffs decedent was exposed to asbestos emitted 
from any product manufactured, sold, or distributed by Honeywell, and Honeywell 
further denies that Plaintiffs decedents alleged injuries were caused by any act of 
Honeywell. 
11. Honeywell denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 38,41-43, and 45 of 
Plaintiffs Complaint. Honeywell specifically denies that any of its products were 
inherently or unreasonably dangerous. Honeywell is without knowledge or information 
sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein as they relate 
to other Defendants. 
12. Honeywell admits in part and denies in part, the allegations contained in 
Paragraphs 39 and 40(a)-(h) of Plaintiffs Complaint. Honeywell admits only that at 
some point in its history, it has manufactured and sold products that contained asbestos. 
Honeywell denies the remaining allegations contained therein and specifically denies that 
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it was negligent in any manner or that it caused any injury to Plaintiff's decedent. 
Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained therein as they relate to other Defendants. 
13. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 44 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
COUNT TWO 
14. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 46 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials or averments as if set forth 
fully herein. 
15. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 47 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell admits only that, at various times in its history, it has 
manufactured and sold products that contained asbestos. Honeywell denies the remaining 
allegations contained therein and specifically denies that any of its products were 
defective, non-merchantable, or not reasonably suited for their intended use. Honeywell 
is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations contained therein as they relate to other Defendants. 
16. Honeywell denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 48-52 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations contained therein as they relate to other Defendants. 
17. Paragraphs 53 and 54 of Plaintiff's Complaint do not state any allegations 
against Honeywell and, therefore, no response is required. To the extent a response is 
deemed necessary and appropriate, Honeywell is without knowledge or information 
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sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegdions contained therein and, 
therefore, denies the same. 
COUNT THREE 
18. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 55 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials and averments as if set forth 
fully herein. 
19. Honeyvvell denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 56-58 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. Honeywell specifically denies that any of its products were defective, non- 
merchantable, or not reasonably suited for their intended use. Honeywell is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 
contained therein as they relate to other Defendants. 
COUNT FOUR 
20. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 59 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials and averments as if set forth 
fully herein. 
21. Honeywell denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 60-66 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufikient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations contained thereinas they relate to other Defendants. 
22. Paragraphs 67-69 of Plaintiff's Complaint do not state any allegations against 
Honeywell and, therefore, no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed 
necessary and appropriate, Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the 
same. 
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COUNT FIVE 
23. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 70 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials and averments as if set forth 
fully herein. 
24. Paragraphs 71 -76 of Plaintiff's Complaint do not state any allegations against 
Honeywell and, therefore, no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed 
necessary and appropriate, Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the 
same. 
COUNT SIX 
25. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 77 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials and averments as it set forth 
fully herein. 
26. Honeywell denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 78-80 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth of the allegations contained therein as they relate to the other Defendants. 
COUNT SEVEN 
27. With respect to the allegations contained in Paragraph 81 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint, Honeywell incorporates all its previous denials and averments as if set forth 
fully herein. 
28. Paragraphs 82-83 of Plaintiff's Complaint do not state any allegations against 
Honeywell and, therefore, no response is required. To the extent a response is deemed 
necessary and appropriate, Honeywell is without knowledge or information sufficient to 
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form a belief as to the truth of the allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the 
same. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
29. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part, by the applicable statutes of limitation andlor repose, including, but not limited 
to, Idaho Code $5  5-216, 5-217, 5-21 8(4), 5-219(4), 5-224 and 6-1403. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
30. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part, by the doctrine of estoppel by virtue of Plaintiffs conduct. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
3 1. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part, by the doctrine of laches by virtue of Plaintiffs conduct. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
32. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part, by the doctrine of waiver by virtue of Plaintiffs conduct. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
33. Some or all of the damages claimed by Plaintiff are not recoverable under 
applicable law. In the event that there is a finding of damages for Plaintiff, any award or 
judgment entered in favor of Plaintiff must be reduced or offset by the amount of any 
benefits Plaintiff received, or is entitled to receive, from any source, under applicable 
law. 
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EIGHTH DEFENSE 
34. Plaintiffs damages, if any, were directly and proximately caused, or 
contributed to, in whole or in part, by the acts and/or omissions and/or fault of other 
individuals, firms, corporations, or other entities over whorn Honeywell has or had no 
control or right of control, and for whom it islwas not responsible. Said acts and/or 
omissions andor fault intervened between, and/or superseded, the acts and/or omissions 
andlor fault of Honeywell, if any. Plaintiffs recovery against Honeywelt, if any, should 
therefore be barred or diminished in accordance with applicable law. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
35.  Plaintiffs damages, if any, were directly and proximately caused, or 
contributed to, by Plaintiffs decedent's own negligence or fault at the times and in the 
places set forth in the Complaint, or the negligence or other fault of individuals, firms, 
corporations, or other entities, over whom Honeywell has or had no control or right of 
control, and for whom it idwas not responsible which were in privity with Plaintiffs 
decedents. Plaintiffs recovery against Honeywell, if any, should therefore be barred or 
diminished in accordance with applicable law. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
36. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part, by Plaintiffs decedent's failure to mitigate damages, if any. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
37. At the times and in the places set forth in the Complaint, any Honeywell 
product in question was not being used in the normal and ordinary way, nor was it being 
used in a manner recommended by Honeywell, nor for the purposes for which it was 
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designed. To the contrary, any such Honeye l l  product was being put to an abnormal 
use or misuse, and to a use that was not reasonably foreseeable to Honeywell. Such 
abnormal use or misuse was the sole, direct and proximate cause of Plaintiffs decedent's 
injuries and damages, if any. Plaintiffs recovery against Honeywell, if any, is therefore 
barred. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
38. If Plaintiff's decedent sustained any injury or damage as alleged in the 
Complaint, said injury or damage was solely, directly, and proximately caused by 
conditions, circumstances, andlor conduct of others, beyond the control of I-rloneywell. 
THIRTEENTH DEFENSE 
39. The actions of Honeywell were in conformity with the state of the medical, 
industrial, and scientific arts, so that there was no duty to warn Plaintiffs decedent under 
the circumstances, or to the extent such a duty arose, Honeywell provided adequate 
warnings, labels, and/or instructions concerning any Honeywell product in question. If 
those warnings, labels, and/or instructions were not made available or heeded, it is the 
fault of others and not of Honeywell. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
40. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part because Plaintiff has failed to join all necessary and indispensable parties. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
41. Honeywell made no express or implied representations or warranties of any 
kind to Plaintiffs decedent. To the extent that the alleged representations or warranties 
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were made, rlzey were made by persons or entities other than Honeywell, and over whom 
Honeywell has or bad no control or right of control. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
42. Plaintiffs decedent did not rely upon any representations or warranties made 
by Honeywell. To the extent Plaintiffs decedent relied upon any alleged representations 
or warranties, such reliance was unjustified. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
43. Any award of non-economic damages in this case is limited by Idaho Code 
EIGHTEENTH DEFENSE 
fi Li 
44. At no time relevant hereto was Plaintiffs decedent exposed to any asbestos 
from products designed, manufactured or sold by Honeywell. 
NINETEENTH DEFENSE 
45. Any exposure by Plaintiff's decedent to any of Honeywell's products was so 
minimal as to be insufficient, as a matter of law, to have constituted a substantial factor in 
causing any asbestos-related disease. 
TWENTIETH DEFENSE 
46. Plaintiffs decedent's employers were negligent and careless, which negligence 
and carelessness were legal and actual causes of, and contributed to, the damages, if any, 
that Plaintiff's decedent sustained, and which negligence and carelessness are a bar to the 
recovery by Plaintiff, from Honeywell. Furthermore, Honeywell is entitled to set off any 
workers' compensation benefits and/or veterans' benefits and/or military benefits 
received or that are to be received by Plaintiff, against any judgment that may be 
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rendered in favor of Plaintiff, against Honeywell, or against Honeywell and any other 
defendant or defendants. 
TWENTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
47. Any damages that are awarded to Plaintiff against Honeywell are limited, to 
tbat postion of Plaintiffs non-econornic damages, if any, tbat are attributable to 
Honeywell's percentage of fault or liability, if any. 
TWENTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
48. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action therein, is barred, in whole 
or in part, by the exclusivity of remedy under the Idaho Workers' Compensation Act, 
Idaho Code $72- 101 et. seq. 
TWENTY-THIRD DEFENSE 
49. Plaintiffs claims are barred or preempted, in whole or in part, by federal law, 
statutes, and regulations. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DEFENSE 
50. Honeywell is not liable for Plaintiffs decedent's injuries, if any, because it did 
not exercise the requisite degree of control over the details of Plaintiff's decedent's work. 
TWENTY-FIFTH DEFENSE 
5 1. Honeywell neither designed, nor manufactured nor sold any of the products 
alleged in the Complaint. 
TWENTY-SIXTH DEFENSE 
52. Any products manufactured by Honeywell that incorporated asbestos- 
containing materials alleged to have been a cause of, or to have contributed to, any 
disease contracted by Plaintiffs decedent, were manufactured in, under, and in 
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conformity with the direction and control of the United States Government, which at all 
times material hereto had knowledge superior to that of Honeywell with respect to the 
potential hazards of asbestos products; accordingly, no liability can be imposed upon 
Honeywell. 
TWENTY-SEVENTH DEFENSE 
53. Any and all "market share," "enterprise," and/or "concert of action" theories 
of liability are inapplicable to Honeywell and/or any of Honeywell's products in 
question. 
*rB 
. TWENTY-EIGHTH DEFENSE 
f i  h 
J 54. Third parties over whom Honeywell has or had no control or right of control, 
and for whom it is/was not responsible, altered or modified the Honeywell product or 
products in question, and such alteration or modification was the sole, direct, and 
proximate cause of Plaintiff's decedent's damages, if any, thereby barring any and all 
claims against Honeywell. 
TWENTY-NINTH DEFENSE 
55. The plans or designs, method or technique of manufacturing, assembling, 
testing, labeling and sale of any Honeywell product alleged in the Complaint to have 
caused all or part of Plaintiffs decedent's alleged damages conformed with the state of 
the art at the time any such Honeywell product was designed, manufactured, assembled, 
tested, labeled and/or sold by Honeywell, pursuant to generally recognized and prevailing 
standards and in conformance with the statutes, regulations, and requirements that 
governed the product or products at the time of design, manufacture, assembly, testing, 
labeling, and sale. 
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THIRTIETH DEFENSE 
56. The benefits of the design of any Honeywell product in question outweigh any 
risk associated with said products, if any risk there actually was, which Honeywell 
denies. 
THIRTY-FIRST DEFENSE 
57. Plaintiff failed to allege fraud with particularity as required by I.K.C.P. 9(b). 
THIRTY-SECOND DEFENSE 
58.  Plaintiffs alleged cause of actions and damages based upon personal injury do 
not survive the death of the injured party and are therefore barred. 
THIRTY-THIRD DEFENSE 
59. Honeywell reserves the right, upon completion of its investigation and 
discovery, to assert such additional defenses as may be appropriate. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Honeywell hereby demands a trial by jury in accordance with the provisions of Ruie 
38(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
W H E E F O E ,  Honeywell, Inc. prays that Plaintiff takes nothing by way of HIS 
Complaint, that the same be dismissed and that Honeywell, Inc. be awarded its costs and 
attorney's fees incurred in the defense of this lawsuit, and for such other and further relief as 
the Court deems just and proper. 
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DATED: April 27,2007 
By: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby eerlifies that he caused a copy of the foregoing Answer to be 
served upon the Following counsel of record via U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, o n  April 27, 
James C. Arnold C. Patterson Keahey 
Peterson, Parkinson & Arnold, PLLG G. Patterson Keahey, P.C. 
390 North Capital Avenue One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 
P.O. Box 1645 Birmingham, AL 35209 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1645 Fax: (205) 87 1-0801 
Fax: (208) 522-8547 Counsel for Plaint@ 
Counsel for Plaint8 
Donald F. Carey Thomas J. Lyons 
William D. Williams Merrill & Merrill 
Carole I. Wesenberg 109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
Quane Smith LLP P.O. Box 991 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2913 Fax: (208) 232-2286 
Fax: (208) 529-0005 Counsel for Owens Illinois, Inc 
Counsel for American Optical Corporation, 
Gould Electronics, Inc., Bechtel, Inc. 
Jackson Schmitdt Lee Radford 
Pepple, Johnson, Cantu & Schmitdt, PLLC Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chtd. 
12 18 Third Avenue, Suite 1900 420 Memorial Drive 
Seattle, WA 98101-3051 P.O. Box 5 1505 
Fax: (206) 625- 17 1 1 Idaho Falls, ID 83405-10505 
Counsel for American Optical Corporation Fax: (208)522-6700 
Counsel for FiWC Corporation jfiamer) and 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Puinps) 
Alan C. Goodman 
Goodman Law Office Chtd. 
7 17 Seventh Street 
P.O. Box D 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Fax: (208) 436-4774 
Counsel for Rupert Iron Works, Inc 
Murray J. Sorensen 
Blaser, Sorensen & Oleson, Chtd. 
285 North West Main 
P.O. Box 1047 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Fax: (208) 785-4700 
Counsel for Steel West, Inc. 
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Gary L. Cooper 
Cooper & Larsen 
15 1 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 21 0 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, lD 83205-4229 
Fax: (208) 235-1 145 
Counsel for Paramou~t Supply Co. and Zarn 
Industries, Inc. 
Howard D. Burnett 
Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley, LLP 
333 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, CD 83204 
Fax: (208) 233-0845 
Counsel for Eaton Electric, Inc. f /Wa Cutler 
Hammer. Inc. 
W. Marcus W. Nye 
Carol Tippi Volyn 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, 
Chartered 
201 East Center 
P.O. Box 139 1 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 391 
Fax: (208) 232-6 10 1 
Counsel for Advanced Industrial Supply, Inc. 
C. Timothy Napkins 
Steven K. Brown 
Hopkins, Roden, Crockett, Hansen & Hoopes, 
PLLC 
428 Park Avenue 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 
Fax: (208) 523-4445 
Counsel for Square D Go.; AEaskiln Copper 
KTork-s/Alco Znvestnzenr Go. 
Thomas B. High 
Benoit, Alexander, Harwood, High & Valdez, 
L.L.P. 
126 Second Avenue North 
P.O. Box 366 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0366 
Fax: (208) 733-5463 
Counsel for Ericsson, Znc. 
Christian W. Nelson 
Richards, Brandt, Miller & Nelson 
50 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 2465 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 10-245  
Fax: (801) 53 1-2000 
Counselfbr Flowserve Corp. 
Christopher P. Graham 
Trout Jones Gledhill Furman, P.A. 
225 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
P.O. Box 1097 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 33 1-1 170 
Counsel for Fairbanks Morse Pump Corp. 
By: 
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Donald F. Carey, ISB ki4392 
QUANE SXLI1TI-I LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite I3 
Telephone: (208 j 529-0000 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
E-wail: dfcarey@,quanesmith.nel 
Go-counsel for Becbtel 
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FMC Corporation Individually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump 
Operation and Former Peerless Pump, 
Chicago Pump and Link-Belt Business; 
NIKKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Goulcl 
Electric Inc., individually and as successor 
in interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial 
Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Sclineider Electric, individually and on 
behalf of Square D Company; 
Alaskan Copper Works; 
Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; 
Ericsson, Inc., as Successor in Interest to 
the Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 
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Henry Vo@ Machine Co.; 
Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co. ; 
Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
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interest to Sacoma-Siera, Inc.; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechtel, Inc.; 
Crane Co.; 
Owens Illinois. Inc.; 
American Optical Corporation; 
Eaton Electrical Corporation f/Wa Cutler 
I-Iarnmer ; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
succcessor to the Duriron Company, Inc. 
FKA Durco International; 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
liability for NARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; 
Reliance Electric Motors individually and 
as successor to Master Electric; 
P&H Cranes; 
Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Defendant, Bechtel, Inc ("Bechtel"), by and through counsel of record, and 
hereby moves this Court for an order dismissing Plaintiffs Complaint against said Defendant. This 
motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(b). In particular, Plaintiffs 
survival and wrongful death claims based on the injury and death of his decedent, Johi  H. Adamson, 
are defective as a matter of law and must be dismissed. 
m g 
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PRAYER FOR =LIEF 
WHEEFORE, Bechtel, respectfully requests this Court grant its motion and dismiss 
Plaintiffs Complaint and for such further and additional relief as the Court deems appropriate wider 
the circumstances. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 1% day of September 2007. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
By: 
Donald F. Carey, o f t  
Co-counsel for ~echte- 
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Donald F. Carey, ISB #4392 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
2325 West Broadway, Suite B 
Telephone: (208) 529-0000 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
E-mail: d-Ceaey@quanesmith.~ict 
Co-counsel for Becbtel 
IN THE DISTHCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BAWOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in 
his capacity as Personal Representative of 
The Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON 
.') 
r: Plaintiff, d 
vs. 
FMC Corporation Individually and on 
behalf of its former Coffin Turbo Pump 
Operation and Former Peerless Pump, 
Chicago Pump and Lirrlc-Belt Business; 
NIKKO Materials USA, Inc., d/b/a Gould 
Electric Inc., individually and as successor 
in interest to Goulds, Inc., Imperial 
Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Scheider Electric, individually and on 
behalf of Square D Company; 
Alaskan Copper Works; 
Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; 
Ericsson, Inc., as Successor ill Interest to 
the Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 
Gardner Denver, Inc. ; 
Henry Vogt Machine Co.; 
Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
2 49.9 
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Paramount Supply Co.; 
Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
Pocatello Supply, Inc. ; 
Rupert Iron Works; 
Parker IIannifin Corporation successor in 
interest to Sacoma-Siera, Inc. ; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechtel, Inc.; 
Crane Go.; 
Owens Illinois, Inc.; 
American Optical Corporation: 
Eaton Electrical Corporation f/k/a Cutler 
Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
succcessor to the Duriron Company, Inc. 
FKA Dureo International; 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
4 Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
?! liability for NARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; 
Reliance Electric Motors individually and 
as successor to Master Electric; 
P&H Cranes; 
Johnsoil Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW, Defendant, Bechtel, Inc. ("Bechtel"), by and through counsel of record, and 
hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, filed concurrently 
herewith. 
Statement of Relevant Undisputed Facts 
Before his death in July 2004, John D. Adamson instituted asbestos-related injury suits 
against numerous defendants (not including Bechtel, Inc.) in Mississippi and Georgia. The 
Mississippi suit has since been dismissed without prejudice, while the Georgia suit remains pending. 
&kt f 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
AfZer Adamson's death, the Georgia complaint was mended to name one of his children, 
Jolm D. Adamson, as the plaii-rtiff Adan~son did not leave a surviving spouse. /il~iumson Dcp 
27:2 1-23; 28: 19-20. However, in addition to Jolvi D. Adaimson, Adalxson was, and is, survived by 
three other adult children: Ms. Sherilee Richter, Ms. Amy Jeanne Shissler and Mr. Robert Adamson. 
Id. at 292-7: 32: 13-1 5; 34:3-5. Plaintiff John U. Adamson filed the present case individually and 
in his capacity as Personal fiepresenbtive of the Estate of John H. Adanson, his deceased father, 
in Bannock County Idaho on July 18,2006. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A rnotion for summary judgment shall be rendered fostllwith if the pleadings, depositions, 
-4 
i* and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to ?-' 
any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Idaho R. 
Civ. P. 56(c); Schaefer v. EZswood Trailer Sales, 95 Idaho 6.54, 516 P.2d 1168 (1973). Standards 
applicable to summary judgment require the District Court and appellate courts upon review, to 
liberally construe facts in the existing record ill favor of the party opposing the motion, and to draw 
all reasonable inferences from the record in favor of the noimoving party. Tz~scl~ Enters. v. Cofin, 
113 Idaho 37, 740 P.2d 1022 (1987); Doe v. Durtshi, 110 Idaho 466, 716 P.2d 1238 (1986); 
Anderson v. Ethington, 103 Idaho 658, 65 1 P.2d 923 (1 982); Kline v. Clinton, 103 Idaho 1 16,645 
P.2d 350 (1982); Palmer v. Idaho Bank & Trust of'Kooskia, I00 Ida110 642, 603 P.2d 597 (1979). 
If the record contains conflicting iiiferences or reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, 
a summary judgment must be denied. Kline v. Clinton, 103 Idaho 116, 645 P.2d 350 (1982); 
Farmers Ins. Co. ofIdaho v. Brown, 97 Idaho 3 80, 544 P.2d 1 15 0 (1 976); Stewart v. Hood Cory., 
95 Idaho 198, 506 P.2d 95 (1973); Lundy v Hazen, 90 Idaho 323,411 P.2d 768 (1966). 
a// 5 
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ARGUMENT 
I. To the extent PlaintifPs Complaint purports to state claims brought on behalf of 
Adamson or his estate, said Complaint must be dismissed for failure to state a claim 
under Idaho Law. 
Plaintiff purports to bring this civil action not simply ill his individual capacity, but also as 
tke representative of Adamson's estate. Notably, nine of the ten categories of damages sougld in 
Plaintiff-s Complairit (namely, damages for Adamson's pre-death "pain and mental anguish;" for 
pre-death medical expenses incurred by Adarnson; for Adamson's pre-death "physical impairment;" 
for Adamson's pre-death "permanent partial disability;" for Adamson's pre-death increased risk of 
cancer; for pre-death medical monitoring costs incurred by Adanison; for Adamson's "progressive 
loss of earning capacity;" for pre-death "domestic help and nursing care: expenses incurred by 
Adamson; and for Adamson's pre-death decreased enjoyment of life) necessarily relate to claims 
which, if they still exist, would belong to Adamson's estate rather than to Plaintiff in his individual 
capacity. (Complaint, pp. 32-33). 
To the extent Plaintiff purports to bring such claims on behalf of Adamson or his estate, his 
Complaint fails to state a claim as a matter of Idaho law. Under the common law, as adopted by the 
Idaho legislature, a cause of action for personal injuries ceases to exist upon the death of the person 
injured. Steele v. Kootenai Med. Ctr., 142 Idaho 9 19,920, 136 P.3d 905,906 (2006). While Ida110 
law allows spouses to recover for losses to the comniunity occasioned by the deceased spouse's 
injury, Adamson did not leave a surviving spouse, any and all such claims abated at the inonlent of 
his death. Steele, at 920-21, 136 P.3d at 906-07; Vulk v. Haley, 112 Idaho 855, 736 P.2d 1309 
(1 987). Accordingly, Bechtel is entitled to a dismissal of any and all such claims as a matter of law. 
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11. Even to the limited extent that PlaintifPs Complaint could be theoretically construed 
as also stating a wrongful death claim under I.C. f; 5-311, said claim must likewise be 
dismissed based on Plaintiftss failure to join certain indispensable parties. 
The only aspect of Plaintifrs Complaint which could possibly be construed as stating a 
wrongful death claini under I.C. 5-3 1 1 rather than an invalid "survival" claim is liis demand for 
d6mages "for a loss of consortiunl as a result of the Defendants' actions as described herein." 
(Complaint, pp. 32-33)]. An Idaho wrongful death claim, however, is an indivisible claim Iicld 
jointly by all of the decedent's heirs; each living heir of a decedent is thus an indispensable party to 
a wrongful action and, upoil an objection on this ground by a defendant, such an action cannot 
A proceed absent the joinder of all such individuals as party-plaintiffs. See, Hogan v. Herman, 101 
, *b 
"\l 
jr Idaho 893, 89697,623 P.2d 900 (1 980); Whitley v. Spokane & inland Ry. C'o., 23 Idaho 642, 132 
P. 121, 124 (1913), aff'd. 237 U.S. 487 (1915); Carnpbell v. Pacgic Fruit Exp. C'o., 148 F. Supp. 
209,211 - 12 (D. Idaho 1957). In this case, only one of Adanison's four surviving children have been 
joined as a party-plaintiff and Bechtel hereby objects to this matter proceeding f~~rllier given the 
absence of three indispensable parties (Ms. Sherilee Richter, Ms. Amy Jeamle Shissler and Mr. 
Robert Adamson) and asks that, even to the extent Plaintifrs Complaint is construed as stating a 
wrongful death claim under I.C. 5 5-3 1 1, said claim be dismissed for failure to join an indispensable 
party. 
CONCLUSION 
Although Adamson did not leave a surviving spouse, Plaintiff brings various clai~ils oil behalf 
of Adamson's estate, including claims for his purported pre-death pain, suffering, and impairmerit 
1 Even in this limited regard, a reading fo Plaintiffs Complaint as stating a wrongf~~l death claim 
demands an assulnption that the undefined term "Consortium Plaintiff' refers to Plaintiff in his individual capacity and 
a further assumption that the "loss of consortium" at issue is not pre-death - i.e., arising from Adamson's purported pre- 
death impairment. 
3. 
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and for certain pre-death expenses or losses allegedly incurred by his estate. '411 such "survival" 
claims, however, abated at the moment of Adarnson's death. Plaintiff thus fails to state a clairn on 
which relief can be afforded, entitling Bechtel to a dismissal of sucll claims as a matter of la\.;. 
Furthermore, to the best of Becl~tel's current knowledge and belief, Adarnson was (and is) 
survived by four adult children, only one of whon~ has been joined as a plaiiltiffin this action. Thus 
even if Plaintiff's sole remaining "loss of coizsortium" claim could be construed as a wrongful death 
claim under I.C. 5 5-3 11, that claim must be dismissed due to Plaintifrs failure to join certain 
indispelisable parties. 
For the reasons set forth herein, Bechtel is entitled to a dismissal of Plaintiff's Complaint as 
% a matter of law. Thus, Bechtel respectfully prays that its instant ~liotion be in all things granted, and 
,". 
sz l  $ that it be granted any and all further relief deemed appropriate by this Court. 
DATED this day of September 2007. 
QUANE SMITH LLP 
By: 
Co-counsel for ~echte1,- 
2 / 1 8  
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Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on 
behalf of Square D Company; 
Alaskan Copper Works; 
Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; 
Ericsson, Iiic., as Successor in Interest to 
the Anaconda Wire & Cable Company; 
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Gardner Denver, Inc.; 
Henry Vogt Machine Co.: 
Obit Industsies, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; 
Paul Roberts Machine Supply; 
Pocatello Supply, Inc.; 
Rupert Iron Works; 
Parker I-imifin Corporation successor in 
interest to Sacoma-Siera, Inc.; 
Steel West, Inc.; 
Bechtel, Inc.; 
Crane Co.; 
Owens Illinois, Inc.; 
American Optical Corporation; 
*'$ I Eaton Electrical Corporation flkla Cutler 
r ,  
, &  Hammer; 
r-, *- Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
a 
succcessor to the Duriron Company, Inc. 
FKA Durco International; 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
Honeywell, Inc. (Specifically excluding 
liability for NARCO) individually and as 
successor to Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; 
Reliance Electric Motors iiidividually and 
as successor to Master Electric; 
P&H Cranes; 
Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Donald F. Carey, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am one of the attorney's representing Defendant, Bechtel, Inc., in the above 
entitled matter. 
2 / 2 3  d* 
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2. Tliat I am a resident of the United States of America, a id  that I am over the age of' 
twenty-one (2 1) years. 
3 .  That the statements contained within this affidavit are made upon personal 
belief and knowledge. 
3. That attached hereto as '"Exhibit A" is a true and correct copy of the September 16, 
2003 Deposition c,fJohn H An'crmson, pp. 27-34, as provided by counsel for Plaintiff in responsc to 
Defendant's Master Discovery Request in the case of Gastorena v. General Electric Go., et. al, CV- 
i 1 
2006-2474-PI, in the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the Stale of Idaho, in and for the 
\3 
1 ' County of Bannock. 
FURTHER your Affiant saith not. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this /x day of Septetmber, 2007. 
My Cominission Expires 
2 / a  f 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this L x d a y  of September, 2007, I served a lruc and 
correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit ofDo~zafd F. Carey i~ Suj2port ofhilotiotz for Sztmmury 
,Jzddgment by: 
James G. Arrrold, Esq. 
PETERSEN, PAMPNSON 
& ARNOLD, PLLC 
390 N. Capital Avevlue 
P.O. Box 1645 
Idallo Falls, ID 83403-1 645 
(208) 522-5200 
('0-counsel f ir  Pluintfls) 
war 
$! G. Patterson Keal~ey, Esq. 
ni C.  Patterson Keahey, P.G. 
d One Independence Plaza, Suite 6 12 
Bir~ningharn, AL 35209 
(205) 87 1-0707 
Co-cornsel for Plarnt$J(s) 
Thomas J. Lyons, Esq. 
MERRILL & MERRlLL 
109 Nortll Arthur - 5"" Floor 
P.O. Box 99 1 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
('0-counsel for Owens lllrnozs, Inc 
Jackson Schmidt, Esq. 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU 
& SCHMIDT, PLLC 
1 2 18 Third Avenue, Ste. 1900 
Seattle, WA 98101-305 1 
(206) 625-171 1 
Co-counsel for Owens illznors, Inc. 
Lee Radford, Esq. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD. 
420 Memorial Drive 
P.O. Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1505 
(208) 522-6700 
Sterltng Flzizd Systems (Peerless Pumps) 
[,/f U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ j Hand-Del ivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (208) 522-5537 
[ ~ U . S .  Mail, postage prepaid 
[ Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (205) 87 1-080 1 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (208) 232-2499 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (206) 625-1627 
[ ] 1J.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ Facsimile 0, (208) 522-5 1 1 1 
[ 4 ] E-mail 
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Alan C. Goodman, Esq. 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHTD. 
7 17 7th Street 
P.O. Box D 
Rupert, ID 83350 
(208) 436-4774 
A ttorrreys for Rupert Iron Works, Ine 
Murray J.  Sorensen, Esq. 
BLASER, SORENSEN & OLESOM, CHTD. 
285 NW Main 
P.O. Box 1047 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
u (208) 785-4700 
r1 Attorneys for Steel West, Inc 
pi 
t" 
Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSW 
15 1 N. 3ld Ave., Ste. 210 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
(208) 235-1 145 
Ca-counsel for Puranzour2t Supply Co and Zurn l~dustraes, 1nc 
C. Timothy Hopkins, Esq. 
Steven K. Brown, Esq. 
HOPKINS, RODEN, CROCKETT 
IHANSEN & HOOPES, PLLC 
428 Park Ave. 
P.O. Box 5 12 19 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1219 
(208) 523-4445 
Square D Co , Alaskan Copper Works/Alco investment Co 
Howard D. Burnett, Esq. 
HAWLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS 
& HAWLEY, LLP 
333 S. Main St. 
P.O. Box 100 
Pocatello, ID 83204 
(208) 233-0845 
Attorneys for E a t o ~  Electrtc, Inc. f/Wa Cutler Namnzer, lnc 
[ ] IJ.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (208) 436-4837 
[ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (208) 785-7080 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Overnight Mai I 
Facsimile @ (208) 235-1 182 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (208) 523-4474 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
Facsimile @ (208) 233-1304 
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Randall L. Schmitz, Esq. 
Kelly A. Garneron, Esq. 
PENINS COIE 
25 1 East Front Street, Ste. 400 
P.O. Box 737 
Boise, Idaho 8370 1-0737 
(208) 343-3434 
A ftorneys for Crune Go 
W. Marcus W. Nye, Esq. 
Carol Tippi Volyn, Esq. 
KACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
r: 20 1 East Center 
ti P.O. BOX 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204- 139 1 
(208) 232-6101 
Attorneys for Oefendant Advanced Iadusinal Supply, 11zc 
f/k/a Pocutello SzdppEy, Inc 
Christian W. Nelson, Esq. 
RICIURDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON 
Wells Fargo Buildiilg 
299 South Main Street, Ste. 1500 
P.O. Box 2465 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 10-2465 
(801) 53 1-2000 
ilttorneys for Defendant Flowserve Corp f / ka  Dzrrco Internattonni, Inc 
Thomas B. High, Esq. 
BENOIT, ALEXANDER, HARWOOD, 
HIGH & VALDEZ, L.L.P. 
126 Secoild Avenue North 
P.O. Box 366 
Twin Falls, Id 83303-0366 
(208) 733-5463 
Attorney for Defendant Ericssoi?, Inc. 
[ J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ 1 Facsimile @ (208) 343-3232 
[ r/31 E-mail 
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ 1 Hand-Delivered 
[ ] Overniglit Mail 
[ Facsimile @ (208) 232-6 109 
[ I 1 E-mail 
[ 1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
[ 1 Ovenlight Mail 
[ Facsimile @ (801) 532-5506 
[ d E-mail 
[ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Hand-Delivered 
Christopher P. Graham, Esq. [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL F U W N ,  P.A. [ 1 Hand-Delivered 
225 north 9'" Street, Suite 820 [ ] Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1097 Facsimile @ (208) 33 1-1529 
Boise, ID 83701 
(208) 33 1-1 170 
Donald F. Carey 
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0027 
1 A. And I take thirty-six units 
2 in the morning and twenw-four at 
3 night. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. Depending on my blood sugar 
6 reading. 
7 Q. Okay. What else do you take? 
8 A. I take Lipitor, twenty 
9 milligrams for cholesterol, and 1 take 
10 Avandia for my -- for my diabetics. 
1 1 It's a pill. And once a week I rake a 
12 shot usually of Procrit for my anemia. 
13 Q. Okay. Is that all? 
14 A. Just about, that's it. 
15 Q. Do you feel like any of those 
16 medications affect your ability to 
17 remember? 
18 A. I don't know. My memory is 
19 getting bad anyway because of my age, I 
20 think. 
21 Q. Okay. Your wife passed away 
22 in 1998; is that right? 
23 A. Yes. 
0028 
1 Q. And she passed away from lung 
2 cancer? 
3 A. No. She passed away from 
4 colon cancer. 
5 Q. Colon cancer. 
6 Okay. And she was a smoker; 
7 correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. She had smoked during the 
10 time y'all were married? 
11 A. Oh, pretty much. 
12 Q. All right. 
13 A. She wasn't a big smoker, but 
14 she smoked. 
15 Q. And she smoked in the house? 
16 A. That's one thing she pretty 
17 much didn't. She would smoke in the 
18 house once in a while but not much. 
19 Q. Okay. That was your only 
20 marriage; is that correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And her only marriage as 
23 well? 
0029 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Okay. And y'all had four 
3 children? 
4 A. Four children. 
5 Q. Okay. Is your oldest 
6 Sherilee Richter? 
7 A. Sherilee Richter. 
8 Q. Where does she live? 
9 A. She lives in Spring Creek, 
10 Nevada, just out of Elko, Nevada. 
11 Q. All right. 
12 A. Spring Creek. 
Q 13 Q. She's married, I assume? 
-: 14 A. She's married. 
+ 15 Q. Have you ever worked with 
1 
16 Sherilee or her husband at any job? 
17 A. No. 
I 8 Q. Okay. Do they have any 
19 children? 
20 A. They have two girls. 
21 Q. Okay. How often do you see 
22 them? 
23 A. Just about once a year; 
0030 
I sometimes twice. 
2 Q. Do they come here or do you 
3 go there? 
4 A. My daughter usually comes 
5 here and sometimes she'll bring the 
6 girls with her. 
7 Q. How is Shirlee's health? 
8 A. Very good. She works every 
9 day. 
10 Q. Has she ever been diagnosed 
11 with any form of cancer? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Any lung or breathing 
14 problems? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Okay. And your next child is 
17 John D. Adamson? 
18 A. John D. Admson. 
19 Q. Where does he live? 
20 A. We lives in Salt Lake City, 
21 Utab. 
22 Q. Okay. Is he married? 
23 A. He's married. 
003 1 
1 Q. Have you ever worked with him 
2 or with his wik at any job? 
3 A. No, not really. 
4 Q. Okay. What do you mean by 
5 "not really"? 
6 A. Well, he and I've worked, you 
7 h o w ,  house projects or things like 
8 that, but not on the job sites. 
9 Q. Okay. How is John's health? 
10 A. It's pretty good. His wife 
11 -- they just operated on her the 
12 second time in two months for liver 
13 cancer. She can't take another one. 
14 Q. Has John ever been diagnosed 
15 with cancer? 
16 A. He hadn't been diagnosed with 
17 nothing but knuckleheadness. He's a 
18 knucklehead. He's one of these gas and 
19 oil geologist. He thinks gas prices 
20 should be five dollars a gallon. 
21 Q. Oh, no. Do they -- do John 
22 and his wife have any children? 
23 A. No. 
0032 
1 Q. Okay. How often do you see 
2 them? 
3 A. Usually twice a year. And it 
4 used to be we would go out there every 
5 the summer and spend the summer with 
6 him. 
7 Q. Do you go out there at all 
8 anymore? 
9 A. Not since I've been diagnosed 
10 with my cancer. 
11 Q. Okay. Do they come here? 
12 A. They come here. 
13 Q. All right. And your next 
14 child is -- is it Amy Jeanne -- 
15 A. ArnyJeameShissler. 
16 Q. All right. And where does 
17 she live? 
18 A. She lives in Colorado 
19 Springs. 
20 0. Okay. Is she married? 
2 1 A. She's divorced. 
22 Q. Divorced. Have you ever 
23 worked with her or with her ex-husband 
003 3 
1 atanyjob? 
2 A. No. 
pi." 3 Q. Do they -- do they have any + 
\ 4 children? 
3 5 A. They have two girls. 
6 Q. And how often do you see 
7 them? 
8 A. Usually a couple of times a 
9 year. 
10 Q. When they come here? 
11 A. When I used to go there all 
12 of the time. 
13 Q, All right. Have you been out 
14 there since you were diagnosed? 
15 A. I haven't been -- 1 haven't 
16 any place except right here. 
17 Q. Okay. l-low is Amy Jeanne's 
18 health? 
19 A. It's pretty good. 
20 Q. Ifas she ever been diagnosed 
2 1 with any form of cancer? 
22 A. Not that I know of. 
23 Q. Any lung or breathing 
0034 
1 problems? 
2 A . N o .  
3 Q. Okay. And then your youngest 
4 child is Robert Adamson? 
5 A. Robert Adamson. 
6 Q. And where does he live? 
7 A. Salt Lake City, Utah. 
8 Q. All right. Is he married? 
9 A. He's married. 
10 Q. Have you ever worked with him 
11 or with his wife at any job? 
12 A. 1 worked with hirn. He has 
1 3 worked on some of the construction 
14 jobs. When I worked with hirn, he was a 
15 laborer. 
16 Q. And what constructions jobs 
17 w r e  those? 
18 A. Where was it? Colorado; a 
19 job in Brush, Colorado. 
20 Q. Okay. 
2 1 A. Colorado Power and Light. 
22 And then he worked at the Sioux City, 
23 Iowa on a Sioux City plant, power 
David P. Gardner, ISB No. 5350 
Benjamin C. Rjtchie, ISB No. 72 1 0 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, B m M T T ,  ROCK & 
FIELDS, GHMrERED 
420 Memorral Dnve 
Post Office Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls. Idaho 83405 
Telephone (208) 522-6700 
Facsimrle (208) 522-5 1 1 1 
dpg@moffatt.com 
bcr@rno ffatt.com 
19558.0006 
Attomeys for Defendants, FMC Corporation and 
Sterling Flu~d Systems (USA), LLC 
[Improperly Sued as Sterling Flu~d 
Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
* 
4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 1 
vs. 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Business; NIKKO Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric he. ,  individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
~ r e a k e r  Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalrners Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 1 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEM? 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID 
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S 
[IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING 
FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
5 (USA) LLC'S 
[IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS 
(PEERLESS PUMPS) MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT R:\ ... \PLD-MSJ-A~~~SO~_FMC.~OG 
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Cable Company; Gardner Denver, Inc. ; Henry 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron 
Works; Parker Hamifin Corporation successor 
in interest to Sacoma-Siena, 11ic.; Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; American Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation f/Wa Cutler Hmmer;  
Flowsesve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Dusiron Company, Inc. fiMa 
Dusco International; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) individually 
and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW, defendant Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC, improperly sued 
as Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), by and through undersigned coui~sel, pursuant to 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, hereby moves this Court for an order dismissing the plaintiff's 
complaint on the grounds that the defendant is entitled to summary judgment. 
"\ 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S k 
%*"<* [IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS a-i# (PEERLESS PUMPS) MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 -R \ \ P L D - ~ ~ S J - A ~ ~ ~ S O ~ - F M C  doc 
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This motion is support-ed by Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Sunlmw Judgment and the Affidavit of Ben Ritchie, filed contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED this 2' day of September, 2007. 
David P. Gardner- Of the Film 
Attorneys for Defendant FMC 
Corporation Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid Systenl (Peerless Pumps)] 
DEENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S 
[IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS 
(PEERLESS PUMPS) MOTION FOR 3 -R \ \ P L D - M S J - A ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ - F M C  doc 3 >%J # 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this %+\day of September, 2007,I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT STEUING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) 
LLG'S [IMPROPEUY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERZESS PUMPS) 
IV'IOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
James C. Arnold 
PETERSEN, P A ~ N S O N  & 
P.O. box 1645 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645 
Facsimile: (208) 522-8547 
- Attorneys -For Plaintiff 
a b 
r * C. Patterson Keahcy 
i r  C. PATTERSON KEAFIEY, P.C. 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 612 
Birmingham, AL 35209 
Facsimile: (205) 871 -0801 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
\) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
vernight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Via e-mail 
Thomas J. Lyons ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 991 <) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 232-2499 ) Via e-mail 
Jackson Schmidt ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU & SCHMIDT, PPLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
I900 Seattle Tower Building ( ) Overnight Mail 
12 18 Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Owens-Illinois, Inc. 
W. Marcus W. Nye ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Tippi Volyn ( ) Hand Delivered 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY ( ) Overnight Mail 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 391 
Facsimile: (208) 232-6 109 
- Attorneys for Advanced Insurance Supply, 
Inc . 
(f/Ma Pocatello Supply Co.) 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S 
[IMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS 
(PEERLESS PUMPS) MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 4 -R: \ . . . \PLD-MSJ-A~~~SO~-FMC.~O~ 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY ( ) Hand Delivered 
CHARTERED < Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1391 ( ) Facsimile 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 391 Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 232-61 09 
- Attorneys for Gould Incorporated and 
Gould Pumps Trading Corp. 
Murray J. Sorensen 
BLASER SORENSEN & HANSEN CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1047 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Facsimile: (208) 785-7080 
- Attorneys for Steel West 
i 
Christopher P. Graham 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUI-~RMAN, P.A. 
The 9th and Idaho Center 
255 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1 - 1 5 1 29 
- Attorneys for Carlock Insurance, 
Anchor Packing Company, and 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered ( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
A. Bruce Larson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225 ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 6369 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 
Facsimile: (208) 478-7602 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Cleaver-Brooks, a division of 
Agua Chem, P&H Cranes, ITT Industries 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S 
lIMPROPERLY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS 
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Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & EARSEN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229 
Facsimile: (208) 235- 1 182 
Andrew A. Grade 
John Michael Mattingly 
STEVEN V. BIzZO, PC 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
Michael F. Skolnick 
J. Kevin Murphy 
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C. 
10 Exchange Place, 4'" Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorneys Paramount Supply Co., 
Zurn Industries, Inc. 
Bullough Abatement, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Via e-mail 
C. Timothy Hopkins ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Steven K. Brown ( ) Hand Delivered 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN & HOOPES ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 51219 ( ) Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405- 1 21 9 ) Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474 
- Attorneys for Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
Alaskan Copper Works and 
Square D Company 
Alan C. Goodman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box D ( ) Overnight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837 ia e-mail 
- Attorneys for Rupert Iron Works 
Howard D. Burnett ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 100 ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0100 ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 233-1 304 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Eaton Electrical, Inc. (f/Ma 
Cutler-Hammer, Inc.) 
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Donald F. Carey ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Robert D. Williams ( ) Hand Delivered 
QUANE SMITH ( ) Overnight Mail 
2325 W. Broadway, Suite I3 ( ) Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2948 ia e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
- Attorneys for Reliance Electric Motors, 
Rockwell Automatron, hc . ,  
Babbitt Steam Speciality 
Steel West 
Richard C. Boardman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Randall L. S c h i t z  ( ) Hand Delivered 
PERKINS COIE LLP ( ) Overnight Mail 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 1 0 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
Kevin J. Scanlan ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Dana Herberholz ( ) Hand Delivered 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Parker-Hamiifin Corporation, a 
non-party, sewed as "Parker-Hannifin 
Corporation fikla Sacoma-Sierra, Inc." 
Thomas B. High ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BENOIT, ALESANDER, HARWOOD, HIGH & ( ) Hand Delivered 
VALDEX, LLP ( ) Overnight Mail 
126 Second Ave. North 
P.O. Box 366 ) Via e-mail 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0366 
- Attorneys for Ericsson, Inc. 
Ericsson, Inc., As Successor in Interest to the 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company 
Christian W. Nelson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Melinda Morgan ( ) Hand Delivered 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & ( ) Overnight Mail 
Wells, Fargo Building 
299 South Main Street, Suite 1500 Via e-mail 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorney for Flowserve Corporation ( m a  
Durco International, Inc.) 
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Steven V. Rizzo 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, P.C. 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
- Attomey for Gardner Denver, Inc. and 
Pasamount Supply Company 
Kelly A. Carneron 
Randall L. Schmitz 
P E ~ N S  COIE LLP 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-7310 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Via e-mail 
David P. Gardner 
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David P. Gardner ISB No. 5350 
Benjamin 6. Ritchie, ISB 0 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, B T, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTEED 
420 Memorial Drive 
Post Office Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone (208) 522-6700 
Facsimile (208) 522-5 1 1 1 
dpg@moffatt.com 
bcramo ffatt.com 
19558.0004 
Attorneys for Defendant, Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC 
:b [hproperly Sued as Sterling Fluid 
3 
5\ Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
r2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of J O I m  H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago Pump and 
Link-Belt Businesses; N I E O  Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric Inc., individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Ine.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 
Cable Company; Gardner Denver, Inc.; Henry 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industries, Inc.; 
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
DEFENDANT STERLING FLUID 
SYSTEMS (USA) LLC'S 
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FLUID SYSTEMS (PEEReESS 
PUMPS)] MEMORANDUM IN 
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SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron 
Works; Parker H m i f i n  Corporation successor 
in interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, 
Iric.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; h e r i c a n  Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Coqoration f/Ma Cutler Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Duriron Company, Inc. f/Wa 
Durco Intemational; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) individually 
and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors 
individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P 61 H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
\ Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
7 
Defendants. 
INTRODUCTION 
This lawsuit involves a wrongful death claim brought by John D. Adamson as 
personal representative of his deceased father, John H. Adamson ("Adamson"). Plaintiff alleges 
that Adamson was exposed to asbestos that caused him to contract mesothelioma, which 
allegedly led to his death. This same claim was asserted by and for Adamson previously in two 
separate actions in two other states. The facts clearly show that plaintiffs claims are bared. 
The Court should dismiss the complaint. 
BACKGROUND 
On March 8, 2002, Adamson was diagnosed with mesothelioma. Affidavit of 
Ben Ritchie ("Ritchie Aff.") f/ 3, Exhibit ("Ex.") B, Plaintiff John Herbert Adurnson 's Response 
to Defendants ' lMaster Set of Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents p. 19, 
Mangialardi v. Harold's Auto Parts, Case No. 2001-37 (Cir. Court Bolivar Cty. Miss.); 7 4, Ex. 
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C, 5/20/02 Deposition of John E-l. A d a s o n  p. 12, 88-89, Mczrzgiulardi v. t-faroMJs Auto Parts, 
Case No. 2001-37 (Cir. Court Bolivar Cty. Miss.); f /5 ,  Ex. D, Plaint$Jolzn Herbert Adamson's 
Response to Deferzdants ' M s t e r  Set ofhterrogutories and Request for Production ofDocurnents 
p. 19, Adamsorz v. GE, Case No. 2003 CV-73560 (Sup. Court Fulton County Ca.); 7 6, Ex. E, 
9/16/03 Deposition of John H. Adamson p. 38, Adamson v. GE, Case No. 2003 CV-73560 (Sup. 
Court Fulton County Ca.). 
On April 3,2003, Adamson filed a lawsuit in Mississippi. Adamson's complaint 
alleged damages arising from exposure to asbestos: 
During all or part of the period 1930 through the present ("the 
exposure period") each of the Defendants mined, designed, 
specified, evaluated, manufactured, packaged, furnished, supplied 
andlor sold adhesives, construction materials, insulation, fiber or 
other products, that each contained fibrous, incombustible, 
chemical-resistant, mineral substances commonly called 
"asbestos", or other substances such as diatomaceous earth, or 
materially assisted and aided and abetted others in so doing, which 
substances were used in and around Bolivar County, Mississippi 
and various locations throughout Mississippi and other States in 
the construction and repair of manufacturing plants and equipment. 
Ritchie Aff. 1 2, Ex. A, 6th Am. Cplt. f/ 10 (emphasis added). As to a majority of the defendants, 
the matter was eventually dismissed. See Harold's Auto Parts, Inc. v. Mangialardi, 889 So.2d 
493 (Miss. 2004). 
Sometime in 2003, Adamson filed another lawsuit involving his alleged asbestos 
exposure. This suit was filed in Georgia. Adamson died on July 20,2004 from his asbestos 
related disease. Ritchie Aff. f/ 8, Ex. F, Plaintiff's Complaint ("Cplt") f/ 40 and p. 3 1. John A. 
Adamson, Adamson's son, was replaced as the plaintiff in the Georgia action. 
On July 18, 2006, while the suit in Georgia was still pending, John A. Adamson 
filed this lawsuit as personal representative on behalf of his father's estate for wrongful death 
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against Sterling, and a number of other defendants. TEic complaint again alleges damages based 
on exposure to asbestos: 
Plaintiff would show that for a period of many years, his decedent 
worked with and/or was exposed to asbestos-containing product 
and/or machinery requiring or calling for the use of asbestos and/or 
asbestos-containing products while working in various shipyards, 
steel mills, refineries, paper mill, chemical plants, power plants 
and/or other facilities in the United States. Plaintiffs [sic] would 
show that his decedent was exposed on numerous occasions, to 
asbestos-containing products andlor ~nachinery requiring or calling 
for the use of asbestos andlor asbestos-containing products 
produce and/or sold by Defendants and, in so doing, inhaled great 
quantities of asbestos fibers. Further, Plaintiff alleges, as more 
specifically set out below, that his decedent suffered injuries, 
diseases and death proximately caused by his exposure to asbestos 
containing products designed, manufactured and sold by 
Defendants. 
Cplt. f/ 3 1 (emphasis added). Adarnson's complaint contains seven counts: 1) a claim for 
negligence, 2) a claim for products liability, 3) a claim for misrepresentation resulting in personal 
injury, 4) a claim for intentional tort/battery and a civil conspiracy to commit intentional 
tort/battcry and misrepresentation, 5) specific allegations against Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Co., 6) a claim for joint and several liability for all causes of action, and 7) a claim for premises 
liability. Only counts 1, 2, 3,4, and 6 could apply to defendant Sterling. 
In this, a third attempt at compensation for John H. Adamson's alleged disease, 
John H. Adamson and his estate, are barred from bringing this suit against Sterling. 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that summary judgment 
"shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file, together with 
the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." Idaho Bldg. Contractors Ass 'n v. City 
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ofCoeur d'Alene, 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 326 (1 995); Avila v. I;Yahlguist, 126 Idalio 745, 890 
P.2d 33 1 (1995). In making this determination, the Court should liberally construe the facts in 
the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion. Id. The non-moving party should also 
be given the benefit of all favorable inferences which might be reasonably drawn from the entire 
record. id. 
In response to a motion for summary judgment, the non-moving party must 
affirmatively present evidence establishing each element of the claim; the motion cannot rest 
merely upon pleadings or unsupported assertions. Celotex Corp. v. Cutrett, 477 U.S. 3 17, 322- 
23, 106 S. Ct. 2548, L. Ed. 2d 265 (1986); Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126 (1988). 
Thus, "summary judgment should be granted if the evidence in opposition to the rnotion is 
merely colorable or is not significantly probative." G&MFari?zs v. Funk Irrigatiofz Co., 119 
Idaho 514, 517, 808 P.2d 851, 854 (1991). 
No affirmative duty to produce evidence rests on the party moving for summary 
judgment, and the moving party has no obligation to negate the opponent's claims. Id. 
However, the moving party always bears the burden of proving the absence of any genuine issue 
of a material fact. Petricevich v. Salmon River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865, 452 P.2d 362 (1969). 
Finally, a motion for summary judgment must be granted if reasonable persons cannot draw 
conflicting inferences or reach different conclusions from the evidence. Doe v. Durtschi, 110 
Idaho 466, 470, 7 16 P.2d 1238, 1 242 (1 986). The Idaho Supreme Court has stated "'[A] mere 
scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts' is not sufficient to create a genuine issue 
for purposes of summary judgment. The non-moving party 'must respond to the sulmary 
judgment motion with specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial."' Marchand v. 
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JEkiSportweur, I~ze., 143 Idaho 458,458-459, 147 P.3d 90,90-91 (2006) yuotitzg Samuel v. 
Hepworth, Nilrzgester & Lezamiz, 134 Idaho 84, 87,996 P.2d 303,306 (2000). 
ARGUMENT 
I. BECAUSE JOHN H. UAMSOIV'S COMPLAINT WAS TIME BA 
BEFOM HIS DEATH, THIS 1.VRONGFUL DEATH ACTION IS ALSO BA 
Plaintiff does not and cannot dispute the facts relevant to this motion. They are 
(1) Adarnson was diagnosed with mesotbsliorna on March 8,2002, (2) Adamson died from said 
disease on July 20,2004, and (3) Adamson filed the current lawsuit on July 18,2006. See supra. 
J"?r 
lJ%* The two-year statute of limitations for Admson's personal injury claim expired four months 
r r '  
before his death, therefore, plaintiffs first, second and sixth' causes of action are barred. 
Idaho has a two-year statute of litnitations for personal injuries and wrongful 
death. Idaho Code 5-219(4). For the purposes of this motion, while he was alive, Adarnson's 
cause of action for personal injuries relating to asbestos exposure accrued at the very latest on 
March 8, 2002, the date objective medical proof supported the existence of the actual injury. See 
Davis v. Moran, 112 Idaho 703,709, 735 P.2d 1014, 1020 (1987), Brennan v. Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas Corp., 134 Idaho 800, 10 P.3d 749 (2000). 
Under Idaho's Wrongful Death Act, the right to bring a wrongful death action 
accrues as of date of death. See Idaho Code § 5-31 1, Hogan v. Ilerrnnnn, 101 Idaho 893,623 
P.2d 900 (1983). However, Idaho courts have long read into Idaho's wrongful death statute the 
condition precedent rule in relation to the filing of a wrongful death action, namely, that heirs 
' Plaintiffs sixth cause of action states that all of the defendants were negligent together 
in causing Adamson's death. However, there is no specific evidence of Sterling acting in concert 
with any other defendant to cause Adamson's exposure or death as required by Idaho Code i j  6- 
803. In addition, because plaintiffs wrongful death arising from personal injury is barred, this 
cause of action is also barred. 
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can only bring a wrongful death action whenever the wrongful act would have entitled the person 
injured to maintain an action if death had not ensued. See Tzdrperz v. GI-arzieri, 133 Idaho 244, 
985 P.2d 669 (1999); Hootetz v. City ofBurlej1, 70 Idaho 369,219 P.2d 651 (1950); Russell v, 
Goox, 65 Idaho 534, 148 P.2d 221 (1944); Helgeson v. Powell, 54 Idaho 667, 34 P.2d 957 (1932); 
@rouse v. hfagee, 46 Idaho 622,269 P. 993 (1928). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has applied this rule in the area of conk-ibutory and 
comparative negligence. In Anderson v. a i l e y ,  97 Idaho 8 13, 555 P.2d 144 (1976), the 
U e c e a s e d  died when he attempted to repair some drilling equipment at the bottom of a 285 foot 
C' 
1 well shaft. His parents brought a wrongful death action against the well driller. The jury denied 
recovery to the parents and they appealed. One of the issues on appeal was whether the 
deceased's alleged contributory negligence could be considered by the jury. Justice Bakes, 
writing for the Court, stated the issue as follows: 
The plaintiffs also argue that the trial court erred by instructing the 
jury that the plaintiffs, as keirs of the decedent, could not recover 
damages unless the decedent could have recovered for his 
injuries Itad he survived. This is a correct statenzeizt ofthe law. 
If the decedent's negligence would have barred his recovery 
against the defendant of injuries had he survived, then the 
decedent's heirs are barred from recovery in a wrongful death 
action. 
Andersorz, 97 Idaho at 822, 555 P.2d at 153 (emphasis added). The Court further quoted: 
It is true that [Idaho Code ] ij 5-3 11 does not contain the proviso 
common to most wrongful death statutes allowing the heirs to 
maintain an action for wrongful death only, "Whenever the 
wrongful act would have entitled the person injured to maintain an 
action if death had not ensued." However, for sixty years this 
jurisdiction and others have uniformly held that the statute should 
be interpreted as if it contained the above qualification (Citations 
omitted). 
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Id. quoting C l a d  v. Foster, 87 Idaho 134, 144-145,391 P.2d 853, 859 (1964). It held that courts 
should "continue to read in to the wrongful death statute the requirement that the plaintiffs can 
recovery only, 
." Id. at 824,555 P.2d at 155 (emphasis added). See also 
Bevan v. Yassar Farms, Inc., 1 17 Idaho 1038,793 P.2d 7 1 1(1990j(Court considered contributory 
negligence of plaintiffs' decedent in determining recovery and continued to read into Idaho's 
wrongful death statute that heirs can only bring a wrongful death action whenever the wrongful 
E* 
1 bfl 
! act would have entitled the person injured to maintain an action if death had not ensued). 
k 
, f
The United States District Court for the District of Idaho applied this rule in the 
asbestos and wrongful death context in Adams v. Ar~nstrong World Ind., Inc., 596 F. Supp. 1407 
(D. Idaho 1984) aSf'd in part, rev 'd oiz other grounds 773 F.2d 248 (9th Cir. 1985) 011 remand to 
664 F.Supp. 463 (D, Idaho 1987) rev'd on other grounds 847 F.2d 589 (9th Cir. 1988j2. In that 
case, heirs of Frank Adams brought a products liabilityiwrongful death action against thirteen 
asbestos manufacturers for damages resulting in the deceased's alleged death from asbestos 
exposure. The decedent's last exposure to asbestos was in 1973 or 1975. He was diagnosed 
with lung cancer and asbestosis in May of 1979. The decedent died on August 17, 1979. His 
heirs filed the lawsuit on December 12, 1980. Adams, 596 F. Supp. at 1408. The defendants all 
moved for summary judgment on the condition precedent rule. After much consideration, the 
court found that the plaintiffs cause of action for personal injuries would have accrued on the 
date of his last exposure, the latest of which would have been 1975. Id. at 1410-141 1. It 
The reason for the numerous subsequent cases is because of the courts' difficulty in 
determining when the cause of action accrued. None of the subsequent decisions reversed the 
condition precedent issue. This issue has been resolved in the asbestos context in Brennan v. 
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 134 Idaho 800, 10 P.3d 749 (2000). 
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detemined that the statute of limitations had run on the personal injury action at the time of thc 
decedent's death. Id. at 1412. 
The next issue tackled by the court was: 
[Wlhether that fact precludes the plaintiffs, as the deceased's 
surviving heirs, from maintaining a wrongful death cause of action 
under the so-called condition precedent rule. The defendants 
contend that a condition precedent to any wrongful death action 
brought under Idaho's wrongful death statute, Idaho Code 5 5-3 11, 
is that the deceased must have been able to maintain an action as of 
P 
I - the date of his death. 
\*3 
3 Id. The plaintiffs argued that Clzqman v. Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., 105 Idaho 785, 673 P.2d 
385 (1983), overruled or limited the condition precedent rule in that the statute of limitations for 
a wrongful death claim begins to run at the time of death, notwithstanding the amount of time 
passed since the event or injury causing death. Id. In considering this argument the court noted 
"[ulnder most, if not all survival statutes, all defenses valid against the deceased are valid against 
his heirs." Id. at 141 3 (emphasis in original). After addressing the Idaho decisions recognizing 
the condition precedent principle, the court held: 
The Idaho Supreme Court has never specifically addressed the 
question of whether the heirs may maintain a wrongful death 
action if the deceased, at the date of his death, would have been 
barred by the statute of limitations. This Court finds that, if faced 
with the question, the Idaho court would apply the conditiorz 
precederzt rule to the statute of limitations situation, as it has 
dorze in situations involving contributory or comparative 
n egtigen ce. 
Id. at 1414 (emphasis added). The court granted summary judgment to the defendants and the 
plaintiffs appealed. 
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit attempted to certify two questions to the Idaho 
Supreme Court. The first being whether the two-year statute of limitations should be tolled for 
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an individual exposed to asbestos until the person discovers, or in the exercise of reasonable 
care, should have discovered the disease; the second being whether the condition precedent rule 
should apply. Waters v. Armstrong WorldInd., Irzc., 773 F.2d 248,250 (9th Cir, 1985). It 
appears that the Idaho Supreme Court determined not to certify the questions, stating "its prior 
decisions '[were] sufficient to give guidance for the determination of the Idaho law involved in 
this action..."' AAdams v. A~drnstrong C;l/orldIr~d., Ikc., 664 F.Supp. 463,464 (D. Idaho 1987). In 
P\ an unpublished opinion, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the rulings of the district court, but remanded 
i 
<I 
3 the matter for the district court to determine the constitutionality of Idaho's statute of limitations. 
Id. The decision of the district court regarding the condition precedent was never overturned on 
appeal. 
Other courts around the country have applied the condition precedent doctrine, 
barring wrongful actions. See Flynrz v. New York, N.H. & H.R. Co., 283 U.S. 53 (1931) (Right to 
recover for benefit of dependents of deceased employee is dependent on continuance of right in 
injured employee at time of death); Qulrttlebaunz v. Carey Canada, Inc., 685 F. Supp. 93 9 
(D.S.C. 1988) (Spouse was barred Erom asbestos wrongful death action because decedent could 
not have brought action had he lived); Kessinger v. Crefco, Inc., 623 N.E.2d 946 (111. Ct. App. 
1993) (There can be no recovery under the Wrongful Death Act where decedent is barred from 
maintaining an action and recovering damages for asbestos exposure from defendant at the time 
of his death); Ellis v. BlackDiarnond Coal Mining Co., 109 So.2d 699 (Ala. 1959) (There is no 
cause of action created at the death of the injured party, if at that time the injured party was 
unable to maintain a suit for personal injuries because the claim was barred by the statute of 
limitations); Walrod v. Southern PaczJic Co., 447 F.2d 930 (9th Cir. 1971) (Decedent's estate 
could not recover for wrongful death after decedent settled matter with employer before death); 
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Calhoziiz v. Washington Verzeer C'o., 15 P.2d 943 (Wash. 1932) (Because decedent was barred at 
the time of death from brining action, his estate was also barred. Decedent's wife did not have a 
cause of action against the defendant because of the death of her husband, but because of the 
negligence of defendant. The negligence was the cause; the death was the result); Mason v. 
Gerin Corp., 647 P.2d 1340 (Kan. 1982)(The ruming of the statute of limitations governing the 
claim of a person injured precludes the heirs from bringing a subsequent wrongful death action 
r i .  
upon the death of the injured person). 
, '1 
pi As already stated, the condition precedent doctrine states that a defendant will 
have the same defenses against a decedent's heirs as it would have had if the decedent had 
brought the suit in life. The policy behind the application of the condition precedent doctrine is 
sound. Without it, a plaintiff could knowingly be injured, and if the injury eventually caused liis 
death fifty years later, the alleged tortfeaser could still be liable for the wrongful death. Without 
the doctrine, the heirs of a decedent who was fifty percent or more negligent in causing hisiher 
own death would still be able to recover damages for wrongful death. Without it, the heirs of a 
decedent who settled hislher claim with the tortfeaser in life or asserted a claim unsuccessfully in 
life, would be able to assert a wrongful death claim after the decedent's death against the 
tortfeaser. Policy supports the application of the condition precedent rule. There is an especially 
strong policy argument for the application of the rule in this case. Adamson filed two other 
lawsuits in two other jurisdictions for recovery of damages for his asbestos related disease. Not 
applying the condition precedent rule would allow plaintiffs, like Adamson, to sue in other 
jurisdiction over personal injuries, and then upon death, file suit in Idaho for wrongful death. 
Plaintiffs should not get two bites of the apple. The Court should apply the condition precedent 
rule. 
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Because Ada~xson's claims relating to asbestos exposure expired before his death, 
his estate's wrongful death action is also barred. 
11. PLAINTIFF'S OTHER CAUSES OF ACTION SHOULD ALSO BE DISMISSED 
As earlier noted, plaintiff has alleged seven causes of action against Sterling. Tile 
first, second, and sixth causes of are baned pursuant to the above analysis. This leaves 
plaii~tifPs cause of action for misrepresentation and battery and civil conspiracy to commit 
.Pg 
iig 
I\ 
battery. Each of these causes of action is also basred. 
C [T 
A. Plaintiff's hlisrepresentation Claim 
Courts Three and Four of plaintiffs complaint contain fraud and 
misrepresentation claims against all of the defendants. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 9(b), plaintiff is required to plead Eraud and misrepresentation with padicularity. The 
complaint in this case fails to state how Sterling defrauded or misrepresented any fact lo 
plaintiffs decedent. Idaho law requires specific factual allegations that cosrespond to each 
element of the cause of action. Dengler v. Huzel Blessinger Family Trust, 141 Idaho 123, 106 
P.3d 449 (2005). In Dengler, the Idaho Supreme Court stated that "general averments directed at 
fraud" were insufficient to fulfill the specificity requirements of Rule 9(b). Dengler, 141 Idaho 
Plaintiff has failed to adequately plead fraud with any type of specificity. As 
such, plaintiff's fraud and misrepresentation claims should be barred. 
B. Plaintiff's Intentional Tort/Battery and Civil Conspiracy Claims 
Count Four of plaintiffs complaint also contains ambiguous allegations regarding 
the defendants' intentional attempts to injure the decedent and commit a battery on him. Several 
of the allegations contained in Count Four do not apply to Sterling. To the extent that plaintiff is 
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alleging a cause of action for intentional tomattery and civil conspiracy against Sterling, those 
claims are bmed. 
A cause of action for battery accrues when the plaintiff suffers 'borne damages." 
Curtis v. Firth, 123 Idaho 598, 617,850 P.2d 749, 768 (1993). Certainly, the decedent suffered 
some damage when he was diagnosed in March of 2002 with an asbestos related disease. Under 
Idaho Code 9 5-21 9(5), there is a two-year statute of limitations for battery. Therefore, the 
J 1 
1 * decedent's claim for battery expired in March of 2004, four months before his death in July of 
i 
2004. Pursuant to the condition precedent rule, set forth supra, the plaintifrs claims are baaed. 
With respect to civil conspiracy, the Idaho Supreme Court has held: 
Civil conspiracy is not, by itself, a claim for relief. The essence of 
a cause of action for civil conspiracy is the civil wrong committed 
as the objective of the co~lspiracy, not the conspiracy itself. 
McPhetevs v. Maile, 138 Idaho 391,395, 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003). Because there is no liability 
on the underlying wrong, there can be no liability for civil conspiracy. In addition, plaintiff has 
failed to show any kind of agreement between Sterling and any other defendant to injure the 
decedent. "An agreement is the foundation of a conspiracy charge and there must be some 
showing of specific evidence of a plan or agreement. . ." Mannos v. Moss, 143 Idaho 927,, 935, 
155 P.3d 1166, 1174 (2007). Because there has been no showing of an agreement, this claim 
also is barred. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, defendant Sterling Fluid Systems, LLC respectfully 
request that the Court grant its Motion for Summary Judgment and dismiss the  plaintiff"^ 
complaint 
2q4% DATED this day of September, 2007 
David. P. Cardner- Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant FMC 
Corporation Sterling Fluid Systems 
(USA), LLC [Improperly Sued as 
Sterling Fluid System (Peerless Pumps)] 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 39 day of September, 2007, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT STEmING FLUID SYSTEMS (USA) 
LLC'S [IMPROPEmY SUED AS STERLING FLUID SYSTEMS (PEERLESS PUMPS) 
MEMOUNDUM IN SUPPORT OF hfOT1ON FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be 
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the followitrg: 
James C. Arnold ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PETERSEN, PARKINSON & ARNOLD, PLLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
47 P.O. box 1645 \I 0 verni@t Mail 
, I Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645 ( ) Facsimile 
'l 3 Facsimile: (208) 522-8547 ( ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
G. Patterson Keahey ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
G. PATTERSON QAHEY, P.C. ( ) Wand Delivered 
One Independence Plaza, Suite 61 2 \G) Overnight Mail 
Birmingham, AL 35209 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (205) 871 -0801 ( ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Thomas J. Lyons ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
MERRLLL & MERRILL CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 991 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 232-2499 Via e-mail 
Jackson Schmidt ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU & SCHMIDT, PPLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
1900 Seattle Tower Building ( ) Overnight Mail 
12 18 Third Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98101 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Owens-Illinois, Inc. 
W. Marcus W. Nye ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Tippi Volyn ( ) Hand Delivered 
RAGINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY ( ) Overnight Mail 
CHARTERED ( ) Facsimile 
P.O. Box 1391 Via e-mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Facsimile: (208) 232-6 109 
- Attorneys for Advanced Insurance Supply, 
Inc. 
(f/Wa Pocatello Supply Co.) 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
CI-IARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Facsimile: (208) 232-6 109 
- Attorneys for Gould Incorporated and 
Gould Pumps Trading Corp. 
Murray J. Sorensen 
BLASER SOENSEN & HANSEN CHARERED 
P.O. Box 1047 
A Blackfoot, ID 83221 
", 
\ Facsimile: (208) 785-7080 
r-d 
J - Attorneys for Steel West 
Christopher P. Graham 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUWRMAN, P.A. 
The 9th and Idaho Center 
255 North 9th Street, Suite 820 
Boise, ID 83701 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1-1 5 129 
- Attorneys for Garlock Insurance, 
Anchor Packing Company, and 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
A. Bruce Larson 
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225 
P.O. Box 6369 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 
Facsimile: (208) 478-7602 
- Attorneys for Cleaver-Brooks, a division of 
Agua Chem, P&H Cranes, ITT Industries 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered \:.: Y g M a i l  
( ) Facsimile 
ia e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via c-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
) Overnight Mail 
) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
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Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & LARSEN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229 
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 182 
Andrew A. Grade 
John Michael Mattingly 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
,% 
tbq 
Michael F. Skolnick 
3 J. Kevin Murphy 
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C. 
10 Exchange Place, 4"' Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 1 1 
- Attorneys Paramount Supply Co., 
Zurn Industries, Inc. 
Bullough Abatement, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Wand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
C. Timothy Hopkins ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Steven I(. Brown ( ) Hand Delivered 
HOPKINS RODEN C R O C ~ T T  HANSEN & HOOPE ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 51219 ( ) Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1 219 ) Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474 
- Attorneys for Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
Alaskan Copper Works and 
Square D Company 
Alan C. Goodman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box D ( ) Overnight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Rupert Iron Works 
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Christian W. Nelson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Melinda Morgan ( ) Haid Delivered 
RICHAmS,  BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON ( ) Overnight Mail 
Wells, Fasgo Building 
299 South Main Street, Suite 1500 ia e-mail 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorney for Flowserve Corporation (f/Wa 
Durco International, Inc.) 
Steven V. Rizzo ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, P.C. ( ) Hand Delivered 
C 1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 ( ) Overnight Mail 
* t& Portland, OR 97205 )' 
- Attorney for Gardner Denver, Inc. and Via e-mail 
Paramount Supply Company 
Kelly A. Cameron ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Randall L. Schmitz ( ) Hand Delivered 
PEWNS COIE LLP ( ) Overnight Mail 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
David P. Gardner 
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94, 
David P. Cardner, ISB No. 5350 
Benjmin G. Ritchie, ISB No. 7210 
MOFFATr, THOMAS, B TT, ROCK 8t 
FIELDS, CHARTEED 
420 Memonal Dnve 
Post Ofice Box 5 1505 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405 
Telephone (205) 522-6700 
Facsirnrle (208) 522-5 1 1 1 
dpg@moffatt.com 
bcr@moffatt .corn 
19558.0006 
Attorneys for Defendants, FMG Corporation and 
Sterling Fluid Systems (USA), LLC 
[Improperly Sued as Sterling Flu~d 
,$ Systems (Peerless Pumps)] 
*-. J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SETH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE: COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
JOHN D. ADAMSON, individually, and in his 
capacity as Personal Representative of The 
Estate of JOHN H. ADAMSON, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
FMC Corporation, individually and on behalf 
of its former Coffin Turbo Pump Operation 
and former Peerless Pump, Chicago P u p  and 
Link-Belt Business; N K K O  Materials USA, 
Inc., d/b/a Gould Electric Inc., individually 
and as successor in interest to Goulds, Inc., 
Imperial Corporation, Eastman Corporation, 
Imperial Eastman Corporation, ITE Circuit 
Breaker Company, and Century Electric; 
Schneider Electric, individually and on behalf 
of Square D Company; Alaskan Copper 
Works; Allis Chalmers Corporation; 
Amerivent Sales, Inc.; Ericsson, Inc., as 
Successor in Interest to the Anaconda Wire & 
AFFIDAVIT OF BEN RITCHIE a / d /  
Case No. CV-06-3 166-OC 
AFFIDAVIT OF BEN RITCHIE 
Cable Conipany; Cardner Denver, Inc.; Henry 
Vogt Machine Co.; Obit Industuies, Inc.; 
Paramount Supply Co.; Paul Roberts Machine 
Supply; Pocatello Supply, Inc.; Rupert Iron 
Works; Parker Hamifin Corporation successor 
in interest to Sacoma-Sierra, Inc.; Steel West, 
Inc.; Bechtel, Inc.; Crane Co.; Owens Illinois, 
Inc.; h e r i c a n  Optical Corporation; Eaton 
Electrical Corporation f/Ma Cutler Hammer; 
Flowserve Corporation individually and as 
successor to the Dux-iron Company, Inc. fMa 
Durco International; Fairbanks Morse Pump 
Corporation Honeywell, Inc. (specifically 
excluding liability for NARCO) individually 
and as successor to the Allied Signal, Bendix, 
Wheelabrator, Rust Engineering, and Allied 
8% Chemical; Reliance Electric Motors $ 
P, individually and as successor to Master 
Electric; P & H Cranes; Johnson Pumps; 
Sterling Fluid Systems (Peerless Pumps), 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of Bannock 1 
Ben Ritchie, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am one of the attorneys for the defendants in the above-referenced matter 
and, as such, have personal knowledge with respect to the matters herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Sixth 
Amended Complaint in Mngialardi v. Harold's Auto Parts, Case No. 2001-37 (Cir. Court 
Bolivar Cty. Miss.). 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of portions of 
Plaintiff John Herbert Adanzson 's Response to Defendants' Master Set of Interrogatories and 
AFFIDAVIT OF BEN RITCHIE - 2 -  J d d ~  
Requestfor Production ofDocuments in hngialavdi  v. Harold's Auto Parts, Case No. 2001-37 
(Cir. Court Bolivar Cty. Miss.). 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'CC' ' is a true and correct copy of podions of the 
Deposition of John W. Adarnson taken on May 20,2002 in Mangiakzrdi v. ITarold's Auto Parfs, 
Case No. 2001 -37 (Cir. Court Bolivar Cty. Miss.). 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of portions of 
PIointgfJohn Herbert Adamson's Response to Defe~zdclrzts 'Master Set ofInterrogc~tories and 
t 3 Request for Production ofDocur?zents in Adamson v. GE, Case No. 2003 CV-73560 (Sup. Court lb 
r i Fulton County Ga.). 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E"is a true and correct copy of portions of the 
Deposition of John H. Adamson taken on September 16, 2003 in Adonlson v. GE, Case No. 2003 
CV-73560 (Sup. Court Fulton County Ga.). 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of a John H 
Adamson's death certificate. 
DATED this day of September, 2007. 
Ben Ritchie 
ST TRSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J+t I HEEIEZY CERTIFY that on this day of September, 2007, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF BEN RITCWIE to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
James C. Arnold ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PETERSEN, PARUNSON & ARNOLD, PLLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. box 1645 \I) Overnight Mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83403- 1645 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 522-8547 ( ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
G. Patterson Keahey ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
1 
i d G. PATTERSON KEAHEY, P.C. ( ) Hand Delivered 
, One Independence Plaza, Suite 61 2 \cl ) Overnight Mail 
Birmingham, AL, 35209 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (205) 871-0801 ( ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Thomas J. Lyons ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 991 <: :might Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-099 1 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 232-2499 ia e-mail 
Jackson Schmidt ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
PEPPLE, JOHNSON, CANTU & SCHMIDT, PPLC ( ) Hand Delivered 
1900 Seattle Tower Building ( ) Overnight Mail 
12 18 Third Avenue ( ) Facsimile 
Seattle, WA 98101 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Owens-Illinois, Inc. 
W. Marcus W. Nye ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Tippi Volyn ( ) Hand Delivered 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY ( ) Ovenlight Mail 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 ia e-mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Facsimile: (208) 232-61 09 
- Attorneys for Advanced Insurance Supply, 
Inc. 
(flWa Pocatello Supply Co.) 
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John A. Bailey, Jr. ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
RAGINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY ( ) Band Delivered 
CHARTERED ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1391 ( ) Facsimile 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 39 1 Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 232-61 09 
- Attorneys for Could Incorporated and 
Gould Pumps Trading Corp. 
Murray J. Sorensen ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BLASER SORENSEN & HANSEN CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 1047 ( ) Overnight Mail 
~I Blackfoot, ID 83221 ( ) Facsimile 
,'ti Facsimile: (208) 785-7080 ) Via e-mail 
i. 
- Attorneys for Steel West 
Christopher P. Graham ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
TROUT JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN, P.A. ( ) Hand Delivered 
The 9th and Idaho Center ( ) Overnight Mail 
255 North 9th Street, Suite 820 ( ) Facsimile 
Boise, ID 83701 Via e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 33 1 - 15 129 
- Attorneys for Carlock Insurance, 
Anchor Packing Company, and 
Fairbanks Morse Pump Corporation 
A. Bruce Larson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Horizon Plaza, Suite 225 ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 6369 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-6369 
Facsimile: (208) 478-7602 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Cleaver-Brooks, a division of 
Agua Chem, P&H Cranes, ITT Industries 
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Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER cltr. LARSEN 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 832059-4229 
Facsimile: (208) 235- 1 1 82 
Andrew A. Grade 
John Michael Mattingly 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, PC 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
Michael F. Skolnick 
J. Kevin Murphy 
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C. 
10 Exchange Place, 4th Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorneys Paramount Supply Co., 
Zurn Industries, Inc. 
Bullough Abatement, Inc. 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail %i y s i m i l e  
ia e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 4 1 Facsimile 
Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
C. Timothy Hopkins ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Steven I(. Brown ( ) Hand Delivered 
HOPKINS RODEN CROCKETT HANSEN & HOOPES ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 51219 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-1 219 ia e-mail 
Facsimile: (208) 523-4474 
- Attorneys for Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
Alaskan Copper Works and 
Square D Company 
Alan C. Goodman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
GOODMAN LAW OFFICE CHARTERED ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box D < :ernight Mail 
Rupert, ID 83350 ( ) Facsimile 
Facsimile: (208) 436-4837 ia e-mail 
- Attorneys for Rupert Iron Works 
Howard D. Burnett ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP ( ) Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 100 ( ) Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83204-01 00 
Facsimile: (208) 233-1 304 ia e-mail 
- Attorneys for Eaton Electrical, Inc. (f/Ma 
Cutler-Hammer, Inc.) 
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Donald F. Carey 
Robert D. Williams 
QUANE SMITH 
2325 W. Broadway, Suite B 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402-2948 
Facsimile: (208) 529-0005 
- Attorneys fur Reliance Electric Motors, 
Rockwell Automation, kc., 
Babbitt Steam Speciality 
Steel West 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
<) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsiinile 
) Via e-mail 
Richard C. Boardman ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Randall L. Schsnitz ( ) Hand Delivered 
PERUNS COIE LLP ( ) Overnight Mail 
25 1 East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
Kevin J. Scanlan ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Dana Herberholz ( ) Hand Delivered 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERKECWT & BLANTON, P.A. ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 1271 ( ) Facsiillile 
Boise, ID 83701 \ ) Via e-mail 
- Attorneys for Parker-Hamifin Corporation, a 
non-party, sewed as "Parker-Hannifin 
Corporation f/Wa Sacoma-Sierra, Inc." 
Thoinas B. High ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
BENOIT, ALESANDER, HARWOOD, HIGH & ( ) Hand Delivered 
VALDEX, LLP ( ) Overnight Mail 
126 Second Ave. North ( ) Facsiillile 
P.O. Box 366 ) Via e-mail 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0366 
- Attorneys for Ericsson, Inc. 
Ericsson, Inc., As Successor in Interest to the 
Anaconda Wire & Cable Coillpany 
Chst ian  Mr. Nelson ( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Melinda Morgan ( ) Hand Delivered 
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON ( ) Overnight Mail 
Wells, Fargo Building 
299 South Main Street, Suite 1500 ) Via e-mail 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 11 
- Attorney for Flowserve Corporation (f/Wa 
Durco International, Inc.) 
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Steven V. Rizzo 
STEVEN V. RIZZO, P.C. 
1620 SW Taylor Street, Suite 350 
Portland, OR 97205 
- Attorney for Gardner Denver, Inc. and 
Parmount Supply Company 
Kelly A. Cameron 
Randall L. Scbmitz 
P E ~ N S  COIE LLP 
25 E East Front Street, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83702-73 10 
,* - 
- Attorneys for Honeywell, Inc. 
%> 
i 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
) Via e-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
) Via e-mail 
David P. Gardner 
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